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40TH CONGRESS, } 
2d Session. 




MINERAL RESOURCES EA.ST OF THE ROCKY MOUNT.A.INS. 
LETTER 
FROM 
THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, 
TRANSMITTING 
Report on the mineral resources of the United States east of the Rocky mountains. 
MAY 2, 1868.-Referred to the Committee on Mines and Mining, and ordered to be printed 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, .lJIIay 2, 1868. 
Sm : I transmit herewith to the House of Representatives the report of James 
W. Taylor on the mineral resources of the States and Territories east of the 
Rocky mountains. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
HUGH McCULLOCH, 
Hon. SCHUYLER COLFAX, 
Secretary of the Treasury. 




J A~IES. We TA y ·L OR, 
ON 
THE MINERAL RESOURCES OF TH:E UNITED STATES EAST OF THE 
ROCKY MOUNTAINS. 
WASHING~l>:~r, lifa,y 2, 186S. 
Srn: In pursuance of your instructions of September 12, 1866, I had the 
honor on the 13th of February, 1867, to present for your consideration a pre-
liminary report, embracing a general view of the gold n,nd silver districts of N cw 
Mexico, Colorado, Montana, Dakota., and Minnesota, with some notice of tho gold 
recrions of the southern Atlantic sta,tes, Canacfa and Nova Scotia. Tho prcscn 
report will include a further inquiry into tho rninentl resources of those dis_tricts, 
with special reference to their situa,tion and 'prospects at the expiration of the 
year 1867; and I propose as a not inappropriate sequel to devote a considerniblo 
portion of this communication (1) to a general review of the production of gold 
and silver in other quarters of the ,vorld, with the purpose of indicating refa-
tively tho commercial and social importance of the treasure product of the U nitod 
States, and (2) to a summary of the dolnestio commerce from the Mississippi 
river westward to the interior or mining districts of the United States, having 
· reference prominently to railway communications with the Rocky mountains and 
the Pacific co[tst. 
1-'HE GREAT PLAI:NS. 
Between tho agricultural districts ·of Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Indian terri-
tory, and rrexas, which extend westwarcUy to the 98th .meridian of longitude, 
and tho eastern Piedmont of the Rocky mountains, and in Colorado n,re 
bounded eastwardly by longitude 104°, the cretaceous formation, onco qesig-
nated as the '' American desert," is now well understood to be adequate for 
the sustenance of ca.ttle, and if subterranean sources of water supply were avnil-
able for the purpose of itrigatien, might become an agricultural region. At 
present this wide interval between the margin of the Missouri river, whore the 
moist winds from the Gulf of Mexico afford a sufficient fall of summer rain 
for the growth and maturity of crops, and the Colorado Piedmont, with its limited 
capacity for irrigation from mountain streams and surfaces, is recognized as n, 
grazing district, bearing the nutritious buffalo grass, and roasonab}y traversed 
by streams.:._conditions only favorable to pastoral occupation ancht sparse popu-
lation. If, however, the experiment of artesian wells should be ·vigorously 
prosecuted, and prove successful, th~ occupation of tl10 plains might be greatly 
diversified. Tho government in 1858 despatched a party unclo.1.· tho direc-
tion of Captain John Pope to tho Llano Estacado of western rrexp,s, a.n extension 
of tho cretaceous formation of eastern Colorado, for the purpose of sinking an 
artesian well; but although a depth of 1,050 feet was attained, and powerful 
streams flowed into the well ·at different levels, tp.e water did not rise to tho sur-
face, and the work_ was abandoned. . It w~s by no means a failure ; tho discovery 
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.,f suutcrranean streams or fountains accessible, from the surface, being very sug-
gcnfrre of tlto possibilities of future water supply.* 
NEW MEXICO. 
Dnrin£>' 1867 the public attention was occupied by very favorable reports of 
the rnine~al resources of Now Mexico. The Kansas division of the Union Pacific 
raiJron,cl, while not relinquishing the policy of a direct western communication 
with Dem·er and Great Salt Lake City, determined to place a party in the field 
to explore a southwestern line from the junction of longitude 102° with latitude 
39° to a crossing of the Rio Grande at Albuquerque, latitude 35°, longitude 
lOG½0 , nml'thcnco wostwardly through New Mexico, Arizona, and southern Cali-
fornia, on or near. the 35th parallel. 
The results of this exploration fully confirming the observa,tions of Lieutenant 
.. Whipple in 1853-'54, have established that gold, silver, and copper mines are 
as numerous :mcl va1uable as in Colorado; · and also that bods of lignite coal 
occur around tho western end of Raton mountain, and the neighboring foot-hills 
of tho Rocky mountains, while a formati911 of early cretaceous coal has been 
discovered in the valley of the Rio Grande. The first coal basin consists of an 
immense thickness of coarse sandstones, first manifesting themselves in some of 
the ravines of tho Raton, a,bout 20 miles east of Raton Pass, but soon becoming 
visible on the flanks of tho mountain, continuing through the pass, and to an 
unknown distance west of it. This formation lies nearly horizontally against 
the base of the Raton ancl Rocky mountains, extending the latter from the 
.Arkansas river at Ca,11011 City to the vallej of the Little Cimarron on the south. 
In the Raton Pass the coal beds, wbich ·n,re quite thin in the Manco del Barro 
Pass, lJcgin to assume importance. About six miles :fiirom Trinidad, a locality 
exhibits a tota,l thickness of about five foot of good coa,l, separated into four 
beds, placed near together. Near the top· of tho pass are also beds of the same 
thickness, but at the southern exit of the pass, in canons connected with upper 
waters of tho Canadian, there ca,llec1 Reel river, these beds occur in still greater 
magnitude, being eight feet thick. All these arc, however, of trifling nature 
compared with the great bet.ls found in the caflons of the V crmejo valley, which 
show in one locality 10 feet of coal in two beds, separated by 10 inches of slate. 
The same strata, were found on the other side of tho canon, one-half mile distant, 
!:tnd in other canons several miles westward. Further south other thinner beds 
were seen near V ermcjo of the thickness of three and four feet of good coal. 
Beyond tho Pcrnejo tlrn high table lands containing the co:11 beds disa,ppear 
entirely, aud tho only sedimentary rock in view is the early cretaceous sand 
stone, capped in places with middle creta,ceous limestone. As the high table 
ln,nc1 of tertiary sandstone extends north of the Raton, it is proba,bJe that similar 
beds exist in that direction. Coal has a,lso been discovered on the Rio Grande 
in ya,rions pb. cs above Picdras N egras, a,s well as below in the vicinity of 
Laredo, Gurrero, and R<tma,. t , 
'l'he cfrcoYerics of gold-bea1ing quartz, first limited to the Greo·ory district, 
i~ 1olo1:ac1o, exten_ding :1bout 30 miles along the base of the Snowy range, from 
Gold ll1ll to Empue C1ty, now reach the southern limit of Colorado, and thence 
along the Sierra faclrc, following the general course of the valley of the Rio 
Iu 1 ~7, at Ch_icago an artesian ~vell, at tho depth of 1,190 feet, struck a subterranean 
tr_eam, 01gh_t foot m depth, an<l flowmg with a strong current, from which 600,000 gallons 
d'.1-1\y arc dcl1yerc~ at tho surface, and 450,000 gallons daily at an elevation of 45 feet. Pre-
viously ~ vem of ":ater had been reache~ at a dept~ of 90 feet, which yielded 15 barrels an 
hour. ( ec Appendix o. J for a narrative by Professor D. D: Owen of other experiments 
within tho nited Stat~s and elsewhere.) 
t ~ho value of coal ~n tho ~od':1ction of ores, as well as for uses of fuel, justifies all possible 
details of tho rec nt d1scovcn~s m the Rocky mountains. The foregoing report i<J by Dr. J. 
L,_
1 
.. on who_ ~c~ompamed General W.W. Wright, chief engineer of Union Pacific 
ra \ S) ea. t rn d1vmon, upon tho expedition already mentioned. 
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Grande throuo-h the whole extent of New Mexico and into the adjacm1t State 
of Chihuahua~ Successful placer 1,nining by the Mexican residents of this val-
ley has often been reported in the mountain gulches near Santa Fe, south to a 
distance of about 100 miles, or as far as Gran Quivira, ancl north for about 1.~0 
miles to the river Sano-re de Cristo. This stream is just within the territoi"y of 
· Colorado but 20 mile~ south of the boundary line is the locality of the Moreno 
mines, wl1ich attracted much attention during 186'7. They are situated near 
but west of the Raton mountains, about 30 miles north of '.raos, Moro county,. 
New Mexico. Four pounds of the ore from a well-defined quartz vein recently 
opened are said to have yielded 78 cents of gold, or at the rate of $390 to the 
ton. An important circurnsfance is added, that the _quartz contains only free 
gold, without sulphurets. In a specimen taken from the vicinity of tl1e surface 
and forwarded to Colorado, thread gold could be traced through the mass of 
quartz. The opportunities for gulch mining have already attracted a considera-
ble American population. The Placer mountain, nbout 30 miles from Santa 
Fe, within the past year hnis been worked under an efficient organization and 
with satisfactory results. rrhe average yield of the uuriferous rock is $30 to the 
ton. rrhe· veins are numerous, well defined, and accessible within a district of 
10 miles square. Another locality of much interest is Pinos Altos: under bti-
tude 33°, longitude 108°. The enterprise of working these mines seems to be 
under efficient direction. Upon one of the lodes a tunnel has already been 
drifted 713 feet, and when completed to the distance of 1,600 feet, will have 
passed from the Atlantic to the Pacific slopes of the Sierra Madre. Midw[l.y 
it passes under the crest of the mountain, from which a shaft of 121 feet con-
nects the summit ·with the . tunnel. The ore contains gold, silver, and a small 
proportion of copper. The village of Pinos Altos is at an elevation of 5,000 
feet above the sen,. The vicinity presents unusual advantages of ,vood, -vvater, 
and surface for mining operations, and, with the fullest allowance for exaggera-
tion as to the number and richness of the lodes, there seems but little doubt 
that, with the pacification of tho Indian tribes and further facilities of transpor-
tation, it will become an important mining centre. · 
The foregoing seem to be the most prominent gold-bearing districts of New 
Mexico; but some 20 localities are mentioned by mining journals, m11ong which 
are quartz veins at-San Jose, in the Sierra Madre, intersecting each other in all 
directions for a mile in width and three miles in length ; a similar formation near 
Fort Davis, 'l'exas, and extensive placer mines on the San Francisco and Mim-
bres rivers. 
Silver, ho·wever, with its many combinations, i:il the most abundant mineral of 
.the Territory. The prominently argen!ifprous districts are the Placer mountains, 
near Santa Jfe; the Organ mounta,ins, n0a1· t1.ie Mesilla valley; and the Sierm 
Madre, at Pinos Altos. The first and last of these localities are, as ·we have 
seen, gold-producing also. In the Organ mountains over 50 silver mi11<~s have 
been disconred, the ore being generally argentiforous galena. 'I.1ho district 
near Mesilla valley, in the Organ mountains, has a mean altitude of 4,400 feet, 
and is intersected with ravines, affording favorable opportunities for horizontal 
drifts in opening the v_eins. The country bordering- on the north portion of 
Chihuahua is a rich silver district. Immediately adjoining the Mexican bmtncl-
ary are the mines of Corrnlitos, tho most successful silver m;nes in the State of 
Chihuahua, having been mined for 40 years in a region most exposed to Indian 
hostility. Near the old town of El Paso tratlitfon places ,the locality of 0110 of 
the richest silver mines known to the Spaniards, but its site was lost during tlie 
Indian insurrection of 1680. 
Dr. A. Wizlizenns, who accompauied a military expedition in 1847 as surgeon 
and naturalist, mentions that during the Spa.nish occup-n.tion sevel''al rich silver 
mines were worked at Avo, at Oerillos, and in the Nambe mountains, but none 
at present. Copper is found in abundance throughout the country, but princi-
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pa11y at Lo; Tijeras, J emas, Abiquin, Guadel?pit~ de l\for~. Iron is eq~~lly 
ahnndant. Gvpsum, both common and selemte, 1s found m large quantities, 
extensive byers of j~ existing in tho mountains. near Algodonos, on the Rio 
Grande ancf in tho neighborhood of the celebrated Salinas. It is used us com-
mon 1i~1e, and the crystalline or selenite is a substitute for window glass. About 
100 miles southeast of Santa Fe, on the high table land between the Rio Gmnde 
and Pecos, are some extensive salt lakes or salinas, from which the inhabitants 
of New Mexico arc supplied. 
'I1hc leading copper mines of New Mexico may be thus (;)11u1.110ratccl ancl 
described: 1. Hanover, discovered in 1860; situated on the heaclwn.ters of the 
Mimbrcs river, about s1x miles east of :Fort Bayard; oro n virgin copper, founcl 
in extensi·rn pockets in the bed rook, varying in quantities from 100 to 300 
pounds, n.nd combined with sufficient gold to defray the expenses of · working. 
2. Santa Rita, in the same vicinity, worked by the Spaniards nearly a century 
and n half ago; ore a ri~h oxide, and found in veins of varying thickness, the 
lower being virgin copper, which can be drawn under the hammer as it comes 
from the mine; supposed to bo, an extension of the Hanover. 3. Pinos Altos, 
asi:,ociatccl ·with tho extensive gold and silver formation previously mentioned; a 
very extensive copper deposit, and favorably situated in respect to woocl ancl 
water. 4. Arroyo Honda, situated north of Taos ancl close to the Colorhclo 
. line, from whioh specimens of copper have been exhibited at the United St.1,tes 
mint and pronounced equal to the amygdaloid of Lake Superior. _5. Nooie-
mento, situated about 40 miles south-southwest from Santa Fe, in the Los Valles 
mountains, in the sume mnge as the Placer mountain ; vein from 30 to 40 feet 
wide, and occasionally intersected by deposits of white sandstone; assay of ore, 
copper, 71; silYer, 4; iron, 12; unexamined scorfa, 13. 6.. Ocatc, nei,1,r Santa 
Fe, vein 12 to 20 feet wide and assays 64 per cent. of pure copper. 7. Tijera,, 
situated in the 1'ijera cafion, near the line of the 35th parallel; surface ore 
alloyed with ·ilvcr, but in descending the copper combines with gold. 8. New 
l\Iexico, a formation of the Placer mountain, very extensive, and under the same 
administration as tho gold mines of thn.t locality. For many years much of the 
copper ore of N cw Mexico has been transported to Indianola, r.re:xas, a distance 
of 1,000 m~lcs, and the amount of the gold associated with tlle copper lrns always 
been suffic1~nt to defrny the expenses of transportation.* 
COLORADO. 
This interesting 'rerritory has been fortunate during tho year just closed in 
the publication of nn attractive picture of its mountain scenery, by Bayard 
Taylor ; an e~hanstive work upon its " mining organizn.tions and prospects," 
by 0. J. IIolhster; and a careful collation of its mineral and other products at 
tho Paris Exposition, under tho direction of Commissioner J. P. Whitney. 
Very free rcforenco will be made to these authentic sources of information. 
The ngriculturn.1 section of Colorado, called by its people tho V[l,lley, extends 
eastward from tho base of the Rocky mountains, with an area of 30
7
000,000 
acres, of which one-sixth is susceptible of inigation, and is therefore arable. 
Tho next division is tho Foot-hills with its subdivision, the great mineral belt. 
Then follow tho Snowy range, or the range with its system of parks-the 
crest or , icrrn of the mountain mass-while " over the range" includes all -west 
of tho continental di ide. Tho entire area is 10~
7
475 square miles, or 
G7,723,520 acre . 
. ntil recently tho gold fo1111ation of the 1!,oot-hills was tho first object of 
11 t~rcst to 1:1in ra~ogist after leaving the plains; but, with tho cxten ·ion of the 
_n)on P c1fl? rmlwa ·, the probability of an adequate coal formation fully 
cl ·id nttcnt10n. "\ ith the exploration of the valleys which debouch from the 
1; t· r to Philadelphia Press from member of Pacific Railway exploration. in 1 67. 
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first elevations of tho Rocky mountains a lignite has been di~covercd up~n the 
Yellowstone of Montana, the Platte of Colorado, and tho Rio Grande of_ ~ cw 
Mexico, while within the parks nt a grea,ter elevation deposits are found s1_rrular 
to the Albertine coal of New Brunswick upon the Atlantic coast: It 1s not 
unlikely thn,t the bituminous beds of Iowa and Missouri, disappe~ring under the 
cretaceous masses of the plains, may reappear with the upheaval of the mo~m-· 
tains in a condition highly metamorphosed, if not in the form of anthracite. 
The veins of lignite first mentioned have a general direction north ~nd south 
along the l)asc of the mountains, and are accessible where the mountmn streams 
traverse the Foot-hills. 
The most prominent discovery of coal in Colorado is on South Boulder creek, 
.about two miles from the base of the mountains, 15 miles from Denver, and 15 
miles from Golden City, the latter being the centre of the gold mining dist:·ict. 
In regard to the characte1: and quality of this deposit Dr. J, V. Hayden, Umted 
States geologist, reports thut thore are at least 10 beds frotn 5 to 13 feet in 
thickness, belonging to the tertiary period and of the lignite variety. It is non:-
bituminous and holds a position between dry wood and the anthracites of Penn-
sy lvani.a; burns with a bright red flame, giving abundant heat and very little 
ash-2 per cent. of ash and 58 of carbon. Associated with these coal beds 
arc veins of iron ore of the red or brown hematite. '.Pho value of coal and 
iron deposits, with reference to the construction and use of machinexy for reduc-
ing ancl smelting ores, is quite apparent.* ' 
The localities in which gold is most plentifully found are in the ·counties of 
Bou1der, Gilpin, Clear Creek, Jefferson, and the extreme southeastern part of 
Summit. Although it is evident that ·many other sections contain gold-bearing 
veins no great amount of attention has been bestowed upon them, and the prin-
cipal -amount of mining has been done in the counties _of Gilpin and Clear 
Creek. The go1d veins proper, found wholly in granite formation, vary in 
width from a scarcely perceptible streak to 40 and even 50 feet, but seldom 
averaging over four or five feet. When discovered from the surface the vein is 
indicated by a light porous quartz, discolored by the oxidation of base metals, 
in which small particles of gold are disseminated som~times in the form of small 
scales, fine dust, or stringy pieces, but seldom i.n masses of any size. '1-,he value 
of veins is usually determined by the miners by crushing to a fine powder in a 
hand mortar a few pieces ,of surface oro, the powder being carefully washed with 
water in a hand pan. This consists in giving the pan a peculiar ~notion which 
settles the gold at the bottom, the fine particles of earth and quartz being care-
fully floated of!. It is seldom that surface ore is found so poor as not to exhibit 
from a few pieces so treated, a streak of fine . gold dust at the bottom of the 
pan. :E1rom some veins pieces can be readily found, by a little search, showing 
specks of gold up to the size of pin heads. Sometimes streaks of white and 
yellow earths are found in surfac~ ores, which yield from $5 to $60 to the pan -
fol of 12 or 15 pounds. When such streaks are found large amounts are often 
obtained from theu; '11he surface ore, generally quite soft and porous at the 
top, gradually grows harder ancl more compact as it recedes from the oxidizing 
. effocts of the atmosphere, a,nd is finally lost in the glittering sulphurets of iron 
and copper which takes its place, being equally rich in gold, and oftentimes a 
vast deal ricl1€r, having in addition a large · percentage of silver, and often-
times an amount of copper equivalent to 25 per cent. of bulk. ':rhe surface ore, 
when found in veins of ordinary width and richness, is stripped from the -veins 
until the sulphurets are. met with, and is submitted to the ordinary process of 
amalgamation on large copper plates coated with quicksilver, or in large iron or 
wooden pans, the ore being s"coured by revolving spars of iron or masses of stone. 
• 1f See appendix No. 2 for an abstract of professor Hayden's observations on "The Lio--
nites of tho West," oTiginally published in Silliman's Journal of March, 1868. 0 
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In this manner surface ores are m:1de to pay good profits, and in some jnst:mces 
very large amounts. 
The tracts conta,injno- gold veins, designated as belts, seem to have a uniform 
course northeast by sot~thwest, cropping out in some• localities, and then disap-
pearino- from the surface to be found beyond in their continuation. In places, 
by so~e natural convulsions of nature at an early period, they are broken and 
djstorted from the regularity which marks them elsewhere, and for acres in 
extent the surface of the earth is discolored by the peculiar blossom which indi-
cates the presence of sulphurets below. Such tracts, when water can pe brought 
to them, are sluiced to great profit. 
A peculiarity of the Colorado gold veins is that they are invariably found 
richer the deeper they are sunk upon. This rule seems to be vvithout exception,. 
and in no instance is a vein lost except by a break-off in the adjoining forma-
tion. Gold is not found to any great extent fr1 a free state after leaving the sur-
face ores. The great percentage of the precious metal js found intimately asso-
ciated with the sulphurets of iron, copper, silver, lead, antimony, and arsenic. 
Iron predominates over the other metals, often comprising from 30 to 40 per 
cent. of the crevice matter. Copper is almost invariably represented, and few 
veins show less than from three to five per cent. of this metal, and many exhibit 
from 15 to 20 per cent. This metal increases almost inymfably as the veins are 
sunk upon, showing a tendency to assume the form of sulphate as it descends. 
In the copper, particularly the sulphate, is found the greatest percentage of gold, 
often giving an assay exceeding $2,000 to the ton of 2,000 pounds. Miles of 
shafts have been sunk and tunnels run in Colorado, but no single shaft or tun-
nel has yet attained any great depth. · 
Shafts have been sunk upon the Gold Dirt, Bobtai], and Gregory lodes, to a 
depth of between 300 to 400 feet, in every instance exhibiting ore of surpassing 
richness. 'rhc great majority of shafts, however, from want of means and from 
ignorance of the true method of treating the ores found, have not been sunk 
more than sufficiently deep to demonstrate the value of the lodes they arc upon. 
The gold-minino- regions are easily reached from the plains below, and are 
connec~ed by o-ood roads. Streams, having sufficient water and fall to furnish 
unlimited pow&· for mining purposes, are plentiful. 'l'hc valleys and agricul-
tural lancL, though being less sheltered and productive than those npon the 
western side of the range or the plains below, are sufilcient1y fertil~ to furnish 
more than a much larger population can consume. 'l'im ber, also, is plentiful, 
and the climate, thouo-h uncertain in its temperature durin(J' the summer, is not 
attended in winter with that severity which is peculiar to tlfc Atlantic sea-coast 
towns of tho same latitude. . 
Within the la 't year a considerable quantity of ore, taken from several mines, 
was frcio-htc l across the plain· to the river, and forwarded to Swansea, in Wales, 
that it might be xperimcnte l upon by the sl~lled experience employed there. 
o difficulty wa found in working the ore in Swansea, which gave yields of 
between 200 and 300 t the ton, the same ore •;not yielding over $10 or $15 
to the ton by the stamp-and-pan mills in Colorado, yet paying a profit from that 
amount. 
o accm:ate c timat. can be ma :e of the amount of gold obtained from Col-
orado, particularly dunn(J' the arhcr clays, owing to the irreo·ular methods of 
remittin(J' in v <TUC; hut probably not less than $30,000,000 ha~e been obtained 
within th limit · of the 'l rrit ry from 1 59 up to the present time-not a large 
am unt wh n mparecl ,vith the yield from other more advanced minino- regions 
clurinCT th amo time, lmt a larcr um considering the small number gf people 
1,taininO' it, their i • lation from f.'ettled regions their Indian diffi.cul-
, an l th le trnctiYc influence of the civil war rao-in~ at the same time in 
nit•l 'tat . 0 0 
ilv r i found in all the gold mining districts of Colorado, associated with 
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the ores containino- O'Old i~ the O'alena l)articularlv which is found at times in 
b O ' 
0 .n · · 1 1 t"f 1 t b considerable quantity. It is always present, but not sufficient y p en 1 ·u ? e 
fl. feature o'f value in the o·old mines· yet larO'e masses have lately been ohtame<l 
b ' 5 • d. . 't by the smelting process from ores considered strictly gold-bearmg, an 1~ 1s qm e 
evident that in future ·with the advantaO'es ·of improved processes, tlns metal 
' 
0 
• 11 will be freely obtained. But not until within the last two years was it genera }' 
known in Colorado that immense belts of silver veins, separate from the gold, 
existed upon the western declivities of the Rocky Mountain range, corresponc~ng 
in their direction and general features with those of gold upon the easte1:n s1~e-
The prevailing great richness in silver in the ores of Griffith and Argentme dis-• 
tricts, in Clear Creek county, upon the head 1vaters of South Clear creek, som0 
13 miles distant from the towns of Central and Black Hawk, and co1Tespond-
ingly ne_ar to the snowy peaks of the raEge, first attracted particu:ar attention 
to the element of silver. In these districts silver ores of great nchness have 
been discovered, masses being exhibited at the Paris Exposition from the Baker 
lode, of Argentine district, and of the Elijah Hise and Endigo lodes, of Griffith 
c!istrict, which assay ' respectively, in silver alone, $532 12, $1,656 20, and 
$1,804 83 to the ton of 2,000 pounds of ore. These vejns were followe_d to an 
altitude pr~viously unknown in mining experience in Colorado'. Enterprising 
men were soon engaged. in prospecting the regions corresponding upoJI the other 
side of the range, whic~ resulted in the discovery of immense deposits of rich 
argentiferous galena. r_}_'he black sulphurets of silver, antimonial silver ores, 
rich chlorides, ruby silver ore, and pieces of native silver -were found, and a new 
region, the extent of which has not yet been determined, was thrown open to 
the attention of those who might .have the curiosity to examine it. 
Much excitement was occasioned in Colorado ·by this discovery, and a large 
number of prospectors were soon engaged . there, making iliscoveries and pre-
emptions under tho liberal laws of the '.rerritory, which gave undisputed pos-
session to discoverers who should have their claims recorded in the county office, 
after making the developments and improvements required by law. 
That portion of the silver region first opened is situated in Summit county, 
upon the head waters of the Snake and Swan rivers, which flow into the Blue 
river, a tributary of the Rio Colorado, which flows into the Gulf of California. 
An examination of tbe region a few miles southwest, in the neighborhood of 
Ten Mile creek, another tributary of the Blue, led to-the discovery of still more 
wonderful exhibits of mineral wealth than were found in the Snake river region. 
Veins of great width and prominence were found, which, in some instances, 
could be distinguished by their discolored surface ores, when miles distant, 
seaming tho mountain sides like gigantic roads, measuring from 20 to 50 feet in 
width. In this region the result of violent volcanic action is evident by tho 
great height of many peaks, their a.brupt and broken sides, and by the immense 
masses of lava and scoria which abound. Not far distant are hot saline and 
sulphur springs, as well as deposits of dry salt. 
]:!'letclrnr mountain, in 'ren-mile district, where the richest mines yet discovered 
ar~ found, may be designated, if tho application be a proper one, the predom- · 
inant peak or watershed of the continent. From ea.ch side of this mountain 
rise streams, (Gilpin and Clinton,) which, flowing into '.ren Mile ci'eek, empty 
into the Grand, and then into the Rio Colorado-in fact, being tb.e head waters 
and origin of that great stream which, originating at an altitude of over two 
_ m:1,1es above tide-water, in a region teeming with mineral wealth, seeks the shores 
of the Pacific through a region which is one vast field of metallic treasure, but 
which lies deserted, neglected, and comparatively unknown. Upon tho western, 
near tho base, are numerous rivulets, emptying into the Blue, another tributary 
of the Rio Colorado. Southward from Fletcher mounfain a few miles, so near 
Ten Mile creek that the waters almost mingle, rises the Arkansas river, flowing 
into the Mississippi. rr10 the south, not many miles huther, rise the head waters 
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of the Rio Grande del Norte, flowing into the Gulr' of Mexico. At tlie south 
eastern base of F]etcher mountain rises the South Platte river, which, striking 
north circles over the great plains, irrigating the soil in its passago1 ~nd supply.-
ing ,/ater to tens of thousands who yearly make their migrations to the promising 
Jnuds of the far west. · 
Dnring the short time which has elapsed since the discovery of the silvC>r 
mining regions good roads have been made, connecting them with the more 
settled sections of tho Territory, from Snake river mines to Denver, by way of 
Breckinridge, the county-seat of Summit county, and from Ten Mile district to 
Denver, by way of the Arkansas river and the South Park. In · both sections 
a largo number of shafts have been sunk upon the principal rivers to a depth 
of from 20 to 60 feet, some of which have exhibited an abundance of rich ore. 
In 'ren Milo district mjners were engaged during the past winter-in the employ 
of eastern capitaJists, who subscribed a large• sum for the purpose-in driving a 
tunnel from the base of Fletcher mountain to its centre, for the purpose of ascer-
taining, from ore taken at a great depth, the true value of veins which presented 
such indications of wealth upon the surface. This tunnel, commencing at a 
height of about 60 feet above the water-line of tho distrjct, had been driven 
through the solid rock ( of which the mountains, beneath a thin coati1-1g of earth, 
arc almo_st entirely composed) to a depth of about 300 feet, and will be steadily 
prosecuted unti! it reaches, at a depth of from 600 ti) 800 feet, a large vein 
known as the Cainpton, ·which exhibits upon · the surface, for over a mile in 
length, n crevice, which has a uniform width of 10 feet, and which has given 
from shafts sunk upon it some of the richest ore obtained in the district. 
From the silver mines of Summit county 76 assays were made during the 
past year by Albert Rejchenecker, a graduate of the Polytechnic School of the 
kingdom of 1V lil'U~1uburg, and who served th· ::tate government of that king-
dom nine years as chemist and engineer of m:nes, who obtained an average 
assay of $121 64 to the ton of 2,000 pounds; and deposes that said ores taken 
for assay were only a fair average of the ore from the mines from which they 
were respectively taken, n.nd that they came from a depth not exceeding 20 feet, 
and in most cases fro+n within five feet .of the smfaco. 
From 30 assays, made by ]?red. Eckfeldt, melter and _refiner at the United 
States branch mint at Denver, an average assay ,vas obtained of $130 28 to 
the ton of 2,000 pounds; Eckfeldt deposing that tho ores so assayed wore but 
a fair average of the mines from which they were taken. 
The silver mining regions abound in many streams, which have their sources 
in the immense masses of snow found always upon the high mountain peaks. 
'l'hese streams, being fed by thousands of small rivulets and springs, gain in a 
short distance immense force and volume, giving unfailing freshhess to the rich 
grasses, flowers, wild fruits, and lofty trees found ip. tho valleys they traverse. 
At a hcjght of 12,000 feet, in these regions, timber disappears, though rich 
pasturage and flowers are found growing close to tho banks of snow. Sti:p,w 
bcni.es arc often found growing in great u.bundanco· far above the timber line, . 
a.s well as raspberries. r_rhe timber u.bovo an altitude of 8,000 or 9,000 feet. is 
principally _:fir and spruce, which js qujte abundant, and grows to a groat size. 
The native gras jg of an extremely nutri.tious quality, and fo~· hay cannot be 
xc llcd. lt·grows high and yjgorously, and in the valleys and parks can be 
ut in great quantiti s. 'I1rout are found in tho· streams at a height of nearly 
12,000 fc t, and a Yaricty of wild game is abundant. Tho climate is less severe 
in the Rilv r regions than at the same altitudes upon tho eastern side of the 
rang wiur, to th bir,h mountains which intervene and which form ba1Ticrs 
~ nin. t h .wecpinr, winds of the plains. Scttlcme~ts are rapidly being made 
m tho . ~e t1 n · . nn 1 ·oon they ,..-ill resound with the busy labor of thousands 
wh? vill b r <J. med t develop the wonderfully rich und accessible treasure of 
· 1cl now the xi tcnce i comparatively 1:mknown. 
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Lead in the form of galena exhibits itself iii ·many of the gold mines, but 
diminishes in quantity as the shafts sink. It is more plentifully found in Tc_n-
mile district, Summit county, thari in any other section yet known. In that dis-
trict it is in some instances found projecting in hrge ~asses a1;>ove th~ s~uJace of 
the earth upon the line of vein, and can be detached m? partially ox1d1zed CO?· 
dition in pieces weighing from 500 to 1,000 pound;,. Upon Ffotcher mounta_rn 
thousands of tons could be easily gleaned ·from the surface, and but a short d1s-
fance below the surface are larO'e beds, the extent of whioh have not yet been 
determined. This galena is niver found free from silver, yielding · from 10 to 
500 ounces to the ton of metal. · 
From some pieces of galena, fair average ore from a number of veins in 'l'en-
mile district, the following assays for silver were obtained by Professor A. A. • 
Hayes, State assayer of Massachusetts : 
Oz. Dwts. Ors. 
Pyi'amid vein ...••.......................... per ton 2,000 pounds.. 81 13 · 8 
Merrimac vein ...•..••..........•••...•.....•.•.•.... do. . . . . • . . . 68 12 0 
t~!cfc~:hi~~j;;:::::::::.-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::j~: :::: :::: iZ~ ~ 1~ 
Blackstone vein •...•...•....•..••..•••••...•••....••. do ..••.••.• ·g5 18 6 
l&:J~::;!i/~: :: :: : :~~: :: :::::::: ::: ::: : : : : ::: : : : : : Jf ===: = :: : Ill 1! :g 
Augustincvein .. ________ : .. ~ ................................ do~ ........... 22! 3 12 
giving an average exceeding 130 ounces to the ton. . 
This metal, like copper, has not been mined for, excepting for the purpose of 
obtaining it to flux other metals with by the new smelting process. 
Deposits of dry salt are found in some parts of the rrerritory, and salt springs 
are quite plentiful in the parks. r.rhe salt found in a dry state is comparatively 
pure, and the saline springs contain fully one.half pound of salt to the gallon 
of water. Some of the springs are very large. In the South Park extensive 
works are erected and in operation for boiling and evaporating the brine. The 
spring from which the w01:ks are supplied is some 1,000 feet long by 150 feet 
wide, from the bottom of which the water boils up vigorously. . 
The following are altitudes above the sea of some towns and passes in Colo• 
rado: . 
Feet. 
Denver City ...... ~ •.•.•••••.•••...... ··--~- ...• ~ ............................ 5,317 
Golden City ...... •• ..........••.....•....•..........••.......... ·~· ... . .. . . 5, 88;:r 
Central City .............................. . ......... _ .....•..........•....... 8,300 
Idaho ...•............................................•........ _ •••. _ . . . . . . . 7, 800 
Georgeto,vn . . .....••...••..... · ................. _ ..... __ .. _: .. . . . • • • . . . . . . . . 8,452 
Empire City . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,871 
Pass over the range via Cheyenne............................................. 7,500 
Pass over the range via Berthond. G •••••••••••••••••••••• _ •••••••• _.. • • • • • • • • • • J 0, 914 
Pass over the range via South Park .•••.....•....•••..•..•. ; _ .................. 11,000 
Pass over the range via Boulder •. · ..............•...... __ . _ ................... 11, 700 
Pass over the range via Jones·.... . • . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • • • . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 12, 200 
Pass over the range via Argentine.... . . . . . . • . .. . • . . .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 13, 000 
North, South, Middle, and San Luis Parks, from ........................ 6,000 to 9,000 
Main belts of gold mines, from ..................................... ~ .. 7, 000 to 9,000 
Main belts of silnr mines, from . . . . • . . . . . • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 000 to 11, 000 
About one-half of the Territory is covered with timber, the growth .in some 
sections being sma11 and scattering, composed of the pinon, or nut-bearing pjne, 
and scrubby cedar. r hese are confined to the lower foot-hills of the mountains. 
Higher up are found cedar, spruce, fir, n.nd pine, which grow to an enormous 
size. Hemlock, aspen, and oak are also found. Plum ai:id cherry trees . are met 
with growing wild, and the apple and pear are being cultivated .with success. 
Will grapes, strawberries, raspberries, and currants are abundant, ·and heavy 
growths of wild .clover, wild rye, and wild barley cover many of the valleys. 
The records of the United Stn,tes Land Office exhibit sales of 210,000 acres 
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of farminO' land in the Tenitory, with 190,000 acres claimed but not paid for, 
making 400,000 acres under improvement. Of' this number 100,000 ac~·cs are 
well cultivated. Wheat, barley, and oats yield from 30 to 70 bushels to the 
acre and all varieties of vegetables are successfully raised. In 1865, for a 
num'ber of months corn and oats sold readily at prices ranging from 15 to 25 
cents per pound. In the summer of 1866 grains sold in Colorado at prices less-
than those ruling in Chicago, Illinois, the largest grain mart in the world. Eight 
or ten flour mills are now in operation, which are making more flour than the people 
of the '11enitory can consume. 
Enough has been done in Colorado to satisfy any one of the true value of the 
countless and inexhaustible veins which so closely pack and seam her mountain 
sides, ancl the improvements which have been made there in so short a time must 
appear astonishing to any one who will examine them. But the great difficultie~ 
which have been encountered must be taken into consideration by those who 
review her mining proceS'ses ; the intenuptions of the war 3,nd India?- difficulties; 
the long distance and high rates of freight from the Missouri river, and the delay 
occasioned in getting the machinery ordered, which, being of novel construction, 
had to be ·manufactured expressly for the purpose. But these difficulties are 
happily now overcome by the cessation of war, by the building of railroads, and 
by the manufacturing-establishments in the Territory, so that we may reasonably 
expect in the succeeding few years to sec a more ra.picl and successful a~lvance. 
WYOMING, OR LINCOLN. 
On the organiza~ion of Montana Tenitory, ancl the limitation of Idaho to dis~ 
tricts west of tho Rocky mountains, a region remained south of Montana which, 
for want of settlements or any form of public organization, was annexed to Dakota 
It will probn,bly be constituted a Territory at the current session of Congress, as 
important discoveries of golcl mines have lately occurred in tho valley of the 
Sweetwater and on the sources of the Wind river. The Cereso lode, near the 
South Pass, is the most prominent locality, and was _the first scene of discovery. 
As much as $1.:,0 per day is claimed as the reward of one man's labor with a 
hand mortar. Some 150 lodes have been located, all within a circle of 6 by 15 
miles, while the great mineral belt in which the mines arc found extends from 
Fremont's Peak south to the junction of Grand and Green rivers. 'There seems 
to be little doubt that the foot-hills of ihe Wind River mountains arc equally 
auriferous. · , 
The S,1wetwater mines are situated northeast of the old emigrant road which 
leads through South 'Pass and by the Pacific Springs, and are on the eastern 
slope of the Rocky mountains; and thus far only one ledge has been observed 
to cross the divide to the western slope of the mountains. The line of the Pacific 
ro~d is 25 miles south of tho mines-the telegraph within nine miles. A popu-
lat10n of 600 passed the winter of 1867-'68 in this district; a newspaper, the 
Sweetwater Miner, has commenced its issues, and the federal government will 
probably be represented by territorial officers at an early day. 
MONTANA. 
'o much intern t is expressed in tho mining development of this new 'l'erritory 
that I hav ·ought and obtained the valuable assistance of W. S. Keyes, mining 
enrrineer, a resi lent of fontana, to present with some detail tho narratives of 
mininO' }i cov ry and ntcrpri e upon the sources of the Missouri. His commu-
nica ion is 1mbraccd in tho appendix to tlns report. 
n timatin the annual pro luct of the precious metals from Montana, I 
~ lop . rn.t ·, which lid n ts em entirely arbitrary, of doubling the mint deposits 
i1 r the y ar_ ncfow une 30 1866. These were $51505,6 7 30, and on this basis 
h · pro luct10n of that year was assumed to be about s12,ooo,ooo. l am still 
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of the opinion that this method of estimate is fair, and reasonablY: accurate in 
respect to o·old while as to silver so little is ever demanded for comage that a 
• 0 ' ' • ' • . • ,,.,h d ·t much o-reaterproportion passes mto con!3umpt10n from private ass~y. .1. e epos1 s 
of o-ofa from l\fontana, at the mint, in Philadelphia, San Francisco, and Denver, 
ana°the assay office in New York, for the year ending June 30, 1867, am~unted 
to $6,595,419 15. '11his amount doubled would be $13,190,838 30, or with an 
addition of the probable quantity of silver, it ma.y be stated at $13,250,000. 
Professor Keyes accepts a calculation, by N. P. Langford, esq., collector of 
internal revenue, based on population in 1~67, which is reported at 211,000. 
Assuming an averag·e population of 22,500 smce 1864, and that th~ average cost · 
of living is $750 per annum, these gentle~en infer that the population mnst ~1::i:ve 
received from the mines the annual aggregate of $16,875,?0?, In the_ ~nghsh 
minino- colonies careful statements of tho number engaged m gold mmmg are 
preser~ed; but the record in A?stralia, ~or 1867, only returns _£SO, or $_400, :per . 
miner. , '11here is probaply no mdustry m the world so precanous, and m which 
there is so much time passed without productive results. Apply the Australian 
ratio to the entire average population of Montana, as a.hove stated, and we have 
$9,000,000 per annum since 1864-a statement which is only $3,000,000 in excess 
of the estimate in my last report. The foregoing statement of $13,250,000, 
founded on the mint deposits of 1867, is more favorable to Montana than the 
estimate of Messrs. Langford· and Keyes. 
The area· of the '11erritory is reported as 146,689r3/o square miles, equal to 
93,881,184 acres-nearly the saine as California, three times the area of New 
York, two and a half that of New England; and yet no greater proportion is 
claimed by local authorities as susceptible of cultivation than 1 acre in 30, or a 
total of 3,346,400 acres. Of course, a far greater surface will afford sustenance 
to domestic animals. The limit to agriculture, as in Colorado and New Mexico, 
is the possibility of irrigation. 
Refel'l-ing to the enclosed communication for further details, it is not deemed 
inappropriate to trace beyond the international frontier · those physical features 
which have characterized the cordillera of the Sierra Madre from the 29th to the 
49th parallel. These arc attractively described by Father De Smet, the well-
known missionary, who, in 1845, cro.ssed the mountains from the sources of the 
Columbia to the Bow river, or South fork of the Saskatcha wan. Thence he continued 
northward, noticing coal orr the Red Deer, a branch. of the Bow river. Descend-
ing the valley of the Reel Deer, he at length emerged upon what he described 
as "the vast plain, the ocean of prairies." He followed the general direction of · 
the mountain chain t~ Edmonton House, in latitude 54°, whence he wrote in the 
following terms : ' 
The entire region in the vicinity of the eastern chain of the Rocky mountains, serving as 
their base for 30_ or 60 mi~es, is extrem~ly fertile, abounding in forests, plains, prairies, lakes, 
streams, and mmeral sprmgs. The nvers and streams are innumerable, and on every side 
offer situations favorable for the construction of mills. The northern and southern branches 
of the Saskatchawan water . the district I have traversed for a distance of about"300 miles. 
Forests of pines, cypress, thorn, poplar, and aspen trees, as well as others of different kinds, 
occupy a large portion of it, covering the declivities of the mountains and banks of the rivers. 
These originally take their rise in the highest chains, whence they issue in every direction 
like so many veins. The beds and sides of these rivers are pebbly, and their course rapid, 
bu~ 3:s they r~cede fron:- the mountains they widen, and their currents lose something of 
thell' 1mpetuos1ty. Their waters are usually very clear. The country would be capable ot 
supporting a large population, and the soil is favorable for the production of wheat, barley, 
potatoes, and beans, which grow here as well as in the more southern coimtries. 
As early as 1862, some American explorers washed fTom the bed of the north 
Saskatchawan river, at a distance of 200 miles from its extren'le sources in the 
Rocky mountains, minute particles of gold, but with no return exceeding one 
cent to the pan, or $5 per day. In subsequent years the emigrants from Selkirk 
settlements, and a few American adventurers, obtained m9re satisfactory results 
there being frequent instances of $10 as a daily average from bars or gulche~ 
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nearer tho mountains. · As the l\Iontana explora:tions ha...-c ac~va:n_ced \owm·:1s 
tho international frontier, each encampment provmg more procluctivo tn::m 1ts 
predecessors, tho opinion has prevailed tl:at the sou:ces of the Sa.skatchmn\,11 
1-vould develop rich deposits of gold n,nd silver, especmlly near th~ gre~t centre 
of physical distmbance, where l\fount Hooker reaches fin ~levation of 16,.000 
feet and Mount Brown 15 700 feet above the sea, and from wluch the waters of tho 
' . ' C 1 b' . · J" t th C! Saskatcbawan, Peace, ]!.,razer, and o um 1a rivers .<uvc~·ge o ree occn..ns. ,-:,O 
prevalent is this belief in Montana t~at a sudden m1grat10n of thou_san~s mn,y ut 
any moment be anticipated. Amencan prospectors at the Kootame mmes h~ve 
already passed the mountains on or beyond the boundary of 49°, ancl found nch 
washings, returning even $60 daily to the hand on the sources of the south 
Saskatcha,rnn. · · 
The limit of successful agriculture in the northern temperate zone should be 
caniccl considerably beyond the Saskatchawan valley, especially near the Rocky 
mountains. Sir Roderick Murchison, in an address, before the London Geograph-
ical Society, represents this chain of mountains to be greatly depressed in high 
northern latitnc1es, and indeed several of the tributaries of the Mackenzie have 
theiT ·sources on tho Pacific slope, and wind through the inountains before falling 
into th e great Arctic river. 'I1he mountain valleys of the Peace and Liarcl 
rivers, latitude 56° to 609, are thus influenced by the Pacific winds, and wheat 
ancl other cereals are successfully cultivated. Sir Alexarider Mackenzie describes, 
under date of J\fay 10, th.e exuberant verdure of the mountain valleys-trees 
about to blossom, and buffalo attended by their young. During an inquiry in 
1858 by tbe English House of Commons into the situation of the territory of 
tho Hudson's Bay Company, similar statements were elicited. Dr. Richard King, 
who accom1mniecl an expedition in search of Sir John Ross, as "surgeon and 
naturalist," was ask ed what portion of tho country visited by him was valuable 
for the purpose of settlement. In reply he described "as a very fertile valley a 
square piece of country," bo-qnclec1 on the south by Cumberland House, and by 
tho Athabasca fake on the north. His own words are as follows : 
The sources of the Athabasca and the sources of the Saskatchavvan include an enormous 
area of country. It is, in fact, a vast piece of land surrounded by water. When I beard 
Dr. Livingston's description of that country, which he found in t:ie interior of Africa, within 
the_ equa~or, it '.1-P~eared to me to. be precisely the kind of country which I am n.ow describing. 
It 1s a nch so1l, mterspersed with well-wooded country, there being growth of every kind, 
and the whole vrgctablo kingdom alive. 
W hen asked concerning mincrnl productions his reply was : 
I do not I·now of o.ny other mineral except limestone ; limestone is apparent in all direc-
t ions. * * * The birch, the beech, and the maple are in abundance and there is every 
sort of fruit. ' 
W ho~ 1uesti?nccl further, ?,S to the growth of trees, Dr. King replied by a. 
compai1son ",nth tho magmficent trees around Kcnsino-ton Park in London." 
Ile described a fann ueai· Cumberland House, under very ~uccessful cultivation-
l uxuriant wheat, potatoes, barley, pigEl, cows, and horses. . 
Beyond tlrn J\thabasca district above described, the valley of the Mackenzie, 
p~n.Ucl and a lJacent to the northwestern trend of tho Rockv mountains is too 
~ctic in position an~l climat~ for r-;uc?cssful agriculture, but ;vm always possess 
m crc::t t~ the gcolo<ri t a:1d mmeralogi t. Its course hn.s been frequently followed 
b~ R~1c11tifi obsGrv r ? 1ther mployccl by the H ?dson's Bay Company, or com-
uu,: ·10nccl h · the Engh ·h government for exploration of the Arctic coast. 'l'hese 
ob . . rva io! · _arc f intcr?st,.from theiT analogies to-the formations p1:ovionsly 
n hcc 1 ntl m the Tcmtoncs of Montana, Colorado, and Tew Mexico and 
l, ca •O tl1c :d remc northern districts am only ~eparatcd by a mountain ~liain 
from ·omparn.tiv 1 • unknown Territory of Alaska. The Saskatch::nrnn 
1,n · n i. 1 (i. tl · iluri:in, but towards its ,vestem and northern borders coal 
arc clcvclopcd, which extcn<l continuously to the Arctic ocean along 
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.. the western bank of the Mackenzie. rrhe preponderance of testimony is th~t 
the coal is lignite. Of this Mackenzie district, Sir John Richarc!son thu~ spoke 
in a communication published in the journal of the Geograplncn,l Society for 
1845: 
It is rich in minerals; inexhaustible coal-fields skirt t]rn Rocky mountains through 12° of 
latitude; beds of coal crop out of the surface on various parts of the Arctic coast ; veins of 
lead ore traverse the rocks of Coronation Gulf, and the Mackenzie 1·iver flows through a 
well-w'ooded tract, skirted by metalliferous ranges of moimtains, and offers no obstruction to 
steam navigation for upwards of 1,200 miles; 
DAKOTA. 
Returning to the territory of the United States, the Black Hills on the westei'n 
border of Dakota, betweei{ 44° and 45° latitude, and 103° and 105° longitude, 
will next receive notice. They are closely refated to the Missouri and Yellow-
stone mines of Montana, and have been ascertained by the explorations of Lieu-
tenant G. K. vVarren in 1847, and of Captain W. F. Reynolds in 1859 and 1860, 
under direction of the U nitecl States topographical office, to be rich in gold and 
silver, as well as coal, iron, copper, and pine forests. 
The area occupied by the Black Hills, as delineated on a map which acc.om-
panies Lieutenant "\Varren's i·cport, is 6,000 square miles, or about the surface of 
Connecticut. Their bases are elevated from 2,500 to 3,500 feet, ancl the highest 
peaks arc about 6,700 feet above the ocean level. The whole geological range 
of rocks, from the granite and metamorphosed azoic to the cretaceous fo:rmations 
of the surrounding plains, are developed by the upheaval of the mountain mass. 
Thus, at t'he junction of silurian rocks, gold becomes accessible, while tho car-
boniferous strata bring coal measures within reach. 
With the pacification of the Sioux Indians and the -establishment of emigrant 
roads this district of Dakota would doubtless be the scene of great mining excite-
ment, as the gold field of the Black Hills is accessible . at a distance of 120 111.iles 
from the Missouri river. 
MINNESOTA. 
In 1865 attention was directed to discoveries of gold and silver northwest of 
Lake Superior, in the State of Minnesota. Lake Vermillion, an expansion of a 
stream of that name, is the centre of the district in question. '.rhe outline of 
this lake is very irregular . . With a diameter of 30 miles, its surface is so studded 
with islands, its shores so broken with hays 1;1,nd headlands, that the entire · coast 
line cannot bo less than 200 miles in extent. In 1848 Dr. I. G. Norwood, of 
Owen's geological survey, passed from the mouth of the St. Louis river, at the 
wes.tern extremity of Lake Superior, to the sources of the Vermillion river, and, 
descending through the lake to the Rainy river, furnished a sketch of its natural 
features and mineral m(posures. His stat~ments are repeated so far as they 
record the usual indications of a gold formation. · . 
Before entering Vermillion bke from the south, Dr. N onvood mentions a per-
pendicular fall of eight feet over "silicious slate, hard and gray, with minute 
grains of iron pyrites sparsely disseminated through it." This rock bears east 
ancl west, with thin seams of quartz between the laminre, running in the line of 
bearing. Thero are also irregular patches of quartz,•from 8 to 10 feet \1ng and 
from 6 to 12 inches w~cle, which cross tho strike at right angles. The river is 
broken by falls three,.quarters of a mile above, or south of, Lake Vermillion. · 
The islands in tho bk~ indicate very distinctly volcanic action, one of them 
being an extinct crater. · The prevalent rocks are talcose slate, which Dr. Nor-
wood describes as "eminently magnesia,n, thinly laminated, and trn..versed by 
numerous veins of quartz from an inch to five feet wide, some of which contain 
bca1.1tiful crystals of iron pJ1:ites." He adds that, "from some indications noticed, 
other more valuable minerals wm probably bo found associated with it." A 
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sr.ecimen obtained ab?ut m~clway ~f t~e lake i_s cataloguec~. as "guartz of re~clish 
brown color; crystallme, with yellow iron pyrites_, crystallized. as well ns foliated, 
rlisseminated through it." . 
These quartz veins were ascertained in 1865-'66 to be auriforous. A specimen 
wei()'hino· three pounds, containing copper pyrites, was forwarded by the governor 
of trinn~sota to the mint in Philadelphia, and, upon assay, was found to contain 
$23 63 of gold and $4 42 of silver per ton of 2,000 pounds. The State geolo-
gist, Mr. H. H. Eames, reported an abundant supply of quartz equal in richness. 
Other assavs in N cw York-in one instance by officers of the United States assay 
office-exhibited results from $10 to $35 per ton. Professor ,J. V. Z. Blaney, 
of Chicago, describtid a vein 10 feet in width, at the foot of a shaft of 50 feet, 
which was "indubitably gold-bearing/' and added that "specimens taken from 
its central portion, as proven by assay, would be sufficient iri California., Colorado, 
and other successful mining regions, to warrant further exploration." vV ashings 
of the drift near the veins opened have produced g-0ld, but in limited quantities. 
Difficulties of trnnsportation, concuuing with the general depression of mining 
interests in the basin of Lake Superior, have postponed the consummation of 
several enterprises for working the Vermillion mines; but a ton of qun,rtz recently 
reduced at St. Paul is said to have yielded eight pounds of bullion, valued between 
$400 and $500. rrhe question of their general prodnctiveness remains to be 
detenninecl. 
CANADIAN MINES. 
When, in 1862, gold was discovered upon the sources of the Saskatchawan, 
a newspaper at Solkirk settlement, the N orwester, published statemehts of the 
existence of gold between Lake Superior and Lake Winnipeg. Since the Ver-
million discovery rumors of its extension into British America are prevalent, and 
suggest a probability that the mountain chain · known to geographers as tho 
Laurentian, which separates the waters of the St. Lavvrence and its lakes from 
the tributaries of Hudson bay, may reveal to future explorers extensive depomts 
of gold and silver. The basin of the St. Lawrence, including the sandstones of 
Lake Superior, is a lower s:.lurian formation; that of Hudson bay, granitic or 
primary, with many evidences in :Minnesota and along the Canadian shore of 
Lake Superior of eruptive or igneous agencies. 
Sir Roderick Murchison has frequently adva,ncecl the opinion that the pro-
ductive gold districts of the world occU1· where th<? silurian, and perhaps the 
lower· strata of Devonian, rocks are in contact ·with, or have been penetrated by, 
greenstones, porphyries, serpentine, granitic, and other rocks of the primary forma-
tion. Gold, especially when traced to its original matrix, is found to occur chiefly 
in veins or lodes of quartz rising from beneath and cutting through the secondary 
strata. or beds of which the surface was previously composed. r:rhese conditions 
are observed in the Vermillion district, ancl Professor Owen, as early as 1850, 
traced in this locality of Minnesota, and uortheastwardly along the north shore 
of Lake Superior, in Canada, what he denominated a "great plutonic chain," 
and the "main axis of dislocation," from which silurin.n sandstones extenu south-
wardly throuo-h Wisconsin and Minnesota, while on the north the streams which 
arc turned towards Iludson bay traverse a region exclusively granitic or pri-
mary. If in l\Iinnesota an auriferous belt has marked this line of junction, we 
may with reason anticipate its extension eastwardly into Canada and northwest-
·warclly towards Lake Winnipeg. Indeed, as English explorers trace this con-
ta -t if primary un<.l silurian formations along the basins of Lakes Slave and 
-:, thn.1.,a:·en. ancl th hanncl of the Iackenzie to the Arctic ocean, it becomes an 
mt •r !-itrno- problem for future solution whether the auriferous deposits of British 
\,l ~ml1iu an 1 , 'a ka chawan m_ay not be extended, with various degrees of pro-
duc· 1~·<·n . · · loug the re t "h1ch separates the waters uf the Gulfs of Mexico 
· nil , • L·nvr nee from those of the Arctic ocean ancl Hudson bay, quite as the 
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discoveries of this century now follow the Ural mines eastward, tbrough Siberia, 
to the Pacific. · · 
'I'hc intrusion of oTanitic rocks is not confined in Minnesota to the northeastern 
angle of tho State. 
0 
It has been traced southwestwardly, near Sauk rapids, ~pon 
tl).c Upper Minnesota, and even to tho northwestern boundary @f lo:'7a, 1~ a 
wedge-like shape, although covered in most places by the mass. of_ dnft wh:~h 
constitutes so large a portion of the surface of · Minnesota. A sumlar gramtw 
cape, with its associated minerals, nay be the explanation of the alleged gold 
deposits in the township of 1\fadoc, near Kingston, in Canada vVest. 
In 1867 occuned an important discovery of native silver near Fort William, 
on Tlm'nder hay of Lake Superior, almost at the western limit of Canada. 
Miners from Ontonao-on have visited tho locality and returned with specimens of 
native &·~lvor, load, ~opper ore, and mundic. The native silver is principally 
disseminated in tho vein matrix, much like stamp copper, a,nd its weight runs 
·from 1 to 10 per cent. of the rock. 'Tho lead is also highly charged with silver 
ore. Although many claims have ·been secured, yet only two shafts have been 
sunk. From these, which have reached a depth of 30 to 40 feet, a considerable 
amount of ore has been taken, consisti11g of native silver, black sulphuret of silver, 
argentiferous galena, and leaf silver through the spar. r.rhese shafts are upon 
one lode, which is fully 20 feet in width, having an east ancl west bearing, with 
dip to the north. ri~he sheet of mineral .and metal is about four inches in thick-
ness, interspersed through the spar and quartz ancl mingled with hornblende. 
The yield of the working ores, from practicn,1 assay, is stated to be at the rate 
of $700 per ton. If the current information in regard to these silver mines at 
Fort William is confirmed, they ·will soon be the centre of great mining excite~ 
ment. 
A. discovery of gold on the north shore of Lake Superior, in the region of Black 
bay, between 'I'hunder bay and the river N eepigon, is communicated by Pro-
fessor E . .J. Chapman to the Toronto Globe. .He represent~ that repeated assays 
have yielded amounts of gold varying per ton from 15 to 19 pennywejghts, the 
mean beiug 17 pennyweights 12 grains, with about two ounces of silver-results 
obtained from surface specimens only, and showing a vn1ue of nearly $21 per 
ton, irrespective of considerable amounts of copper ancl lea,d. The enclosjng 
rock is described a,s silurian. 
The. discoveries in the l\fadoc district, near Belleville, in Canada vVest, or 
Ontario, have been extended, geographically, during the past year, and reduction 
works by several responsible cornpa,nies are nearly completed. · lVIuch mys'tery 
attends the degree of success by the different claii[:ns now in course of develop-
ment, but there is good reason to believe that next summer's operations will vindi-
cate the wisdom of the very considerable investments which have heen made. 
The latest and n:ost reliable sto.,tement in regard to the Madoc mines is pre-
sented by the gold mspector of the Quinte mininr- rustrict for the month of .Jan-
uary, 1868, from which it t1ppears that the red~ction of" ores by work1110- pro-
cess f:·~m 45 district localities, 19 yielded gold in paying quantities, 14 in s~aller 
quantities, and 12 showed blank. The highest return~ were $40 n,nd $62 per 
ton. Of the mines from ,vhich samples have hitherto been sent to the two 
reducing establishments, now in operation, 42 per cent. ,rill pay to work from the 
first, 3~ per cent. are worthy of further triaJ, and only 26 per cent. slm\v 110 
• appreciable result. Tho greatest depth of excavation yet reached is 70 feet. 
The auriferous alluvians of Lower Canada cover an extended region est1mated 
by the geological commission to embrace 10,000 square miles. 'I'he oTavels, 
through which the gold is very irregularly distributed, are generally cov~red by 
a layer of vegetable earth and often by a bed qf chy; ':I.1hey repose in part 
upon metamorphic lower silurian rocks consisting of schists, generally t(tlcose 
micaceous or chloritic, associated with diorites and sei:pentines. But to th; 
southward these lower silurian strata are unconformably overlaid by others of 
2 · T 
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upper silurian age, w~ich ~re also cov~red b7 gold-bearing allnv~ans .. 'l1liese 
upper rocks consist ~f arg1llaceous schJSts, with san~stones and lm:estonef all 
more or less altered. The rocks of these two formations, but espema1ly or the 
upper silurian, are traversed by numerous veins of quartz runnin_g in the direction 
of the stratification, or between northeast and east. Mr. A. Michel, from whom 
these particulars are obtained, compares these Canadian deposits with the aurif-
erous sands of the Ural or Altai mountains, in Siberia., which are rarely found 
reposing on granitic or syenitic rocks, but almost 'ahvays on schistose rocks in 
the vicinity of diorites and serpentines, which has led the Russian minipg 
engineers to consider the gold as having "its principal source in the ferrugiuous 
quartz of the metamorphic schists, and in the vicinity of the serpentines and 
diorites." 
These mines are called Chaudiere, as upon that tributary of the St. Lawrence 
and its branches, in the Seignory of Vaudreuil, the . principal placers hlwe been 
discovered, and there, also, the only quartz lodes have been successfully worked. 
Alluvial mining is no longer prosecuted, although favorable reports have been 
circufatecl since 1851, and Mr. T. Sterry Hunt, of. the Canadian geological 
survey, claims that the river banks would richly repay the use of hydraulic 
methods. Assuming that the cost in Canada of washing gravel by this method 
woulcl be one-fourth as much as in California, or five cents the cubic yard, he 
adds that the auriferous alluvian over an acre at the forks of the Du Loup and 
Chaudierc yielded, during the workings in 1851-'52, at the rate of one and 
thirty-eight hundredths grain of gold to the cubic foot, which is equal to 37 
grains to the cubic yard. At the ordinary fineness of the alluvial gold of the 
Chaucliero region, the value of this would be $1 33 as the yield of a cubio yard 
of gravel. 'l1he alluvial gold of this district is not confined to the gravel of 
;river channels, nor to alluvial flats, but is found in gravels high above the river 
beds, to ,vhich tho hydraulic method might be applied with advantage even 
though the proportion of gold was much less than near the Du Loup. 
Prof. Ilunt gives the results of 31 assays of gold-bearing rock, from 12 diflerent 
localities. Of thes_o assays 18 gave no trace of gold, while the remaining 13 
gave the following returns: 1. Of five assays four gave an average of only 
6 dwts., 13 grn~ns ~f _gold = $6 76, while the fifth, i:n which a large scale of 
gold was seen m siftmg and was added to the assay, yielded at tho rate of 4 
ounces, 18 dwts., = $101 29; the average of the five assays being $25 66 per 
ton. 2. :E rom another locality in tho Seignory of Vandreuil, four assays gave 
a mean of 4 dwts., 21 grains, = $5 03; and that of two others, in which a scale 
of gold was seen ancl ground up with the powder, gave 3 ounces, 2 dwts., = 
$64 07, tho average of the six assays being $24 71 to the ton. 3. 'l'wo Vaudreuil 
assays g~ve _a me:3-~ of 14 dwts., 16 grains, = $15 15. 4. 'l'wo assays from 
another clistnct, Lmierc, gave a mean of (3 clwts., 13 grains, = $6 76 to the ton. 
'I'his record do?s not place the success of quartz mining beyond all contingency; 
but a well orgamzecl company js now engaged in experiments which will deter-
mine tho question during 1868. 
...Tov A SCOTIA. 
~h~rc i ·. no distrfot on this ~ontiuont,. not e~ccpting the Grass Valley mines 
of Califorma, where tho reduct10n of auriferous quartz lms been more successful 
than in -oya 'cotia. Two important clements concur in this result-the cheap-
ness of commoclitics under light taxation, and the great facilities of access from 
the ,ca and by good roa.ds 
on. P. • '. Hamilton, commis··ioncr of mines at Halifax, has favored me with 
·an . 1n. orate communication upon the gold mines of ova Scotia, including some 
no 1c of_ he a.l m a.. urcs, which is given h1 the a1)pendix. 'l'he production of 
rol dun rr 1SG7 a.mounted to $517
7
140. 
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THE ALLEGHANY GOLD FIELDS. 
· rrho App~lachian chain takes its origin in Canada1 s0~1thcast of tho St. 1:tt1i·-
rence ancl forms a broad belt of mountain ridges ox ten dmg m a soutl1 westerly d1rec-
tion t~ Alabama. The entire length of the chain is about 1,300 miles? its breadth 
rs variable crradnally expandino- towards its centre, and contractmg at each 
' b :::, • • • h £ ' extremity. 'rhe most striking feature of tlns mountarn system :st ~e. ·act tnat 
it is _mado up of a series of pa,rallel ridges, very numerous, especially 111. Penn-
sylvania and Virginia, no one of which can be considered as being. the main or 
central chain to which the others are subordinnfo, but the whole formmg a system 
of flexuros which gradually open out from the southeast to the northwest, as has 
been made ovicle~t from the results of the p-eological surveys of Pennsylvania 
and Virginia, under the directi~n of Profoss01~ H. D. and W. B. Rodgers. Along 
the southeastern edge of this great Appalachian system is a relative-1y narrmv, 
undulating range, known under different n~nes in the different States. In Ver-
mont it is called the Green mountains; in New York, the Highfanc1s; in Penn-
sylvania., the South mountains; in Virginia, the Blue Ridge; in North Carolina, 
the Smoky mountains. 'I.1he rocks of this belt,. ·which bas a width of 10 or 15 
miles, are of the lower pn..lreozoic age, but highly metamorphosed, and, for the 
most part, having ~heir organic · remains cntir<;Jly obliterated. Still further to 
the southeast lies tho great auriferous belt, nearly parallel with the Blue Ridge, . 
and not' easily separated from it in geological age, either litho1ogica11y or by 
palreontological characters. The central axis of this belt has a direction in 
Virginitt of about north 32° ·east; towards the north it assumes a mo:re nearly 
north and south direction, and to the south it approacr10s- an east and west line. 
Its width, whore most developed, does not exceed 70 miles. 'l'his is about its 
extent on the borders of North and 8011th Carolina,. In Virginia it does not 
exceed 15 miles. Starting frolll Georgia aucl proceeding 1,1orthward, we find 
it developed in the following counties: In Georgia, i11 Cairroll, Cobb, Cherokee, 
Lumpkin, and Habersham counties; in South Carolina, through the whole 
northwestern corner of the State, especially in tho following districts: Abbeville, 
Pickens, Spartanburg, Union, Yo~·k, Lancaster; in North Carolina, in Mecklen-
burg, Rutherford, Cabarrus, Rowan, Davidson, Guilford, and Rockingham; 
thence through Virginia, in Pittsylvania, Campbell, Bucking·ham, Fluvanna,. 
Louisa, Spottsylvania, Orange, Culpeper, Fauquier; in Maryland, Montgomery 
county. Beyond l\faryla.nd, to the north, the indications become .fainter, and 
consist only in a few scattered lumps or fine scales occasionally picked up, until 
we reach Canada, where there is a considerable extent proved to be auriferous. 
'J.1hrougholtt this whole extent the ~uriferous belt presents rocks of nearly the 
same character ; they · are slates of every variety intermixed with bands of a 
granite and syenitic character. 'l'he predominating kind of slate is talcose, 
passin~ into chloritic an:1 3:r~illaceous. The prevailing dip js to the ea.st at a 
very high angle. In Virguna they stand nearly vertical.* 
Since tbe California discovery of 1848 little attention hn.s been r·iven to allu-
vial mining in Virginia, the Carolinas, and Georgia, and until rec~1tly capital-
ists h~ve a~quies?ed. i1;, tho opinion s? c~nficlently expressed by Sir Roderick 
l\forch1son, rn " S1hma and other pul>lications, that, notwithstu.ncling mu:nerous 
filaments and traces of gold near their surface, the Alleghany vein-stones held 
no body of ore downwards which would warrant deep quartz mining. At pres-
ent, with 20 years' experience in gold mining; with the testimony of miners in 
Oolorac1o, that a lode apparently closed by cap-rock can be rocovcrecl with 
increased richness at a lower depth ; with other analogies, lw·wevcr hnperfoct, 
from the successful treatment of pyritous ores in Nova Scotia · and with the 
earnest application of inventive minds to new and improved pro~esses of desul-
phurization, it is evident that the working of the southern mines will bo resumed, 
* Whitney's Metallic Wealth of the Umited States, 
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perhaps ,rith the encouragement of a scientific survey under tho auspices of the 
o-cncral government. 
i:, 'fhe deposit.::; of r.·olcl at the United States mint and its branches between 
1804 and ISGG, fr~m the States traversed by the Appalachian gold-field, are 
reported ati follows : 
;::r1tnt;o-li~1~:::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : South Carolinn, ............................... -...................... . Gcorgin, ...................................... __ .... ____ . _ ._ ._______ . 
Alabama ........ -----·-----·----------------•-----•·---·•-----------• 
$1, GiO, 182 82 
9,278,627 67 
1, 353, 66:3 98 
6, 971, 681 50 
201, 734 83 
19,375,890 80 
If we admit that rm equal quant)!;y passed into manufactures or foreign com 
merce without deposit for coinage, the aggregate production ·would be about 
$40,000,000, of v,;hich fully three-fourths, .or $30,000,000, was mined between 
1828 and 1848. 
It might be expected that dming the year e11ding June 30, 1867, the produc-
tions of the southern mines would reach results as considerable as at any former 
period. The United States mint and branches repOTt tho deposits of that fiscal 
year from the Alleghany States as follows : 
Alabama ........................ - __ ... __ ..... __ .. • .. _ .... _ ... _ . _ ....... . 
i:~t~~~~li~~:::::: : : : : : : .-: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
North Carolina ....................... _ .. ___ ... ___ . ____ ...... _______ .... . 
Virginia .................................•. _ . _ •.... __ .... __ ....•......•. 






It ,rns my purpose to give in detail the organizations for golcl mining in the 
south Atlantic States, with practical results, but so far the attention of parties 
interested has been so exclusively occupied in acquiring titles ancl preparing for 
actual operations, that it seems inexpedient at this time to attempt such a detailed 
statement. Referring, therefore, to my preliminary report for a review of the 
geological ancl mineralogical featmes of the region in question, I repeat the fol-
lowing general observations: 
1. r.rhero is yet much room for the vigorous and intelligent prosecution of 
alluvial mining; especially in Georgia, where the country is abrupt and nature 
has subjected the aurifcrous rocks to much dislocation and atmospheric exposure, 
not only tho beds of the rivers, but the adjacent detritns of their valleys, will 
unquestionably give large returns to the new and powerful methods for washing 
ponderous masses of earth. It is understood that companies are now organized 
who propose to introduce these hychaulic appliances upon the Chestatee and 
oth r trjbutaries of the Chattahoochee river. 
2. 1'here ~s abundant evidence, also, that tho upper portions of auriferous 
lode · hav' b ·en in a remarkable degree desulphurized, and may be worked to a 
con ·idcra.1.>lc depth with great advantage before the intrusion of what is oallcd 
" ·ap" in 1olurado, or l>cfore the main body of tlw vein becomes obstinately 
pyritifcrou.-. 'nrfa c q11artz mining, if the phrase is admissible, will warrant 
con ·id ·rablc inw 'tmcnts ,rhatover sub cqucnt experience shall demonstrate in 
r -rr rel tu th refractory snlphurcts. It may be admitted that hitherto a qnartz 
·o modified in ch mit:al nstitution as to 1Je honey-combecl, l1aving 1.>ccome cel-
lular n.n<l hriUlc fr · m the clccompo ·ilion of py1ites, with the <rold set free from 
i ., matrix i. tlH' only material which it fr 1n-ofita1>le to reduce. But the testi-
mony i: mn11' thaL imm 11 e qnantiti s of r in this fayora1,1c situation are 
ac · •:. ihl · in the \11 o-h ny g ltl di tri t. 
:J. 'l lwro ar · 11 !!T<Jund::1 for th pini u that the auriferomi lodes, strongly 
1 l'k ·<1 a h _- arc l>y native snlphurct.·, will uot prove true fissure veins, 
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improving in quantity :::md quality with their depth.. Pro_fossor :E'rod_erick Over-
man, in a work cntitfocl "Pmctical Mineralogy/' pn?hshocl m 1_861, claims that the 
pyritous yoins of Virginia and other south Atlantic ~tatos will ho more sm~e n,ncl 
lastino- thn,n the O'Old-ben.rinO' localities of Oaliforma. If the lower bens of 
Color~do mines c~n be raised :::l,l)cl ;·educed with profit, deep sinking ,d11 be 
equally succcssfnl in the Carolinas. 
11IETALLUTIGICAL TREATMENT. 
'l'he process of amnJgamation still generally prevails in tho mining districts 
enumerated. It consists in reducing aurifcrous rock to a fine powder by means 
of stamps, an·a.stras, Chilian mills, or other mechanical contrivance, a~1d subject-
ino- it to a continuous aO'itation with mercury, with water enough to grvo a pasty 
co~sistency to the mass: the object being to expose as fully as possible the fine 
particles of O'Old aml silver to tho attractive power of the . mercury, with 1141ich 
they form aT~ ama1gmn easily separable by subsidence in the lig~1ter pulp. of 
earlfuy mn,tter of which the ore consists. The amalgam thus obtamed on bemg 
subjected to moderate heat jn an iron retort gives up its mercury, which passes 
ov_er in vapor and is condensed again in another vessel, the metal being left in 
the retort. 
In the case of pyritic ores, however, it is found that the process of amalga-
mation is seriously retarded by the impurities with which the gold and silver are 
associated. Probably the ores of Colorado clo not yield by simple amalgama-
tion an average of 20 per cent. of their assn,y value. A previous process of 
desulphurization is therefore indispensable, and how best to accomplish this is 
the problem which has occupied the attention of metallurgists for many years. 
Many methods have been advised, the majority of which being merely empir-
ical have had but an ephemeral reputation. 
The opinion is widely prevalent that smelting-the attack of gold or silve1 
bearing ores by fire-will be the final and indispensable expedient for separat-
ing the precious metals from its matrix. If smelting works on a. large scale 
could be established in all the mining Territories, there would doubtless ensue a 
subdivision of labor in tho business of mining gold ancl silver, as is now the 
case in iron mining. The miner would limit his efforts to mising ore from the 
mine, a.nd the smelting furnace would afford a market where the ore might com-
mand its price, which ·would be better for all parties than the method hitherto 
pursued, of raising and reducing ores under one administration. 
But at present there arc two great obstacles to such a development of mining 
in the Rocky- mountain districts, and perhaps elsewhere : excessive prices of 
machinery, chemicals, a,ncl utensils, resulting in a o-reat deo-ree from the high 
rates of taxation, external and internal ; and the iost of tr~nsportation west of 
the Missouri river. The former is of universal application · the latter has spe-
cial reference to the interior districts of New Mexico, Colo;ado and Montana, 
as well as other western 'I'erritories. E:s:cept for these causes of obstruction the 
go1d and silver product of the United States could be readily doubled. They 
\\1ill be considered with some folncss of illustration. · 
'l'.c\.XA.TION. 
It will be fr1structive in t,his connection to compare the taxation of Victoria, 
the lo~c1ing p~·ovince of AustrnJia, and the United States, premising that 10 per 
cent. m aclcht10n should 1Je added to the Victoria rate:s, to express tho difference 
of freights, interest., and insurance, over the shorter communication between 
Europe and the United States. 'l'ables have been co:mpilecl from the American 
tarHf of 1867, and the latest revision of the Victoria tariff, and are presented in 
the appendix No. V. 'l'he tariff of Victoria· lins been .recently advanced beyond · 
the average of the other Australian colonies. 
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'l lw tnxation of Nova Scotia. ha.s not hitherto exceeded an a.verage on the 
dutiable list of 10 per cent., although, a.s an incident of confederation "·itb 
Canada, it has been recently raised to 20 per centum. 
J?ar the largest portion of the importations in Victoria arc charged with a 
duty of five per centum, while the average duties on the whole bulk of imports, 
under the tariff of tho U nitecl States, has been computed by tho special commis• 
sioner of revenue n,t 42.71 per cent. 
In all tbo gold districts of tho world, tho opportunities of placer mining induce 
a high price of labor; n,ncl hence tho great necessity that government shall 
impose the lo·west rn,tes of faxn,tion consistent with its necessities upon machinery 
and other mn,terials or utensils, which experience h:1s proved indispensable to the 
explorntion of mines. At present the burden insopara,ble from an ill-adjusted 
revenue system is a grave -obst:1cle to tho increase of our supply of the precious 
metals. • TRA.KSPORTATIQX. -. 
A ton of ore in O:1lifornia producing $10 is rernl-inerativc of capital and labor 
employecl; and in Oana,cfa, Nov:1 Scotia, and the southern States it is profitable 
to reduce auriferous or argentiferous rock where tho avernge yield is $8 per ton. 
Yet, in tbe mining 'I.1erritories of the Rocky mountains, on account mainly of the 
cost of tmnsportation, a lode must yield $25 averaae per ton to warn1nt its occu• 
pation and improvement. 
0 
Some stutements from the official' records of the quarterma,sters' bureau of the 
War Department will mustrate the oppressive freights now imposed on the peo• 
ple of the remote interior by the necessity of wagon transportation. In 1865 
the cost o,f transportation of a pound of corn, ha.y, clothing, subsistence, lumber, 
or a,ny other necessary, from Port Leavenworth to- · 
Cents. 
Port Riley ·was .............................. -........ · .......... _............. 2. 46 
Fort Union, tho c1epot for New Mexico......................................... 14. 35 
Santa J:i'6, New :Mexico .......................... _ .................... , . . . . . . IG. 85 
}.,ort I{earney .....................................•..................... _... G. 44 
FortLaramie ............................................................... 14.10 
Denver City, Colorado ........................................... ~... . . . . . . . . 15. 43 
Salt Lake City, Utah ........ · ........................ _ ....... _............... 27. 84 
The cost of a bushel of com purchased at :Fort Leavenworth and delivered 
at each qf these points Y,as as follows : _ 
Fort I?.ilcy ..•.•.....••.............................. . .... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2 79 
Fort Union.......................... ............... ..................... ... 9 44 
Santa 1T6.. .. ...... ...... .... ...... .... ...... .... ...... ....... .... .... ...... 10 84 
Fort Kearney... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 03 
~~~v~tCi1:1/ .·.·_·_·_-_·_·.·.·_-_·_·. ·.·:.·.·.-. ·.·.·.·. ·.·.·.·.·.·_-_-.·_·. ·.·.·.·_ ·:::::::::: •.::: ~ ~:::::: : : : : 1~ ~~ 
Great Salt Lah City ............... _ ........... _ .............. _............. .l'1 00 
'1.10 tho last point none was sent. 
~uring tho fiscal year ending Juno 30, 1S63, the Qnmterrnn.stcr General 
estimated tho cost of transportation of military stores west-ward across the plains 
as follow~: 





unc1 posts on that route .•.....•........................................ , .......... $1, 5~·1, J J!) 00 
~. out 1western route: 
~o Fort ~jnion, Now Jilcxieo,. nnt1 J,o. ti; on that route . ......... . ................ $1,301,400 
To 110:t~ m the interior of New Jifo~ko ................... _... .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . 138, 178 
1, 43U, 578 00 
Cost of thl' tran po1tntion of {l'l'~n O!l nbo,o routes. where the grain was delivereu by co;: 
tr_£1 to , nnd the trun l)ortntio11 entercci into the price paid the same yc:IJ: 
i: .-~~~ ror ·coioiitc::·.·. :·.·.:: :: ~:-.·.: ·. ·.·.·.:·.-.:: ~·.·.·.~:::: ·_ :: : : : : :·.·_ ·_::::: :: : :: : e~, ii~: I~I ~~ 
:3, ~23. 82!) 3i 
~01, 330 O'J 
T 0 .. ct and gc,~ :--... mcnt tmi.J:s ... -~- ......................... _ ... _........ G, 361:l, .:iG 37 
• 
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Under date of April 18, 1866, General M. 0. Mefgs, 'Quartermaster Genera17 
furnished the following unofficial statement: . · 
'rhP. distances to the northwest are great; the interior and local transportation as costly 
The use of the Missouri river, however, will enable the government to place a large part_ of 
its supplies upon tbe upper waters of that river, ,by taking adv~ntag~ of the ~umm_er nse, 
and thus the extont of land transportation will be reduced; but,_unt1l the M1ssoun valley 
itself is settled, the navio·ation will continue to be slow and perilous. Steamers are now 
• obliged to stop from day to day to c1,1t green cottonwood or drift-wood upon the banks, and 
a trip to the upper Missouri is a season's work. Many boa.ts are wrecked; some are caught 
by the falling wai ers and compelled to winter on the upper· river. Insu!ance to Fort Ben.ton, 
the head of navigation, costs ~O per ce!),t,; and the govern1:Ilent has th1_s year been obliged 
to engage freight from St. Louis to Forts Berthold and Umon, old tradmg posts now about , 
to be occupied by troops · as military posts, at $5_ per 100 pouu~1s, or $1~0 per ~on. Fort 
Union is, in a direct line, 3~)0 miles below Fort Benton; by the nver the distance 1s probably 
one-half greater. From Fort Union the supply of the troops and posts-throughout Montana 
and the districts 'supplied fr0m the east will be by wagon trains. On ihe well-travelled and 
well-guarded rou.tes of the central and southwestern overland trails the cost of this transport-
ation by contract last year averaged 45 cents_ per ton per mile. The contracts far the present 
year are at much lower rates, but in the remote districts of th~ northwest such favorable 
rates cannot be expected as yet. The aistance from St. Louis to Fort Benton by river is 
estimated at 3,450 miles by river men. The cost of transportation of freight to that point is 
$350 to $400 per ton. From St. Louis to Helena, a town of 4,000 inhabitants, which bas 
sprung into being in Montana within the past year, the estimated cost of transportation of 
freight by the river and wagon trail is $500 to $600 per ton. 
Whhin the last two years the construction of the Union Pacific railroad has 
contributed to the reduction of the aggregates paid for freight, although the 
wagon rates are not materially diminished.. In 1866 the rates from the Missouri 
river to northern Colorado, Nebrn,ska, Dakota, Idaho, ancl Utah were $1 45; to 
southern Colorado, Kansas, ancl New Mexico, $1 38, ·with an addition from :Port 
Union, in New 11-faxico, to posts in that Territory, in Arizona, and western Texas_, 
of $1 79 per' 100 pounds· per 100 miles. The total number of pounds trans-
ported was 81,489,321, or 40,774.10 tons, at a cost of $3,314,495. 
A prominent citizen of Montana authorizes the folfowing statements of the 
amount paid annually by ~he government of the United States and by the people 
of Montana for transportation. .During 1867 there were 40 a1Tivals of steamers 
by the Missomi river, averaging 150 tons of freight, an aggregate of 6,000 tons. 
An equal quantity wn,s delivered by wagons from the west and south. He esti-
mates that tho average charges for freight and insurance were 25 cents per 
pound, which, on 12,000 tons, would be not less than $6,000,000. If the pop-
ulation of Montana is 30,000, this would be $200 per capita; if the population 
is 60,000\ as sometimes claimed, $100 per capita. A merchant is deprived for 
seven months of the _year of the use of his capital-a very considerable loss of 
interest. In addition, the unavoidable expenses of travel, incident to the busi-
ness of the country, is an immense tax. A trip to the eastern cities, or to the 
Pacific coast, requires a direct expenditure of $1,000. It is estimated that 20 
such journeys weekly are already incident to the intercourse of the people with 
the business centres of th\3 country; and if so, another million must be added to 
the account of transportation expenses. The wonder is, notwithstanding the 
riehness and productiveness of the Montana mines, that such a burden can be 
borne, while the effect upon prices can be readily conceived. 
This statement of the amounts paid for transportation in Montana will not 
seem improbable when it is remembered that $13,000,000 in gold was paid in 
1863 for transportation eastward from San Francisco to. tl10 State of Nevada and 
Tenitories cast of the Sierra Nevada. 
The progress of population under these oppressive conditions in the mining 
States n,nd 'I1erritories of the ,vest, gives an assurance that the construction of. 
an adequate railway system from the Mississippi river to the Pacific' coast would 
be attended with su0h an extension of settlements as would justify the immediate 
reduction of rates of transpo1iation to one-third of those now prevailing. .A 
.• 
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fargo saving to the goycrment upon its unavoidable movement of m~n ancl sup-
plies would also follow. . 
When in 1853 tho initiative of Pacific railroad exploration was presented to 
the- United States Senate, resulting in a congressional appropriation of $1501000 
for tho purpose, attention was directed to three routes-the northern, the central, 
and tho southern. Legislation has follo~ved in behalf of one, the central, not so 
much from any demonstration of gt·eater feasibility, but because the mineral dis-
coveries of the interior, followed by population1 suggested the selection. The 
same causes are now active on the two other routes. Discoveries, not only ~f 
gold and silver, but of eoal, iron, lead, and salt, diversify the map of the Rocky 
Mountain region everywhere within our boundaries; and an emigration from the 
Pacific coast meets the Atlantic column even upon the great plains, which a.re 
drained by the Missouri, the Platte, and the Rio Grande. 
The necessity of more than one route between the Mississippi· States and the 
Pacific con,st will appear from an enumeration of the ,ailroad lines which are 
indispensable to the commerce between the Atlantic and interior States. These 
are seven well-defined thoroughfares: 1. Fr:om Portbnd, by the Grand Trunk · 
to Detroit, and thence with a traverse of the State and la,ke of Michigan to 
Milwaukee and La Crosse. 2. By the · New York Central, the Great Western, 
of Canada, m1cl tho Chicago and N ortlrwestern railroad, to Prairie du Chien. 
3. By the N cw York and Erie, the lines of Ohio and Indiana south of the great 
lakes, ancl tho Ill~ois Central, to Galena. 4. The Pennsylvania Central and 
its western connections to Rock Island. 5. The Baltimore and Ohio, by way 
of Cincinnati to St. Louis. 6. From Richmond, through the Cumberland val-
ley to Memphis. 7. :E'rom Chn,rleston and Savannah, traversing the States of 
Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi, to Vicksburg and Now Orleans. All these 
highways are thronged and prosperous, and, with the wonderful impulse to colo-
nization and commerce induced by mining investments, the period seems to have 
arrived ·when a wise statesmanship is fully justified in proposing a westward 
extension of continental communications upon the following lines: 
First. 'l'hrough the southern tier of States, on or near the parnllel of ;35°, 
w?ich i · central io the region of cotton, the sugar ca.no, ancl the vine, ancl which 
will be supported by the populations of Louisiana, Arkansas, N cosho, ( or the 
tenitory occupied by the Cherokee and Choctaw Indians,) Texas, New Mexico, 
Arizona, Sonora, and southern California. This may be called tho gulf route 
from its relations to the gulfs of Mexico and California. · 
Second. '.rhe central, which is now in course of construction on the average 
latitude of 40°, with its present prestige and aid fTom the federal government ; 
the speedy construction of this road may be anticipated in 1870. If h1 opera-
tion at the present moment the road would be financially successful. All the 
resources <:>f Kansas, ebraska; Colorado, Utah, Nevada, and, in~ great degree, 
of Iissouri and California, are pledged to such a result. · 
Third. rrho lake route, hitherto clesigna,tecl in conO'rcssional debates as the 
northern Pacific route, connecting the western coast ol'tbo gren,t lakes and the 
navigable chann 1 of the Columbia river by the most direct and feasible com-
munication ,,·ith ,vhich tho 'l'enitories and future States of Dakota, Montana, 
Idaho, and "\Vashington, as well as the States of Minnesota and Oregon, are 
identified. 
A few illu tratiou.- ,vill be 0 iven of the 1)ossihilities of ► 'tatc aid in behalf of 
such improv ments ,ritl:out involving permanent financial burdens. 
"\ hen, 10 ·ears ao-o India ,rns (•xhausted, by n. mutiny of the natiYc popu-
ln.tion, aucl it.- :uppr' ·. iou nfter ti desperate struggle, a, railway system, pene-
trati1w tho whole of the p"ninsn1a of Hinclosta.n, was deemed essential to its 
military c:cnpation au 1 tho (1'ovcnnnent of India offered u .. guarantee of five 
per c. ut. cm the stock r quir ·d to con truct and equip not less than 5,000 miles 
f r 1lroac1. 'I ho total t mount of capital raised u~dcr this guarantee to April 1, 
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1867, was c-£67,254,802; but of this amount the gove1:1mont iiability has 
already c0ased upon £42,584,649, the roads constructed with that_ sum 1:;-0,t ~~ly 
paying dividends of five per cent. to the stockholders, but a sm pl1;1s io1 rnn:i-
lmrsement of previous advances by government. Pour thousand !1:iles o~ rail-
road have thus been assured to India, and so wisely are the secunties aclJusted 
that this immense boon to the people will not be attended by perm~ne~t burde1:s 
to the finances of the province. ·with the aid of these commu111cat10ns India 
hopes to rival the United States in the production of cotton. 
rrhe province of Victoria, in Australia, has incurred a debt , of £~0,000,000 
in the construction of railways, from which the total gross reven~1es m _the year 
1865 amounted to £717,162, almost sufficient, after the d~duct10n of cuITent 
expenses; to discharge an interest of six per centum on theu cost of construc-
tion. The reduction of the rntes of transportation from Melbourne to the g?l~l 
districts of Ballarat and Bendi(J'o 'is far O'reater than ,ve have ventured to antici-
pate from the construction of r~il~·oads through the western r.rerritories of the 
United States. · 
In Bel(J'ium the state is a O'reat railway proprietor, and the state railway is · 
the lar(Ye~t source of national revenue. It was the first work of the kind 
b . • 
ever undertaken by a government, or on so grand a scale .by any proprietary. 
'rhe act by which it was decreed passed in 1834, and in 1835 the line was open 
from Brussels to Malines. In 1844 the entire length.:_560 kilometr!3s-was 
completed. It produced to the State a gross revenue in 1863 of 31,750,000 
francs, or £1,270,000, and a net revenue of 16,000,000 francs, or £640,000. 
Other lines have been leased by the state, and thei:e are altogether open 1,906 
kilometres, equal to 1,191 English miles; of which 748 kilometres, or 467 
English miles, are in the hands of the state, and the residue worked by com-
panies. It is calculated that in the year 1884 the net revenue will amount to 
24,000,000 francs, or £960,000, per annum, or enough to pay the then reduced 
(through the sinking fund) interest of the national debt. As each conceded . 
railway lapses gratuitously to the state in 90 years from the period 0£ its con-
structjon, the entire system will, by the efilux of time, become national property. 
The growth of the railway system of France dates from the year 1840, pre-
vious to which there were but few Jines in France. For a time the idea was 
entertained of making all the raihvays which were to be built state property, 
but in the end it was determined and settled by the law of June 11, 1842-mod-
ifiecl in 1858, 1859, and 1863-that the work should be left to private compa-
nies, superintended, however, and, if necessary, assisted in their operations by 
the State. 'The Fi'ench railways at present are almost entirely (the 'exception 
being to the amount of less than 200 miles) in the hands of six great companies. 
The length of lines held by each of these companies on January 1, ·1867, was 
as follows: Paris, Lyons, and Mediterranean, i,994i miles; Eastern of France, 
1,559} miles; Orleans, 1,829if- miles; Western of France, 1,051¼ miles; North-
ern of France, 728¼ miles, and Southern of France, 827i\- miles. 'l~he six sys-
tems combined had thus, in 1867, an aggregate of 7,'989% miles in operation. 
~I1he conventions agreed· on .between the government and the railw11y companies 
in the years 1S58, 1S59, and 1863 were carried into effect on January 1, 1865. 
By these conventions the government guarantees 4 per cent. interest and 65c. 
for a sinking fund ; altogether, 4f. 65c. per cent. on the capital expended in the 
construction of a certain number of lines classed under the collective title of new 
work, (nouveau reseait.) rl'he sum to be expended by the six great companies 
was esti1?1ated at 7,100,000;000 francs, and the works executed and.grants made 
by the government at 1,640,000,000 francs, being in round numbers about nine 
milliards of francs, of which there remain only about 2,500,00o,000 francs to be 
expenaecl. It is expected that in the course of about hn,lf a century the com-
panies will be able to divide their surplus receipts with the government while 
at the expiration of the 99 years' leases gra~1ted to the railway companies the 
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railwn,ys 1Yill become the property of the· State, which will gratuitously receive 
the total amount of the receipts, which, if estimated at only from 350,000,000 
t::> 400,000,000 francs, will pay the full amount of _the interest on tlio national 
debt. . 
Of the Prussian railways six lines (the most important that from ~rankfort-
on-the-Odor.to Konigsburg and the Russian frontier, 101. . German m1~es long) 
are State property; seven others are under government c:.::ntrol, havmg been 
partly constructed by State loans or subventions; and the rest (about two-thirds 
of tho whole) in the hands of private companies. The State railways form an 
important source of public revenue. In the financial estimates for the year 1865 
the general receipts of the state railways were. stated at 14,197,000 thalers, and 
tho expenditure ?,t 7,386,~00 thalers, showing a surplus of 6,360,700 thal~rs,_of 
which fatter the sum of 467,700 thalers was derived from the Lower S1les1an 
railway, 4,000 thalers from the Berlin junction, 566,600 thalers from the East-
ern, 294,500 thalers from the W estphalian, and 256,700 thalers from the Saar-
bruck. From the above surplus of 6,360,700 thalers the sum of -4,889,257 
tbalers was deducted to pay off loans ancl debts contracted for.railway purposes, 
leaving a net bu,lance of 1,471,443 thalers towards defrnying the general expenses 
of the State. 
The total length of railways in the f~rnier kingdom of Hanover amounted to 
550 Euglish miles in 1863. The gross receipts of the same in the year ·ending 
July 1, 1863, was £838,085, and the net revenue £419,754. The whole of 
these lines are State property. 
The public debt · of Wurtemburg has mor~ than doubled within the last.20 
vears, owing to the establishment of the railway lines of the kingdom, the whole 
of which, without exception, are State property. According to an official return 
published June 30, 1860, there had-been expended at that period, both for rail-
'.'rnys and steamers, a sum of 42,824,956 :florins, or £3,568,746. As the capital 
·~:-as borrowed at from 3½ to 4½ per cent., and the net incomes of the railways, 
n,J] expenses deducted, and making allowance for wear l1nd tear, amounted to 
between six and seven per cent., the investment so made contributed coosider-
a,bly towards lightening the burdens of the tax-payers. The length of the lines 
given to the. traffic amounted on October 15, 1861, to 266 English miles; but · 
thi~ did not complete the whole network of railways which is expected to be 
fimshecl by the end of 1867. · 
All the railways of Baden are property-of tl1e State, giving a dividend on the 
capital e~pended of above six per cent. The accounts of the income and expen-
diture of the State railways, as well as the post office and steam navigation on 
the Lake of Constance, are not entered in the general budget, but form a spe-
cial fund. • 
Further illustrations of the railroad policy of Spain, Austria, and HussiEi, 
might be adduced, showing the advantages of a cornpi·ehensive and well-guarded 
system, by which the credit of the state is in the first instance made available 
for the exigencies of construction, and, with the great resulting benefits to the 
people, soon becom~s capitalized to the relief of the public treasury. There is 
no finer opportunity for an enlightened statesmanship than to utilize these Euro-
pean precedents in the interest of a nationa.1 system of railways west of the Mis-
souri river, but the province of this report will hardly admit of more than a 
bnre suggestion, waiving ad,·oca.cy or details.~{: 
TREASURE J>rtODUCT OF THE WORLD. 
'I he year 1 48, or the epoch of the goltl discovery in Californin,, mny be 
clc tccl for a general statement of the amount of precious metals available for 
, ., The stati tics of European railways are compilocl from a London publicatio:n, "The 
• a c man c r Book for 186 , ' by • rederick Martin. . 
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the uses of currency and the mis. M. Chevn.lier es_timates th~ amoun\ ars 
$8 500 000 000 of which one-third was gold. An emment English authont}, 
Ivrt u: w.'Nm~march, states the probable quantity held j~ Europ~ au_d Amer 
ica at that dn,te to be $6,800,000,000, with a similar proportion of silver to gold. 
Tbc difference between these estimates, or $1, 700,000,0001 may be accep~ed as 
a moclera,te statement of the quantities of gold and silver m those countries of 
Asia and elsewhere wl1ich have not been closelyrelated to European and Amer-
ican commerce. , 
_Since 1848 the avern,ge production of the world has amounted to $200,0~0,000, 
but the proportions of gold and silver have been reversed;_ fu111 two-~hirds of 
the aggregate being gold. . The treasure product of 1867 1s slightly mcreased 
above this r.vernge, and may be briefly stated as follows: 
Gold. 
United States ........... __ ......•..•.....••.. $60,000, 000 
Mexico and South America...... . . . . . • . . . . . • . . 51 000, 000 
Australia . . • . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . • • . • . • . • . . . . . • . . 60, 000, 000 
British America ..•. _. . . • • • • . • . • • • . • • • • • . • . • • • 5, 000, 000 
Russia ............•.....•...••.• ····-· ..•••. 15,000,000 















Total.. ...............•...•.....••..... 170,000,000 55,000,000 225,000,000 
A brief ana1ysis of the reasons for this estimate will be given. 
r.rho commissioner upon the mineral statistics of the Pacific slope has pre-
sented, in his general communication to the department, sufficient details of the 
· treasure product of the United Stn,tes, a,nd the causes of its decline in compa,r-
ison with former yea.rs. · 
In regard to Mexico and South America, Humboldt estimated the annual pro-
duce of the mines of Spanish America at the beginning of the present century 
to be $43,500,000. r:rhis amoun,t was increased from 1800 to 1809, fully reach-
ing $50,000,000 per annum, but in the last-mentioned year the contest began 
which terminated in the dissolution of the connection. between Spain and her 
American colonies. The convulsions and insecurity arising out of this struggle, 
the proscription of the old Spanish families to whom the mines principally 
belonged, who·repairecl with the wrecks of their fortunes, some to · Cub.a, some 
to Spain, and some to Bordeaux and the south of l!.,rance, caused tho abandon-
ment of several of the mines and an extrnordinary falling off in the amount of 
their produce. Thero are no means of estimating the precise extent of this 
decline, but, according to Jacob, who collected and compared the existing infor-
mation on the subject, the J"otal average produce of the American mines, inclu-
sive of Brazil; during the 20 years ending with 1829 may be estimated at 
$20,000,000 a year, being less than half their produce at the beginning of the 
centurv. • · 
Th; dis9overy of i1ew mines, nincl the greater cheapness and more abundant 
supplies of quicksilver obtniinecl from California, have conspired, ·with other 
causes, to increase the produce of the South American mines, until, in 1867, 
, they have nearly reached the productiveness of 1800 · and the n,bove estimate 
of their produce may be distributed as follows : ' 
Mexico ...•............•...•................... ·.. . . . . . • • • • • . . .. . . . . . . . . . $:33, 000; 000 
~~r~~i~ ·.:::: :··.:: ·_ ~: ·.::::::: ·. ·.:::::: ~: ·. ~ ~: : : : : : : ·.::::::::::::::::::::::: · ~: 8~~: ~~g 
Chili ••.....•....••....................... ... ... .....••••.••..•••••.... 5,000,000 
Other parts ...•........... - -- ...... _ ·-- ............. ·~ ...... .-.. . • . . . . . . 4,000,000 
40,000,000 
The latest and most satisfactory authority upon the production of Australia 
consists of a memoria1 from representatives of the different colonies to the home 
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government upon postal communic;1tions between Australia and .the moth~r 
country, dated AprH 1, 18671 ~11 wh10h_ occurs a table of exports of the associ-
ated colonies dnring 1865, g1vmg the item of gold as follo-ws : 
Victoria ...•.•.........•.......... - .......• - ......................•••.. £6,190,317 
New South Wales ............................. -......................... - 2,647,668 
New Zealand .............. --····.·-···-······ .............. ······------. 2,i26,474 
Queensland ....... _.. - ... - - --- .. - ... --- -.... -.................. - . . . . . . . . 10 l, 3il2 
Total _ .. _ .............. _ .... _ ................ _. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 11, 165, 811 
----.-
It is a remarkable fact that the single colony of Victoria produced, in 1852, 
a gross amount of £14,866,799, far exceeding the entire n,ggregate from all the 
Australian colonies a,t this time. Now South W nles, in 1852, produced 
c£3,000,000 also in excess of the present l)rocluctions of tha,t colony. New 
Zealand lms recently gone far to supply the deficiencies, a,nd ofhcr gold fields 
are in course of discovery, and hence the foregoing aggregate of $61,000,000, 
adding to the exports of the different colonies about $6,000,000, may be 
accepted. as a probable statement of the Australian treasure product. 
The annual production of Russia was stated, in 1858, by J. R. McCulloch, 
in a treatise upon the precious metals, to be 87,500,000 francs, or £3,500,000, 
slightly exceoding the foregoing estimate. Lato discoveries of placer mines 
upon the Amoor, in eastern Siberia, will probably lead, during 1868, to large 
additions to tho annual average hitherto prevailing. · · 
Mi:. McCulloch · estimated the total supply of gold and silver in 1858 as 
follows : . • . 
America, excluding California_ .............. _ ... ." ••.....•••...•.•....... 
Asiatic Russia ........••.... _ ..........•••.....•..........•.•...• _ •.... . . 
Europe ....................•. · ......................•.. ~--- .•............ 
California ...............••........•..••....•.... __ ....•.•.... __ •.•...... 







If to this amount we add $25,000,000, representing the production of Japan, 
China, India, Polynesia, and Africa, the total amount will be $220,250,000. 
Great uncertainty a,ttends the question of the probable production of the pre-
cious metals in the countries last named, described by M. Chevalier as '' coun-
tries imperfectly accessible to tbo commerce of the world." The French econo-
mist docs not materially differ from the estimates of McCulloch in regnrd to 
America, Europe,. and .Australia, fin~1ing a total value of $202,000
7
000 for the 
year ~S6!3 ; ~u~ his estimate of \he oriental product far exceeds tmy Englisl: or 
Amenc:m opmrnn npon that subJect. For h1stance, he presents the following 
table: 
Africa ............ _ ..... _ . _ . _ .. _ ..... _ ... _ ... _ .. ______ ........ _ . __ .... . 
India .... - . . . - - -. - - .. - . . - - ............................................ . 
Polynesia ... . . .. .. ... . . .... _ ...... _ .... _ .. _ . ___ ...... _ ............... _. 
China . ___ . _. . . . _ .. __ .. _ ... __ .•.. __ . _ ...• _ •... __ • _ .•.. _ .. __ •. _. _ 
J apan. _ . . . . . . . .... . . _ . _ ............ _ ..•......... _ ..... __ .... _ .... _ 
Tott.ti .... . . - . . .. - . - .. - .. - - .... -...... - - - ... - . - . - -... -.. --- . - ... --.... - ..... - -- - -
$7,000,000 





~L hcn1li •r tlrn,· o1Jtains the annexed aggregate for the entire product of 
th gloh after 4 ° and before 1865 : 
l•~~i~lt~~;J°f tri~a~-'.~~~ ~::::::: ~: : : : : ~ ~ ~ ~:::::::: : : : : : : : : : ~ : : : : ~::: ~::: $2~;: ~~~: ~~i 
1olal .... . ..... . .... . .......................................... . 277,500,000 
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He supplements this statement by the total quantity which from 1848 to 1864, 
or during 17 years, was placed at the disposition of the world : 
~~rt::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::~:::~:::~:~:: $1: igg: ggg: g~g 
Total. .. _ ..... _ ... _ ........ _. _ ................. ·...•••.• . . . . . . . 4, 100, 000, 000 
Except for the high ostimato of Asi;,1,tic production there will be no ma~erial 
dissent from tho foregoing conclusions of .M. Chevalier. All modern expe~ience 
indicates that tho era of placer mining is soon terminated and must have long 
since passed a,vay in Asiatic countries. There is Httle evide110e of elaborate 
methods either of alluvial or mechanical. mining; and the sum of $25,0?0,000 
per annum is therefore submitted inste:1d of $75,000,000 as the product10n of 
gold and silver 'beyond the great mining centres. . 
If ,ve gr:1nt the accuracy of M. Chevalier's estimate of the total amount of 
gold and silver in 1848, and assume that the sum of $250,000,000 per annum 
will be tho average annual production from 1848 to 1880, it will then require 
the period between those elates, or 30 years, to duplicate tho world's supply of 
precious metals. 
The activit-ios of commerce and the developments of human industry, accel-
erated beyond all former precedent by the progress of the arts, will probably 
prove sufficient for the absorption of this vast quantity of the precious metals 
without convulsion of prices or values. The cotton trade ·with India transferred 
within seven yonirs $500,000,000 almost entirely in silver. '.rhe extension of 
railways and the construction of :works of irrigation in India have absorbed 
another $500,000,000 of English capital, and there are evidences that the accu-
mulations of European and American wealth are henceforth to be diffused under 
ample international guarantees over all the continents. If so, there will be 
ample room and demand for any apparent excess of tho precious metals. 
Europe and America will substitute gold for silver as money, while Asia will 
probably continue to absorb silver for many years to come, before the ratio of 
currency to population now existing in Europe shall extend over the eastern 
world. 
A brief statement will illustrate tho extent of the oriental demand for the 
precious metals, which, now mostly confined to silver, will hereafter, or as soon 
as the world shall desire it, extend to gold. India, in 1857, had a circulating 
medium of $400,000,000 for the use of a population of 180,000,000, or $2.22 
per capita. Franco has a popufation of 38,00Q,O0O, vvith a money supply of 
$910,000,000, or $24 per capita. Suppose _Ohin·a, Japan, and the other indus-
trious populations of Asia to be in tho situation of India, and that the current 
of bullion since 1853 ha,s supplied the Asiatics with $3 per capita, there yet 
remains a difference of $21 per capita before the monetary level of France is 
attained, _ demanding a further supply of $21 per capita over a population of 
600,000,000, or not less than $12,600,000,000. · 
'l'he railway :iiystem will soon connect Europe and Asia, and -constitutes a 
most important agency for the transfer of capital and distribution of money 
among the populations of the eastern continent. Since the suppression of the 
Indian mutiny an English writer estimates thn,t more than £100,000,·ooo sterling 
have been added to the currency and 1·eproductive capacity of India, mostly 
from England, in the construction of railroads and canals. There were 3,186 
miles of railway in operation in 1865, having cost $86,000 per mile, and having 
been constructed with the aid of a guarantee of five per cont. to stockholders 
by the province of India. rl'ho system for which the government indorsement 
is already given will be 4,917 miles of railway, at an estimated cost of 
£77,500>000. These roads will relieve the government of liability when their 
earnings reach £25 per mile per week, a point which the leading lines have 
I . 
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nearly reached, and whi_cl~ all ar~ de~tinecl to attain. Such is" the success of 
Indian railways that thell" connect1_on with Europe by the va~ley or t~1e ~nphratcs, 
ancl their extension into China, will probably be accomplished w1thm tho next 
10 years. By that time Russja will h:1Ve undertaken a railway from Moscow 
to Pekin throu(l'h southern Siberia-a great trunk line that ,voulc1 soon justify a 
serjes of soutlfern lines penetrating central Asia over those leading caravan 
routes which have been the avenues of Asiatic commerce for centuries. 
If an investment of $430,000,000 in 5,000 miles of railway is financialJy suc-
cessful in Hindostan at this time, it may be anticipated that a population of 
180 000 000 will· wa.rrnnt the enlargement of the system within the present 
century fully four-fold, which would be only a fifth of similar communications 
required and supported by an Europea11 or American community. Suppose su?h 
a ratio of railway construction extended over China, central and western Asia, 
and S'iberia, it would be only one mile for every 97000 people, while in the 
United States there arc 36,000 miles for 36,000,000 people, or n mile to every 
thousand; and yet tho Asiatic ratio, moderate· as it is, presents the startling 
result of 66,000 miles of railroad constructed by the expenditure of $5,676,000,000. 
Such a disbursement of European ac~mmu1ations in Asia would go far to diffuse 
not only the blessings of civilization, but any excess of production from the gold 
and silver mines of the world. 
In Australia a railway has been constructed from l\folbourne to the Ballaraf 
gold fields, 380 miles, at a cost of $175;000 per mile, which pays a net profit 
nearly equal to the interest on tho immense investment. It is difficult to estimate 
the amounts destined to be absorbed for railways in a.11 the continents, under 
the direction of the great powers of tho world-projected, constructed, and admin-
istered by tho wealth and fotelligcnco of America, Russia, England, Germany 
and France. · 
GENERAL OBSERV A.TIONS. . 
It is deemed expedient to reserve for a subsequent report the detailed state-
ments of mining enterprises east of tho Rocky mountains. Ma,ny of the organi-
za,tions for quartz mining in Colorado and Montana ypt await the results of 
scientific investigations into the best methods of reducing the ores of gold and 
silver; while in the Alleghany district other causes have intervened to postpone 
a large number of mining operations. The summer of 1868 will doubtless supply 
the materials of a full and 0omprehensivc report upon this topic. 
· The act of July 26, 1866, extending facilities for acquiring titles to mineral 
lands, marks a most important epoch in the progress of mining enterprise upon 
this continent. Secretary McCulloch, in his report of 1865, suggested that the 
principle of pre-emption, so long applied to tho sale of agriculturnl lands in the 
wost, shoulJ be oxtenclecl in favor of tho holders of claims to gold and silver 
mines on the public domn.in. A bill to this effect was furnished to Senator 
Sherman, which, after much discussion, was matured into the act of July 26, 
1866. Under the careful instructions of the Commissioner of the General Land 
Office, this legislation has been received with great favor on tho Pacific slope. 
By its provisions freedom of exploration, free occupation of government lands 
for placer minincr, a 11ght to pre-empt quartz lodes previously held and improved 
according to local customs or codes of mining, the right of way for aqueducts or 
canals, not le s ssential to agriculture than to mining, and the extension of tho· 
homestead an :l other beneficent provisions of the public land system in favor of 
settlers upon agricultural lands in mineral districts, have been established as 
mo t important elements for tho attraction of population and the encouragement 
of mining n erpri ·c . The Commissioner of the Land Office has carefully 
ana1 ·zed tbi ·· enactment and greatly facilitated its execution by a circular 
rec n ly is uec.1. ho pirit of the legislation under consideration is in the interest 
of 'c inl c:ttlcmcnt anc occupation, and adverse to absentee ownership for merely 
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speculative purposes of mining properties. It will probably be necessary to 
supplement the act in question by some general revision of the local mining 
customs, which, although generally founded on the Spanish code so ,long in use 
in Mexico, are often incongruous and obscure. 
The most -practicable and economical methods of desulphurizing the refractory 
ores which characterize the Atlantic mines having been made, by the Secretary 
a special subject of inquiry, no effort will be made on the present occasion to 
anticipate its progress and conclusions. 
I beg leave to renew a former suggestion, that the metalliferous localities of 
the Alleghanies south of the Potomac river shall be carefully explored und~r 
national auspices. 
Hon. HUGH McOuLLOCH, 
Secretary of the Treasury. 
JAMES W. TAYLOR. 
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APPENDIX 
SECTION I. 
ARTESIAN WELLS. · 
[Extract from a geological reconnoissancc of .Arkansas, by David Dale Owen, in 1859'-'60.J 
It m~y be useful and interesting in this place to say a few words in regard to a fe~ indi-
vidual artesian wells of particular interest, either on account of their great depth, then· large 
diameter, or the great volume of water which they afford. 
One of -the most interesting artesian wells bored in the valley of the Ohio is that sunk by 
Messrs. C. J. and A. B. Dupont, in the city of Louisville, This well is three inches in the 
bore, and 2,086 feet deep. The water flows from this well at the rate of 330,000 gallons in 24 
hours, or 264 gallons per minute, with a . mechanical force equal to a IO-horse power steam 
engine. The water rises by its own pressure, when confined in tubes, 170 feet above the 
surface. When the whole force of the water is allowed to expend itself on the central jet, it 
is projected 100 feet, settling down to a steady flow of a stream 60 •feet high at the above rate 
of 330,000 gallons in the 24 hours. The water is perfectly clear of a temperature of 76P 
Fahrenheit, the year round. It is highly charged with mineral properties, being a strong 
saline, sulphuretted water, similar in its composition and medical properties to the celebrated 
Kissinger waters of Bavaria, and the Blue Licks of Kentucky. This well was commenc~d 
in April, 1857, and completed in 16 months. 
The well bored by Mr. William H. Belcher, of St. Louis, was commenced in 1849, and in 
1853 was 1,590 feet deep, at which depth a copious stream of" sulphur water issues," which 
is said to be similar in its properties to the Blue Lick water of Kentucky. 
This well was commenced as a cJstern, at the surface of the ground, 14 feet diameter ; at 
30 feet deep, 6 feet diameter; thev.ce it diminishes to 16 inches diameter, at 78 feet deep. 
The bore is then 9 inches, and this diameter is continued to 457 feet; thence to the depth of 
1,509 feet it is 3-} inches. 
At 550 feet, at the top of a limestone, the water became salty; 200 feet below this, in a 
layer of shale, the water contained l ¾ per cent. of salt. At !:)65 feet, below a bed of bitumin-
ous marl, the water contained 2¼ per cent. of salt. The hardest rock was a bed of chert, at a 
depth of 1,179 feet, and 62 feet thick. In this rock the water contained 3 per cent. of salt. 
This '"ell was commenced in the spring of 1849, and reached its depth of 2,199 feet on the 
12th of March, 1854. During these five years the work.was at times intermitted for mon~hs, 
so that the time actually employed was only 33 months, and cost about $10,000. There 1s a 
constant flow of water from this well of 75 gallons per minute. 
Three artesian wells have been bored at Columbus, Ohio. The first was canied 110 feet; 
but not reaching the rock, was abandoned, the quicksand coming in in such quantities that 
they could not exclude it by tubing. • 
The second well was tubed down 54 feet, with cast-iron piping, six inches interior diameter. 
The boring was then continued to the rock, 122 feet. Wrought-iron pipes of smaller size 
were :orced down, but broke at the second joint from the lower end. 'l'he pipe was with-
drawn, and a µump let down, when the well was found to be cleared of obstructions to the 
rock. The reamer was then sent down, and went freely till at the depth of 100 feet it began 
to rnb. The pump was then sent down; ·the well had become filled with sand and gravel 66 
feet, und after prolonged labor, it was ascertained that the sand ran into the well as fast as it 
could be taken out. Various contrivances were resorted to to stop this obstruction, but 
without effect; so that, on the 4th of November, 1857, this boring was also abandoned. A 
contract was now made on the 4th of November with Mr. Fleming Spangler to bore a new 
well! with the understanding that he was to tube it into the rock within 18 or 20 days, or 
receive no pay. 
The new well was commenced by sinking a pit, and cribbing it down with circular crib-
bing, which, on the 16th day of November, reached the depth of 29 feet. After considerable 
labor, by alternate boring and tubing, Mr. Spangler finally succeeded on the.31st of January, 
1 5 , in pen trating the limestone rock 24 feet, at a depth of 371 feet from the surface. He 
then contracted to bore to the depth of 1,000 feet from the surface for $1 50 per foct, having 
thu far averaged about five to six feet in the rock-borings per day. 
Av in of sulphur water was struck at 180 feet on the 22d of December, 1857. The borings 
wer continued, with occasional cessation of labor, up to the 11th of December, having then 
roar.bed a d pth of J ,85 feet, without, however, up to that date having reached any consid-
•r~blo body of arte ·inn water, and it is probable frum the details of the borings that they 
v1\l ha: to go from 300 to 500 feet more through blue limestones, marly shales, and Ken 
tucky nv r marble-rock, before reaching the porous sandstones in which there is the best 
·bauce of obtaining a body of water. ' 
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In the valley of the Ohio, the two great reservoirs of artesian ~ater are the. two g_reat 
porous sandstones, alternating with and resting on the shales,. which f?rm the im~erv1ous 
la,rers that bold up the ·water. One of these great sandstone ser~t;S constitutes the mill-stone 
gnt at the base of the coal measures; the other, the lowest fossihfero?-s sandstones and cal-
ciferous sand-rock, subordinate to the blue limestone and Kentucky nver marble-rock of the 
west. 
The water obtained in the first of these reservoirs is almost invariably a strong brine ; in 
the latter, so far as experience goes it is a m_ineral water, strongly charged with a variety of 
saline substances, and impregnated with sulphuretteJ hydrogen gas; hence, t~o~gh the tw.0 
first artesian borings, cited above, were eminently successful, as far _as o~tammg a large 
body of mineral water was concerned, yet they may be considered entire_ failures, as far as 
obtaining a body of pure water fit for manufacturing purposes, or dome~tic use. 
Both these water horizons exist in Arkansas; in fact, the millstone gnt, as already stated, 
bas a most extraordinary development in_ that S_tate, and m~ny l?cali~ies have _been, and ~ill 
hereafter be recorded, where profitable brmes might be obtamed m this .geological format10n, 
by a judicious selection of locality, and well conducted, systematic bonngs. 
There are also other water horizons in the southern counties of Arkansas, which can be 
reached by borings through the tertiary and cretaceous format:ons; but, so far as experience 
goes, artesian watns obtained therefrom will _be more or less 1.:narged wi_th mineral m3:tter. 
As we have some of the records of an artesian well sunk through eqmvalent format10ns at 
Charleston, South Carolina, it may be well in this place to give a few of the statistics of this 
boring. ' 
Pew wells have presented as many difficuties, or called for greater skill and perseverance 
in the engineer. The smface soil is loose sand for 20 feet, the lower half of which is satu-
rated with water; next a stiff, compact clay, about 40 feet thick, also water-bearing. At 60 
feet, firm marl commences, alternating with some rock more or less indurated, in all 150 feet 
thick. Below this occur the cretaceous strata, differing but little lithologically from the 
layers of the tertiary formation above; both formations being alternations of firm marl, 
sandstone, and loose sands, alternating with layers of hard limestone, seldom containing less 
than 20 per cent. of carbonate of lime. Fifty-four rocks, varying from 2 to l O feet each, and 
measuring in the aggregate 250 feet, were penetrated by the boring. Cast-iron tubes, six 
feet interior diameter, were sunk 80 feet to exclude superficial sands; but these gradually 
worked their way down, and continued to flow under the bottom of the tube. Finally, how-
ever, the solid rock was reached at 230 feet. But even here the difficulties did not end; 
for, under each solid rock, quick or loose sand generally occurred, and. flowed into the weli, 
so as often to fill it up, and sometimes almost instantly, 60 to 100 feet. Large ch~mbers 
were thus formed under many of the rock strata. Sometimes, in the morning, the well wonkl 
be found filled 50 to JOO feet, and e:ven 140 feet, with sand. At 700 feet, so much sand con-
tinued to flow in as to render it impossible to proceed, and there was no resource but to tube 
down into it and through it, and to do this the well had to be :·earned out to a larger size, thus 
taxing the ingeuuity of the engineer severely to overcome all the various obstacles to success. 
At J ,U20 feet the sands again came in, so as frequently to fill up the well 100 feet; but the 
difficulty was finally overcome by retubing with larger wrought-iron tubes, which were sunk 
to 1,102 feet, and the boring continued 43 feet lower, or 1,145 feet. The temperature at 900 
feet was 82½0 .Fahrenheit. 
Subsequent to this date, the Charleston well was sunk to the depth of 1,250 feet, and 
yields 30,000 gallons· of ,•.:ater in 2'1 hours, which rises 10 feet above the surface. Another 
bas now been commenced at the same place, 12 inches in diameter, and bas alrea,dy reached 
the depth of 1,000_ feet. · 
On ~be _22d of April, 1857, an. artesian well was commenced at Lafayette, Indiana, and, 
after smkmg to the depth of 216 feet, a vein of water finally overflowed the well on the 18th 
of F ebruary, 1858. The b_oring was then continued to the depth of 230 feet. Great delay 
and a? ur~nece~sary cost ?f $1_, 000 were i~c~rred, in co_nsequence of one of the cast-iron pii;ies 
brnakmg_ m _berng forced_ rnto its place. This well delivered on the 3d of September one wme 
gallon of rni.neral_ water m 15. 8 seconds, which is equal to a discharge of 1,468 gallons in 24 
hours~ sufficient, if t~e s~rplus wa.ter be properly saved, for all the purposes of a first-class 
water'.ng place. This mmeral water contains, according to Dr. C. M. Wetherill, 400 grains 
of sol_1cl matter to the gallon. For an analysis of this water, I refer the reader to the report 
·on this well, made by C. M. Wetherill, Ph: D., M. D. 
The well fr?m :Vbich t~10 ~ame Artesian was originally derived was bored more than a cen-
tury ago at Aue, m Artois, m Prance, and bas flowed steadily ever since. The water rises 
11 feet above the ground, and supplies nearly 250 gallons per minute. 
The Grenelle well, at Paris, w.as commenced in 1~34 and completed in 1841, at which time 
the rod suddenly descended several feet and shortly after the water rose to the surface in vast 
q~1an~ities. For the first 50 feet the boi\ng was 12 inches in diameter, which was reduced to 
mne mches, and then carried to a depth of 1,100 feet ; a further reduction was made to seven. 
!ind a ba~f inches, until the depth of 1,.300 feet was reached; and a final c1iminution to six. 
mches, t~H the termination of the well at 1,806 feet. From the completion 0f the well to the 
present time there bas been a steady flow of over 500 000 gall-.ms in 24 hours of a tempera.. 
ture of 81° Fahrenheit. ' ' 
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Tho Kissinger well in Bavaria is 1,878 feet; the last 138 feet the boring passes through 
rock salt. From this well 100 cubic feet of water gushes forth every minute. The water 
contains ~½ per cent. of salt. 
The artesian well at the Bois de Boulogne is over 39 inches in diameter. This well was 
bored by a peculiar drill, weighing ab?u.t :3,~00 pounds, managed by a grapple, which opens 
as it descends, and then closes, "·hen it is raised by means of a parallelogram connflcted e.t 
the angles with two cords reaching up to the top of the well, where they may be managed 
with the hand, .or by means of machinery. The drill be.low is constructed with seven teeth 
of cast steel, fitted to drive into the bed of rock, or abrade it. The drill has a shank by 
which it may be seized and lifted. The whole is worked by a 24 to 30 horse-power engine. 
The grapple closes at the bottom, seizing the handle of the drill, then rises with the drill 
several feet, opens, aud lets the drill fall. Thus the drill rises and falls 20 or 30 thnes a. 
minute. After working 12 hours, the rods are taken out, the sand pump let down, and the 
sand and mud withdrawn, and the rods, grapple, and drill again let ·down and set to work. 
To work this apparatus requires only six men1 and the cost of working is about $3 per foot. 
In 1857, this well had reached a depth of 1,427 feet, and they hoped in October to reach 
the main source of water below the chalk. 
In the month of May, 1858, the French engineer, M. Jus, commenced boring an artesian well 
in the Sahara desert, Africa, in the province of Constantine ; and on the 19th of June a jet of 
water of about 1,000. gallons per minute flowed from the bowels of the earth, at a tempera-
ture of 61 °. 24 Fahrenheit. The joy of the inhabitants was unbounded when they witnessed 
this extraordinary spectacle, and caused them to regard a people who could bring about such 
a marvel as to cause water to g·ush forth from the arid desert as truly beings of a superior race. 
Subsequently four other wells were bored in the desert: one at Temakin, yielding eight 
gallons per minute; one in the oasis of Tamelhat, which gave 120 litres of water per minute; 
one in the oasis of Sidi Nached, yielding 4,300 litres of water from the depth of 54 metres, 
the oa is having been completely ruined by drought; one also in Oum Thit.Jr, which yields 
108 litre;; of water per minute; and a sixth well has been sunk at Shegga. 
A remarkable artesian well was bored at Bourne, in England. The borings passed through 
two str1:1ta of limestone, with other intervening strata, to the depth of only 9:l feet. The bore 
is only four inches, and this supplies the town through mains and smaller pipes and plugs 
for fires, tlie pressure being sufficient to throw water over the buildings. It delivers 557,000 
gallons per day. It rises at the town hall 39 feet 9 inches. 
These are a few of the statistics of some of the most interesting artesian wells both in this 
country and in Europe; they give some details of the cost, mode of boring, and difficulties 
to be encountered, that will be interesting and useful to the readers of this report. 
The conditions necessary to the successful boring of an artesian well are: 
First A fountain bead more elevated than the locality where the boring is to be undertaken. 
Second. A gentle inclination or moderate dip from the fountain head towards the locality 
of the well. 
Third . Alternations of porous and impervious strata, beneath the drainage of the countrr, 
q'be fountain head need not be in the immediate vicinity; on the contrary, it is often far 
distant-40 to 100 miles or more. If it forms the elevated rim of a large basin, from which 
the strata dip in all directions towards its centre, it. is all the more favorable for artesian 
~orings within that basin. If the geological formations form a synclinal fold or trough, the 
:fountain head being on the anticlinals of the ridges more or less parallel, this is also a favora-
ble position for artesian borings. 
'fhP fl.ow of water from the fountain head, held up by the impervious strata beneath, and 
permeating the porous superincumbent layers, may be arrested, however, even without such 
a _structure of the ~olllltry, by being dammed up by local barriers, which may either be imp~r-
v1ous fissures, cuttmg the strata more or less at right angles, or extensive faults filled up with 
clay, which is a very common occurrence. 
A steep or big~ ang)e of inclination of dip is always an unfavorable structure _of count~, 
becau em such s1tuatic,ns the water flows away beyond the reach of artesian bormgs, which 
must neces. arily cut the strata at such an acute angle as to pass through only a few layers 
o_f rock. ·without a knowledge of the internal structur1➔ of the geological formations which 
lie deep-seated, very little cluo can be obtained to the SPlection of a favorable locality by a 
simple in pection of the physical condition of the surface of the country. For instance, a . 
1: ·rfectl~ level plain, with no bills in sight, may be more fa.vorable for artesian wells than an 
unuulatmg country, simply from the fact of its having a higher fountain head. 
The third condition mentioned above, namely, alternation of porous and impervious strata, 
is almost everywhere to be met with. 
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SECTION II. 
LIGNITES OF THE WEST. 
[.A.bstriwt from report of F. V. Hn.yden, United States geologist for Nebraska, to Commissioner of General 
• La,nd Office, from Silliman's .Journal of March, 1868.) 
The construction of the Pacific railroads across the continent is bringing about the dawn 
'of a new era in the progress of the west. Already has the Union P:1cific railr~ad, fr~m 
Omaha, struck t.he first range of the Rocky mountains, more than 525 miles west ?f the Mis-
souri river. 'fhe earth is now called upon more earnestly tlian ever. before to yield up her 
treasures of gold, silver, copper, iron, and mineral fuel, and the _existence of th~ last two 
minerals in the west, in workable quantities, is one of the most important practical ques-
tions of the clay. It is my purpose in this article merely to state briefly some. ob~ervations 
made last autumn in regard to the lignite deposits of Colorado and Dakota Tern tones. The 
details will be given more fully in the final report of the geological survey of Nebraska, now 
in progress of preparation. 
The discovery that large deposits of "stone coal," as it is often called by travellers, existed 
in various portions of the west is by no means a new one at the present time. The lignite 
beds of the upper Missouri were noticed by Lewis and Clark, 1803 and 1804, those of 
Laramie plains by Fremont, 1842, and those of the Raton mountain region by General 
Emory as far back as J 848. But the intense interest with which they are regarded now, as 
a source of fuel to the vast stretch of fertile but almost treeless plains, has been created anew 
by the advancing westward wave brought about by the construction of those great national 
highways. The fact, also, that the coal deposits of Iowa and Missouri are restricted in area, 
and the coal limited in quantity, and in most cases inferior in quality, and that west of 
these States it may be said that there is no true coal at all, renders any source of fuel in 
the far west a matter of the greatest impo:;,ance. In the valley of the Missouri river and the 
Yellowstone there are numerous beds bf tertiary lignite, varyiug from a few inches to seven 
feet in thickness. These formations have been descrLbed many times, and until the Northern 
Pacific railroad is carried through that reg;on they will remain of little practical importance. 
But the Union Pacific railroad is now in progres;, of construction through the lignite deposits 
of the Laramie plains, and the Union Pacific railway, eastern division, and the branch from 
Denver to Cheyenne City, will pass through those of Colorado, so t-hat if the lignite beds 
and iron mines of this region are of such a character as to be o.f economical use, the time for 
their demand has already come. 
My examination of the geology of the State of Nebraska, during the past season, failed to 
develop any workable beds of coal within the limits of that State. My attention was then 
directed to the great lignite deposits of the Laramie plains. I found the lignite of excellent 
quality in be<ls from 5 to 11 feet thick, and I estimated the area occupied by this basin at 
5,000 square mi~es. Its most eastern limit is about 10 miles east of Rock creek, a branch of 
the Medicine Bow river. Outcroppings have been seen all along Rock creek, Medicine Bow, 
on Rattlesnake Hills, on the North Platte, Muddy creek, all along Bitter creek, Ham's Fork, 
Echo Canon, and all along ·weber river, nearly to Great Salt lake, showing that ene con-
nected series of deposits covers this whole area. The lignite taken from the beds on Rock 
creek is from the outcroppings, yet it burns with a bright red flame, giving out a good degree 
of heat, leaving scarcely any asb, and is quite as desirable fuel for domestic purposes as any 
wood. It is non-bituminous, exhibits just a trace of su}phun,t of iron, which, decomposing, 
gives a rusty reddish appearance to the outcrops, and there are seams of jet, J to 12 
inches in thickness, which looks much like cannel .coal, and is thus termed by the miners. 
The _U~ion P_acific railroad will pass directly through these great coal fields, and as ~ost ~f 
the freight will go westward for many years, t.he cars on their return can be loa<led with this 
lignite, thus to be distributed through Nebraska at a cost much less than that of wood at the 
present time. There are also indications of an abundance of iron ore in the vicinity of these 
deposits, and the Union Pacimc Railroad Company contemplate establishing rolling mills in 
the Laramie plains at no distant period. 
The next point visited was South Boulder creek, the Marshall mines, wl1ich are probably 
the most valuable in the west. I made a pretty careful examination of these mines, as they 
have been wrought for four or five years. An average of 50 tons is taken from this place 
daily and sold at Denver, at prices varying from $12 to $15 per ton. 'I'he beds are at the foot 
of the mountains, and dip to such an extent as to expose the whole series, 11 in number, 
, varyiug from 5 to 13 feet in thickness, so that we have from 30 to 50 feet at least of solid 
' lignite. This is the most favorable locality for studying the strata enclosing the lignite that 
I h~ve ev~r !11-et with Jn the west, and t~is is due to several causes, the principal of which is 
theII prox1~nty to the nase of the mounta11;-s, ?Y which they are elevated at a moderate angle. 
The followmg somewhat remarkable aect10n is approximately correct, at least: 
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45. Sandstone, gray and rather coarse grained. 
44. Drab clay. 
43. Lignite. 
42. Drab clay. 
41. Lignite. 
40. Drab clay. 
39. Sandstone. 
38. Drab clay. 
37. Lignite. 
36. Drab clay. 
35. Sandstone. 
:34. Drab clay, 10 to 12 feet. 
33. Sandstone. 
32. Drab clay. 
31. Lignite. 
30. Drab clay. 
29. Sandstone.. 
28. Drab clay passing up into sand three feet. 
27. Lignite, 5 feet. 
26. Drab clay, 5 feet. 
25. Sandstone, 14 feet. 
24. Drab clay, 3 feet. 
23. Lignite, 7½ feet. 
22. Drab clay, 5 feet. 
21. Sandstone, 20 feet 
20. Drab clay, 3 feet. 
19. Lignite, 7 feet. 
18. Drab clay, 3 feet. 
17. Sandstone, 40 feet 
16. Drab clay, 3 feet 
15. 'Lignite, 5 feet. 
14. Drab clay. 
13. Sandstone. 
12. Drab clay. 
11. Lignite. 
10. Drab clay. 
9. Sandstone. 
8. Drab clay. 
7. Lignite, 5 feet. 
6. Drab clay. 
5. Gray and yellowish gray sandstone. 
4. Drab clay, 3 feet. 
3. Lignite, 11 to 13 feet. 
2. Drab clay, 4 feet. 
1. Fine yellowish grit in<lurated cre.taceous 
beds, 1, 2, 3, 4, &c. 
The thickness of the beds is given when it could be obtained with any degree of accuracy. 
It is barely possible that beds 6 to 13 feet inclusive have been broken down from the sum-
mit of the upheaval just beyond and'thus displaced. The inclination of the strata from 1 to 
16 inclusive is 8° ea&t, and the cleavage of the beds of lignite is vertical and exactly parallel 
with the dip. From 13 to 29, inclination is 40°, and the remainder 35°. Lignite beds 33 
and 42 liave not yet been tested, and very little is known of them. They have been exposc_d 
in the search for iron ore. The summit of the hills above all these beds in the section 1s 
covered with a large thickness of superficial drift material, which undoubtedly conceals 
many other beds whie;h properly belong to the section. Mines have been opened on Coal 
creek, three miles south of Marshall's mines, but they have been abandoned for the prese~t. 
Anotber has been opened about'20 miles south of Cheyenne City, on Pole creek. The dnft 
began with an outcropping of about four feet eight inches in thickness, inclination 12° east. 
Tbe lignite grows better in quality as it is wrought further into the earth, and the bed, by 
following the dip 200 feet, is found to be five feet four inches thick, and the lignite. is so_lll 
readily at Cheyenne City for $25 per ton. The beds are so concealed by a supertlcml dnft 
deposit that it is difficult to obtain a clearly connected section of the rocks. A section across 
the inclined edges of the beds eastward from the mountains is as follows: 
7. Drab clay passing up into areno-calcarcous grit composed of an aggregation of oyster 
shells, ostrcasuutrigonalis. . 
6. Lignite, 5 to 6 feet. 
5. Drab clay, 4 to 6 feet. 
4. Reddish rusty sandstone in thin lamiure, 20 feet. 
3. Drab arenaceous clay, indnrated. 
2. Massive sandstone, 50 foet. 
1. No. 5 cretaceous, apparently passing up into a yellowish sandstone. 
The summit of the hills near this b,ed of lignite is covered with loose oyster sbeils, and 
there mr;st have been a thickness of four feet or more almost entirely composed of them. 
The species seems to be identical with the one found in a similar geological position in ~he 
lower lignite bed of the upper :Missouri, near Fort Clark, and at the mouth of the .Judith 
riv r, and doubtle.-s was an inhabitant of the brackish waters which must have existed about 
the df~wn of the tertiary period in the ·west. No other shells were found in connection with 
these in Colorado, but on the upper Missouri well-known fresh-water types exist in close 
proximity, showing that if it proves anytbin,g it rather affirms the eocene ago of these lower 
lignite bed . The e lignite beds are exposed in many localities all along the eastern base of 
the mountains, and from the best information I can secure I have estimated the area occu• 
pied by them north of the Arkansas river at 5,000 square miles. According to the explora-
tions of Dr. John L. Le Conte during the past season, which are of great interest, these 
amc lignite formations xtend far southward into New Mexico, on both sides of the Ror.ky 
mountains. 'pecimens of lignite brought from the Raton mountains by Dr. Le Conte resem-
bl very clo .. ely in appearance anJ color the anthracites of Pennsylvania. It is probable 
thut no t111e coal will ever be found west of longitude 96° , an<l it becomes, therefore, a mo t 
hnportant que ·t1on to ascertain the real value of the e vast deposits of lignite for fuel anJ 
~ h ·r •conomical purpo.-e. . 'an the e lignites be employed for generating steam and smelt-
mg or . In regar t? tho lignites in the Laramie plains I Ln.ve as yet seen no a.nalys1~, 
buL • l cc1men · ure now m the hands of Dr. Turrey, of cw York, for that purpose. Spec1-
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mens from Marshall's mine on South Boulder creek were submitted to Dr. Torrey by the URiou ;f 
Pacific Railroad Company for examination, with the following result: 
Water in a 8tate of combination or its elements ... ... ...•.•. •• ........•.....••••.•••• - - • • • • • • • • • • • • J 2. 00' 
ir~:~l~a%~t!~~ ~~~~1-1~~- ~~ -~ ~~~-~~~~~ ~~~·~i-~~ !~~-~~~~~-1~. ~~~~~ ~~~ -~~:~~~:::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ;f gg 
Ash of a reddish color, sometimes g!·ay ..•.•......•.••...........•••...••.•.•.••...•... • • • • • - • • •. • • 2. 80 
A specimen from Coal creek, three _miles south, yielded similar results : 
Water in a state of combination, or probably its elements, as in dry wood .....•....•• :. - •. - - - . • - . • .. 
V_olatile matter expelled at a red heat, in the form of inflammable gases and vapors .••.. - ........... . 
Fixed carbon ...................................... - . • • • •. • • • • • - - • • - • • • • • • · • • · · · · · · • • · · • • · · • • · · · • · 







The percentage of carbon is shown to be in one case 59. 20, and in the ot~er 58. 70, which 
shows at a glance the superiority of the western lignites over those found m any other por-
tion of the world. Anthracite is regarded as so much superior a fuel on account of the large 
per cent. of carbon, and also the small amount of hydrogen and oxygen. The bituminous 
cqals contain a large percentage of hydrogen and oxygen, but not enough water and ash to 
prevent tbem from being made useful, but the calorific power of lignite is very mu~h dimin-
ished by the quantity of water contained in it, from the fact that so valuable a portion of the 
fuel must be used in .converting that water into steam. 
The day of my visit to the Marshall coal mines, on South Boulder creek, 73 tons of lig-
nite were taken out and sold ?,t the rate of $4 a ton at the mine, and from $12 to $16 at Den-
ver. This lignite is somewhat brittle, but has nearly the hardness of ordinary anthracite, 
which it very much resembles at a distance. 
In ~ome portions there is a considerable quantity of amber. I spent two evenings at Mr • 
. Marshall's house burning this fuel in a furnace, and it seemed to me that it would prove to 
be superior to ordinary western bituminous coals and rank next to anthracite for domestic • 
purposes. Being non-bituminous, it will require a draught to burn well. It is as neat as anthra-
cite, leaving no stain on the fingers. It produces no offensive gas or odor, and is thus supe-
rior in a sanitary point of view, and when brought into general use it will be a great favorite 
for culinary purposes. It contains no destructive elements, leaves very little ash, no clink-
ers, and produces no more erosive effects on stoves, grates, or steam boilers than dry wood. 
If exposed in the open air it is apt to crumble, but if protected it receives no special injury. 
Dr. Torrey thinks there is no reason why it should not be eminently useful for generating 
steam and for smelting ores. 
Throughout the inten:alated beds of clay at Boulder creek and vicinity are found masses 
of a kind of concretionary iron ore, varying in size from one ounce to several tons in weight. 
This iron ore is probably a limonitc, commonly known under the name of brown hematite or 
brown iron ore. It may perhaps be found in the state of carbonate of iron when sought 
for beyond the reach of the atmosphere. These nodul_As or concretionary masses, when 
broken, show regular concentric rings, varying in color from yellow to brown, looking some-
times like rusty yeliow agates. It is said to yield 70 per cent. of metallic iron. The first 
smelting furnace ever created in Colorado was established here by Mr. Marshall, and be 
informed me that for the production of one ton of pig iron three tons of the ore, 200 pounds 
of limestone, and 130 to 150 bushels of charcoal are required. Over 500 tons of this ore 
have been taken from this locality, and the area over which it seems to abound can ot be 
less than 50 square miles. Indications of large deposits of iron ore have been found in 
many other localities along the line of the Pacific railroads, . and if the mineral fuel , hich is 
found here in such great abundance can be made useful for smelting purposes, these lignites 
and iron ore beds will exert the same kind of influence over the progress of the great 1'vest 
that Pennsylvania exerts over all the contiguous States. When we reflect that we have from 
10,000 to 20,000 square miles of mineral fuel in tbe centre of a reo'ion where for a radius of 
600 to 1,000 miles in every direction there is little or no fuel either 'hn or benea,:th the surface; 
the future value of these deposits cannot be overestimated. 
The geological age of these western lignite deposits is undoubtedly tertiary. Those on 
the upper Missouri have been shown to be of that age, both from vegetable and animal 
remains, and in the Laramie plains I collected two species of pla11ts, a populus and a plan-
tanus, specifically identical with those found on the upper Missouri. The simple fact that 
cretaceous formations Nos. l , 2, 3, 4, and 5 are well shown all along the foot of the moun-
tains, and that No. 5 presents its usual lithological character, ·with its peculiar fossils, within 
15 miles of Marshall's mines; also that at the mine 2, 3, and 4 are seen inclining at nearly 
the same angle and holding a lower position than the lignite beds, is sufficient evidence that 
tne strata enclosing the lignite beds are newer than cretaceous. A few obscure dicotyledo-
nous leaves were found, w bich belong rnther to tertiary forms than cretaceous. 
. The connection of the lignite deposits on the upp.fr Missouri has been traced uninterrupt-
edly to the North Platte, about 80 miles above Fort Laramie. They then pass beneath the 
White river tertiary '1cds, but reappear again about 20 miles south of Pole creek, and con-
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tinue far southward into New Mexico. Near Red Buttes, on the North Platte, it seems also 
robable that the same basin continues northward along the slope of the Rocky mountains, 
!:early or quite to the Arctic sea. Whether or not there are any indications of this formation 
over the eastern range into the British possessions I have no means of ascertaining, but the 
Wind River chain, which forms the mr.in divide of the Rocky Mountain range, exhibits a 
great thickness of the lignite tertiary beds on both eastern and western slopes, showing con-
clusively by the fracture and i~clinatio1;1 of the str~t?' that prior to the elevation of.this range 
they extended uninterrup~edly m a honzontal posit10~ ac!oss the area !low ~ccupied by the 
Wind River chain. Passmg the first range of mountams m the Laranne plams we find. that 
the Big Laramie river cuts through cretareo.us beds Nos. 2 and 3; continuing our course 
westward to Little Laramie, a branch of the Big Laramie, and No. 3 becomes 50 to 150 feet 
in thickness, filled with fossils, O;,trea coneesta, and a species of Inoceramus. At Rock creek, 
about 40 miles west of Big Laramie river, the lignite beds overlap the cretaceous, but in 
such a way as to show that the more inclined portions have been swept away by erosion, and 
that the red beds and carboniferous limestones once existed without break and in a horiztn-
tal position across the Laramie range prior to its elevation. 
I cannot discuss this matter in detail in this article, but the evidence is clear to me now 
that all the lignite tertiary beds of the west are but fragments of one great basin, interruptetl 
here and there by the upheaval of mountain chains or concealed by the deposition of newer 
formations. All the evidence that I can secure seems to indicate that there are no valuable 
beds of lignite west of the Mississippi in formations older than the tertiary. 
SECTION III. 
MINERAL RESOURCES OF THE TERRITORY OF MONTANA. 
[By W. S. Keyes, M. E.] 
The Territory of Montana is, saving the recently acquired Alaska, the newest and most 
remote of the subdivisions of the domain of the United States. Its form is very nearly 
exactly a right-angled parallelogram, the irregularity of tbe figure occurring on the south-
we tern border, where the territorial limits are coincident with the main chain of the Creur 
d'Alene and Bitter Root mountains. Its northern boundary is latitude 49°, being the 
dividing line between the British and American possessions. Its longimdinal extension, with 
Dakota on the east and Idaho on the west, embraces 12 degrees, viz: from 27.0 to 39° west 
of the meridian of ·washingtou, whiie its southern boundary is marked, excepting a small 
portion on the extreme southwest, by the 45th parallel of north latitude. 
HI TORICAL.-Our first authentic description of that portion of the continent, of which 
Montana now ft>rms a part, is due to the labors of Captains Lewis 1md Clarke, two officers 
of the regular United S~ates army. They were despatche-d, at the beginning of the pres?'nt 
century, under the auspices of the general government, to explore the far northwest, which 
was then, and has remained until quite recently, almost a terra incognita. With infinite 
patience they surmounted all the natural obstacles in their pathway ; climbed the snowy 
ranges; sought out the pa ses in the mountains; descended in canoes ~11 the principal 
streams, and pursued to th~ir sources by far the .greater number of their tributaries; pas~ed 
some . ears am~ng th~ Indians; ~ave names to all the rivers, by far the larger P:oport10n 
of whi~ are still retained; described the fauna and flora-in a word, all the ammal and 
vegetaffie life, so exhaustively that their descriptions, perfectly accurate more than 60 years 
ago, are in every essential particular as truthful to-day. 
Again, we have the results of the labors of Captain Bonneville, who explored these regions 
some 30 yea~s sub equently to Lewis and Clarke. The graphic pen of the late Washington 
Irving compiled from these observations a most admirable and interesting volume. 
More recently we have the report of Governor Isaac I. Stevens, who, in the years 1853, 
1854, and 1 5, made a careful survey of the passes of the Rocky mountains, with a view 
to d termine the practicability of a northern route for a railroad to the Pacific. Lieutenant 
Mulla?, OD~ or the members of the party, established a wagon route from Fort_Benton, on 
t~e 'M1 soun nver, to Wall9:-Walla, on the Columbia river, in Washington Territory. The 
d1 tanre between these pornts does not exceed 650 miles, and with this, comparatively 
speaking, trifling land portage we unite by navigable streams the waters of the Pacific ocean 
and tho. e of the Gulf of 1exico. 
p to May 26, 1 64, on which date the organic act creating the Territory was approved by 
~ongre. , );ontana was e_mbraced within th jurisdiction of Idah6, whose laws still remained 
m force until th as embhng of the fir t territvrial leo-islature at Bannock December 12, of 
tl10 sam y ar. During the interregnum no advantage was taken or sought to be taken of 
tl1e t , bnical_irr gularity of administerini in fontana the laws of Idaho-a fact which b ars 
f! qu ut t tunon~ to ~be integrity and nigh. character of the fir t settlers. Subsequent!y, 
L ·u tL fam of it nch placers bad been noised abroad, the Territory became flooded with 
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an immigration of ruffians, notorious desperadoes, and cutthroats, the refuse of tJ:ie Pacific 
States and Territories. Encouraged by impunity, their leade!s s_ought _and obtarned such 
positions in the lower executive ranks of the government that JUstic~ agai?-~t any m_ember .or 
mem1:>ers of the b~nd having its ramific~tions thi:oughout the entire m1-mng reg10~~ w~~ 
practically impossible. The p,eople endunng '' until longer endurance ceased to be a vntue, 
were impelled to the formation of a "vigilance committee." 
This organization, which still exists, finally triumphed over the lawless desp~radoes who 
infested the country; hung some and banished others, until_ life and_ property rn Mont1:n.a 
were as safe if not safer than in the more settled portions of the Urnted States. Th_e c1:·il 
law and its expositors are now able, unaided, to fulfil to the utmost the behests of Justice 
and to stifle at once, if not entirely prevent, any recurrence of such outrages as led to the 
formation of a committee of vigilance. 
The name of the Territory is derived directly from the Spani?h, in_ wh!ch language t!ie 
word" montaiia" signifies" mountain," while the aboriginal des1gnat10n lil t?e Snake dia-
lect, viz: "'Eoi-abe shock-up," "land of the mountain," likewise bears testimony to the 
broken character of its surface. 
AREA.-According to J. L. Corbett, chief engineer, the area of the Territory is !46,689.35 
square miles, equal to 98,881,184 acres. Compared with the older a;nd settled portions of the 
United States, Montana is nearly as large as the State of Califorma, somewha~ more than 
half the size of Texas, nearly three times that of New York, two and one-half t~nrns that of 
the six New England States combined, four times that of Kentucky, and 110 times that of 
Rhode Ishtnd. 
The proportion susceptible of cultivation in the several counties is, according to the same 
authority, as follows: • 
Counties. 
Gallatin ....•...•.•.•.•••...••....... _ ....•.. ·-··· •.. . ....•••.• _. 
Madison ...•..••..••..•.••.•••••......•••.••..••.••••••• - •.. - - .. . 
Deer Lodge .........•..••.........•.•..•........•.... . - .... - - .. . 
:Missoula .••..••.•••..•••.•.•...••.••• •• •.•.••••••••••••.•••.•••. 
:Big Horn . ......•....••••.•.•.........••....•...•.•.•.••...••.... 
:Beaver Head ..•......••...•.......... -.... -.. - - - - -- - .. - - • - - - • - - . 
Jefferson ......•.••••...•.•.••....•.•....••...................... 

















114, ODO 35,000 
1,592,250 152,800 
34,500 38,000 




Being a grand total of 3,346,400 acres, which gives a proportion of litt1e more than, l in 30. 
In the absence of the official returns of the surveyor general, these figures must be taken 
only as reasonable approximations. 
DrscoVERY OF GoLD.-None of the earlier exploring parties seem to have observed or 
even predicted the probability of finding the precious metals in any of the far northwestern 
Territories. Professor Dana, it is trne, mentions in 1842 the occurrence of certain gold-
bearing talcose and micaceous shists on the Umpqua river, in southern Oregon, and like-
wise stated that similar rocks bad been found on the banks of the Sacramento river, in Cali-
fornia. Saving the Indians, the inhabitants of these regions consisted of a few trappers and 
a small number of Catholic missionaries. The latter, from their intelligence and cultivation, 
were the only persons likely to have noticed the geological significance of the rocks, drift, 
and alluvium ; but even bad they been well aware of the existence of gold and silver-and 
this, on the authori~y of Father De Smet, was indeed the case-it is higl.Jly improbable that 
they would have laid much stress on the advantages to accrue from their development. 
These self-denying pioneers of civilization have ever shown themselves to be the only body 
of men who, within the domain of the United States, have been able to tame the savages 
and introduce among them the arts of peace. Strictly upright in their commerce with the 
aborigines, they have succeeded in obtaining their confidence, and while the houses of the 
settlers are set in flames, and themselves and their families fall a prey to the tomahawk, these 
missionary establishments always remain intact. 
To Mr. Granville Stuart, an old resident and careful observer, we are indebted for the fol-
lowing facts in regard to the early history of gold-seeking in what now constitutes Montana: 
It seems that one Francois Finlay, commonly known as "Benctscc," a halt~brccd, from the Red River of 
the North, in British territory, hacl for some time worked i.u the placers of California. Bccomin~ dissatis-
:tiecl with that country, he fonncl his way back again to the vicinity of bis former home. He arriYelt in Mon-
tana, ancl was the first person to discover 011 Golcl creek a few particles ot' fu10 float gold. This creek is 
situated in Deer Lodge county, on the wc&tcrn slope o.f the Rocky mountains, aml is one of the minor trib-
utru·ies of the Hell Gate river, whose waters flow ultimately into the Pacific ocean. Probably from a lack 
of provisions he clid little more than superficially prospect the locality. He performed, however, enough 
work to entitle him to the honor of discovery. 
Subsequently, in May, 1858, .James and Gramille Stuart, Thomas .A.<lams, and Reese .A.m1crson prospcctcc1 
on Golcl creek, finding as high as ten cents to the pan, equalling· about one-half cent to the pound of earth. 
This party, few in numbers ancl continually annoyed by the Blackfeet Indians, who persistently stole their 
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hor~c~. and being-, moreover, unsuppliccl 11ith the necessary tools an.cl provisions, likewise abandoned, for 
the moment, any further search. 
Tim vears later namely, dm·mg the summer of 1860, one Henry Thomas, callecl "Golcl Tom," or "Tom 
Gold D'iggcr," set up on Golcl cr~ek three small sluice-boxes \\'.hich he had hir:1self roug;hly hewed out of 
green timber. With these rude implements he succceclecl, unaideu and alone, m coilectmg from $1 50to 
., per duy. IIis was the :fu-st actual mining in that part of Washington Territory now Montana. Becom• 
iJ;g- dissatisfied with the reward of his labors, he kept indust1iously prospecting all over tbe Territory, and, 
sti-;-an,,.ely cnoug·h, his farnritc cam11ing ground was near the_ location of the present city of Helena, in whose 
imme'aiate vici:aity were found, subsequently, some of the richest placer deposits ever workecl. 
It rcnrninctl however, for others than "Gold Tom" to unearth the precious dust'whose resting place had 
been so often pressed by his foot_stcp. Stuat·t and h_is part,Y: had removetl to the vicinity of Fort Bridg~r, on 
the emigrant roacl, where they hvctl as traders, until, m 1860, they concluclecl to return and thoroughly mves-
tigate the affluents to the valley of the Deer Lod 0 ·e. They prospected cluring 1861, and found several 
farnral>l c localities. It was .not, however, until 1862, ancl after they lmcl received from Walla-Walla, 425 
miles distant, both tools and lumber, that the first string of ten real sluices was set up and worked. In the 
mean time they hacl eommw1icatccl the news of their discoverv to a relative at Pike's Peak, as Colorado was 
then called. Hence resnl ted a cousidera ble exodus of miners: who beg·an to arrive in Deer Lodge about June 
20, 1862. The new comers discovered the placers at Pike's Peak gulch, Pioneer gulch, &c. From this time 
for11artl the immi(J'ration of gold seekers rapitUy increased in volume. Many, becoming bewilclered amon"' the 
pathless hills while searching for the Deer Lotlge, discovered other ancl valuable placers. At present there 
remains scai·cely a mountain gorge or sequestered ravine but has been prospected more or less thoroughly 
from mouth to source. 
For several mollths anterior to the segregation of the Territory from Idaho the people gov-
erned themselves. Far away from any sett.led habitations, a little haudful of hardy mining 
adventurers, they still found time, amid the excitements of gold-mining, to take such steps 
as have finally secured the fullest liberty combined with an entire subservience to law. They 
di scovered the placers at Bannock, began the development of Alder gulch, and laid the 
foundation of Virginia City, now the capital of Montana, months before the arrival of any 
territorial officials. 
PorULATION .-The present population of the Territory may be estimated to be about 24,000 
souls. This tota-1 has been arrived at from the reports of the different assistant assessors of 
internal revenue, who have received instructions to make an informal approximate census. 
Mr. N. P. Langford, the efficient United States collector and one of the pioneers of Montana, 
is of the opinion that the number of inhabitants has remained very nearly constant from the 
fall of 1864 up to and includiug the present year, and has probably, during that interval, 
ncv r fallen below 21,000. 
\Ve may, bys· ill another method, obtain a reasonable approximation, corroborative of the 
foregoing, viz., by an examination of the vote cast in September of the present year. Local 
caus(•s coT?bined ·with political excitement, caused the casting of an unexpectedly large and 
probably full vote. The eight counties into which the Territory was 01iginally divided, not 
including Big Horn, polled. a total of very nearly 12,000 votes. In this number are included 
the votes of the soldiers performing volunteer service acrainst the Indians, all the colored 
vote .. , a~d also t~10se which were rej ected from the count
0
by reason of informality .. Hen?C, 
mnlt1plying the full vot~ by two, we have a total population of 24,000, corresponchog with 
that reported by the ass1stan~ assessors. In support of this multiple, which may by some be 
de m.ed unrea on ably sn.1a ll, 1t m.ay be alleged that the Territory is barely four years old, that 
the fir t settlers were of that migratory class who have neither home nor family, and that 
w~mrn and children are bu~-ju.st beginning to form an appreciable percentage of the popu-
lat,on. On the approach of wmter, many whose summer exertions have returned a profit, 
an~l wlio, l_ikew!,;e, are unwilling to endure the comparative stagnation of the cold se~son, 
e011grntc either to the east or west. Returning spring, however, brings back as many 1f not 
mor t ban departed, cager to begin or to renew the toilsome yet fascinating pursuit of the 
golll hunter. 
. PJ.IY~JCAL G:F;OGRAP!IY.-The mo t prominent feature of the physical geography of .t~e 
~ rntory, particularly m the wcstci:n or ore-bearing regions, i.s the gentleness of the acchv1-
t1es a~d the ab. ence of sharp~y proJecting volcanic peaks. To the traveller passing over the 
:-.umnn~ of the ~ocky n_iou~tam , on the road hither from Utah, this fact is vividly impress~d 
upou b1: attent1 n, as form mg a most striking contrast to the enormous outflow of basaltic 
lava cx_tendin_g from Port 'euf canon , in Idaho, more than 200 miles, quite to the crests of 
tb' marn ·ham. We ob erve, al.-o, even on the highest of th e hills, g-reat strata of wash?d 
~":'d round d boukl rs, ~oo ely bound together by a granitic detritus. We find, further, qmte 
lllj:!h up on the rnountams, lakes of g reater or less extent whose formation was evidently 
owing t. tb blocking up of ~ome primeval gorge by ~eans of glacier-borne boulders. 
!ncl • ·.<l, rn ?~e of the valley~ tnbut~ry to the Deer Lodge the former location of such a lake 
1.- pl~m1ly v1 1blc.. Il?rc, for ceutune perhaps, the pent-up waters, swollen by the annual 
mcltrng of the wmter s snows, liad year by year, further insinuA.ted themselves into the 
PP!'··ing dil~ , until, with a mighti r cff rt, they swept downwards to the plain, and piled 
up m loug n<lges the rock and earthy niatters in their pathway. 
A. might be anticipated, these bypcrborcan regions were once the scene of long-continued 
nud w1~l ·- pr .ad glaci_al ac_tion, the ~vider:cc~ of which are perfectly palpable. A ~ocal!ty 
?f p1utH· 1lar mterest m th1 r gard 1s the canon of Rattlesnake creek, which talc s its nse 
m th· l uld mountain, northwc t of the town of Argenta, in Beaver Head county. Here 
th r r •. xp_o.- upon the surface great slabs of quartzite, poli:hed to the smoothnes. of 
1th ne paru.llcl striations marking the course of the glaciers. At a point about half 
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a mile below the town a large mass of this rock appears, which is remarkable for its brilliant, 
deep mahogany color ana perfect polish. . 
The lower ranges and foot-hills of the Rocky mountains are m~de up almost_ entirely of 
rounded, rolling hills, having a substratum of drift and covered with a nch alluvrnm. T~ey 
afford conclusive evidence of the vast and continuous wearing effect, not only of the pnm-
eval glaciers, but also of the melting snows and rains which for centuries on centuries have 
swept downwards from the main range. 
Some very fine examples of mora,ins are to be seen in the vicinity of Diamond City, o~ ~he 
eastern side of the Missouri. Great boulders of granite, worn and rounded by the attnt10n 
ef the ice field, are piled up at a considerable distance from their original resting place. 
Another phenom£<non referable to masses of ice is to be observed in most of the larger 
rivers : the shallower streams, during the intense cold of the winte~·, become frozen to the 
very bottom, and envelope in a coating of ice many small and occasionally very large f~ag-
ments of rock; the great increments, caused by the melting of the snows on the mo~ntams, 
carry down numerous blocks of ice and the adhering stones. These latter are ulti,mately 
deposited in the river's bed, forming rapids, shoals, &c., or adding to t~o~e already fo_rmed, 
and still further complicating a navigation sufficiently difficult from sh1ftrngs of the line of 
the channel and from snags and sawyers. . 
The low lands furnish admirable sites for farming purposes, while the high plateaus are 
covered with a luxuriant growth of grasses, affording· an almost limitless expanse of pas-
turage. Until within a very recent period, and before the hand of civilization had begun to 
seize the country for its own, vast herds of elk and buffalo found a lavish sustenance on the 
countless hills and valleys, untrod by other than Indians and a few of the hardy race of 
trappers. 
For the purpose of description it is preferable to treat separately of the eastern and western 
portions of the Territory. The former, bordering on Dacota, is drained by the Missouri and 
Yellowstone rivers and their numerous tributaries, and is, excepting the bottom lands 
through which thestreamsflow, comparativelyunknown. From such information, however, 
as is available, we are justified in adopting the conclusion that it is composed of rolling terrace 
and elevated table lands. The west, on the contrary, is mountainous. • 
The hill country, made up of the primitive and secondary rocks, is the habitus of the ore-
bearing veins; whereas the low lands, comprising. geologically spe11king, more recent sedi-
mentary and drift formations, are prolific of useful rather than precious minerals. Below 
Fort Benton, the head of navigation, on the Missouri river, and likewise on the Yellow-
stone, after it leaves the mountains we find these water deposits, consisting of clays and 
sandstones, after towering far above the river banks. 
Both valley systems and their subsidiary gorges are due to the eroding action of tbe streams 
draining through countless ages from off the eastern flanks of the Rocky mountains. In the 
eddies and lake-like depressions of these vast se-dimentary plains the primeval forests, washed 
from their mountain fastnesses, have piled trunk on trunk to the formation of very extensive 
coal beds, again to be covered up by subsequent deposits of clays and sandstones. In many 
places along the river banks of both these streams great beds of coal and layers of sand 
stone, in color a dirty gray or yellow, are now plainly visible, still occupying the same hori 
zontal positions in which they were originally deposited. 
The mountains of the Territory are, as before stated, predominant in the west. They 
comprise the Rocky mountain chain and its subordinate rano-es, the Coeur d'Alene and 
Bitter Root mcruntains, &c., &c., formiLg a portion of the ba;kbone of the continent, and 
covering a tract of country from 300 to 400 miles wide. Within these limits are many spurs 
surpassing in altitude the peaks of the main range. They give rise to numberless valleys, 
generally connected together by low passes. Below Fort Benton, and in the upper central 
portion of the 'l'erritory, between the Missouri and Milk rivers. we find two considerable 
upbeav~ls, viz =. the Bear's Paw, running nearly north and south, and the Little Rocky 
mounta10s, havmg a1;1 east and ~est tre~d. Again, nearly in the geographical ?entre, _we 
find the Belt and Judith mountarns, and rn the south centre the Big Horn mountarns, which 
pass out of the Territory southwardly into Dakota. 
Montana is a country pre-eminently well watered. It embraces within its confines for a 
distance of 300 miles the entire ea.stern and part of the western water-shed of the Rocky 
mountains. Draining the former, we have the great rivers Missouri and Yellowstone. 
Tributary to and forming the first named, we find the Jefferson, Madison, and Gallatin, 
whose waters, drawn from the far western snowy peaks, unite almost simultaneously in the 
neighborhood of Gallatin City. Thence flowing unitedly in a northeast course they debouch 
into the foot-hills through a precipitous g·orge, denominated by Lewis and Clarke "the gate 
of the mountains." Below Fort Benton the Marias, Judith, Muscleshell, and Milk rivers, 
draining the northern and central regions, unite with the Missouri. The Yellowstone, W,hich 
with its afiluents, Clark's Fork, Pryor's Fork, Big Horn, Tongue, and Powder rivers, drains 
the southern and southeastern portions, flows east and northeast, until, near the territorial 
limits, in the vicinity of Port Union, it unites to swell the volume of waters borne by the 
Missouri to tlie Gulf of Mexico. , 
West of the main_ ridge the Hell G11~e, Missoula, ~nd J:i15 !Jlack!oot rivers, flowing nearly 
north-northwest, umte to form the Bitter Root, which, JOrnmg with the Flo.t Head·. further 
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north, forms the Lewis Fork of the Columbia river, whose waters find their way to the Pacific 
ocean. d f f h . h. h . . 1 1· 't . h There is but one considerable bo yo res water wit m t e terntona 1m1 s, viz: t e 
Flat Head Jake, situated in the northwestern corl!er, on the weste1:n slope of ~he m?untains, 
and forming the chief source of the Flat Head nver al:;>ove mentioned. Lymg like great 
troughs between the moutain ridges, an~ drained by the principal_ r;vers and their countless 
minor tributaries, we find five grand bas~ns, and numberless subs1d1ary valleys ; four to the 
east, and one west of the Rocky mountams. 
The query may seem pertinent as to the motive for including in Montana rather than in 
Idaho the strip of territory west <;>f the main chain. In answer it may be stated that the 
passes from east to west over or through the main ridge are more numerous, and in general 
lower and Jess liable to be blocked up by snow than those of the Bitter Root and Coeur d'Alene 
ranges. Hence for all practical purposes this magnificent valley system belongs to Montana 
on the east. . 
This western basin, with a general course of north 40° west, conformably to the trend of 
the main range, is made up of eight well-defined valleys. These are separated from one 
another by projecting- spurs, over whose foot-hills there is an easy communication at all 
seasons of the year. Through each and. all of them there flow streams prolific of trout. Near 
the sources of these brooks and rivers, and in general over the entire western slope, we find a 
luxuriant growth of pine, fir, spruce, and cedar, affording a marked contrast. to the cornpara· 
tively sparcely timbered east. 
The theory which seems most plausible to account for this difference, -which is palp~ble 
to th~ most unobservant when passing over the summit towards the west is, that the wmds 
from the far southwest, warmed by a more genial sun, and absorbing the moisture evaporated 
over the immense expanse of the Pacific ocean, pour clown, to nourish the trees and grasses, 
copious showers of rain, which are set free by a contact, with the colder strata about t~e 
summits of the mountains. The same winds depositing there the greater proportion of their 
moisture in the form of snow, have na.turaliy a smaller amount of rain for the foot-hills and 
plains of the eastern slopes. The melting, however, of the heavy snow-fall carries down a 
rich granii,ic detiitus, and supplies an enormous yet varying increment to the numerous 
tributaries to the Missouri. 
Eastward of the main ridge, and stretching along the northern confines through 10°, quite 
to the territorial limits, and unbroken by any c_onsiderable superficial inequalities, except 
the Bear's Paw and Little Rocky mountains, we find the long valley drained by the ~forias 
and Milk rivers. The upper edge of this basin is embraced within the British possessions. 
The major portion consists of high plateaus, rolling prairie and barren clay table lands, 
denominated by the trappers and French "voyageurs" "Les Manvaises Terres," or Bad 
Lands. These formations, barren and desolate, consist of terrace piled on terrace, marking 
the limits of the great sedimentary waves which have poured downwards from the mountains. 
Whe~e such o~cur ~e find little or no timber, excepting along the river bottoms, which ar_e 
scantily supplied with a meagre growth of cottonwood trees. The rivers have worn their 
pathway through these deposits, and the traveller first becomes aware of their existence when, 
standing upon the edge of some precipitous chasm, he observes the running- waters hundreds 
of feet below him. Only along the immediate foot-hills are to be found sufficient timber and 
alluvium to invite settlement and cultivation. 
Nearly in the centre of the Territory, and almost encircled by the Bear's Paw and Little 
Rocky mountains on the north and the Belt and Judith mountains on the south, we find a 
e-0nsi<lerable basin drained by the Missouri and its tributaries, the Arrow, Judith, and Muscle-
shell rivers, all of which flow from south to north. A large proportion of this region may 
properly be embraced in the designation " bad lands." They find their most prominent 
exemplification from the mouth of the J rdith river nearly as far as Fort Benton. Intersp~rsed 
among these barren c1ay terraces we find most curious sandstone formations eroded, by the 
action of the elements, into strange and fantastic resemblances to time-worn battlements and 
hoary ruins. This basin is fafrly watered, and although it contains a large proportion of 
worthless land, is not so uniformly uninviting as the preceding section. 
To the east and southeast, and forming very nearly one-fourth of the Territory, we have 
the very extensive Big Horn valley, drained by the Yellowsto.ne and its numerous tributaries. 
L ess i positively known of this region than of any otherpurtion of Montana. Hunters and 
trappers report the existence of wonderful falls and rapids on the upper portions of the main 
stream, an<l beautiful lakes near its source. ,v e have, further, the descriptions of Lewis and 
Clark, who for 15 days, some 60 years ago, floated down its current, and also of a few ven-
ture ome voyagers of more recent periods. None, however, treat specially of other than the 
terrain bord ring the river. The prevailing formation is evidently sedimentary drift, through 
which the rivers have cut their pathway. It is a country as yet sacred to the buffalo, and is 
pr~- mio~ntly d!~cult to xpl~re owing to the determined hostility of the savag~s. . 
fber 1 rE:mammg the fan-like val! y system above the" Gate of the Moun tams," dramed 
by th,}_ . pper Ii :·ouri and it Lbr e forks, the Jefferson, Gallatin, and Madison. This region, 
com .n ·mg 11. •chon of country less than 150 miles square, in area about twice the size of 
• ·1te f ~laryland, hi mpbatically Montana. Quite in the heart of the mountains, well 
w r ·d and mt ·r per~ed with fertile valleys and rolling grass-covered hills, it contains the 
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chief centres of population, the most prolific placers, and a wide expanse of as yet but par-
tially developed quartz leads. Here we find the streams draining to the east and northeast 
- from off the eastern water-shed of the Rocky mountains. The bottom lands produce abun-
dantly the hardier cereals and vegetables, while the hills furnish a limitless ~asturage. On 
the mountains and high lands, where the vein mines are to be sought, the wmters are long 
and of great severity. In many of the valleys, on the contrary, the s~ow fal!s so seldom 
and to such an insignific31nt depth that horses and cattle are able to subsist dunng the cold 
season without shelter and without care. The climate is particularly healthful, and the rare 
pure air of these elevated regions-the lowest being some thousands of feet above the sea 
level-conduces to both bodily and mental vigor. . . . 
GE0L0GY.-It is impossible at present to more tha.n generally outlme the mam geolog1eal 
features of Montana. The want of a thorough scientific investigation of its mineral resources 
is just beginning to be felt, and as a knowledge of mines and mining becomes wider spread 
among the community, there will be a more persistent call for such surveys, and a better 
appreciation of the significance of the primary and secornfory rocks as distinguished from 
drift and sedimentary deposits. . 
As already intimated, the formations of the Territory are marked by distinctive features in 
the east and west. We may dismiss a consideration of the former as connected with useful 
deposits other than carboniferous. The bad lands of these districts are prolific of fossils, 
petrifactions, &c., and afford an exhaustless and, as yet, unworked field of investigation for 
pure science. Drift and alluvium, spread over a wide expanse of low, rolling hills, terraces, 
and prairie, unbroken by otlier than occasional outcrops of sandstone, make up the majority 
of the east. The west, on the contrary, prolific of veins and placers, consists in the main of 
granite. The waters and glaciers have, likewise, given rise to very extensive gravel deposits 
merging into conglomerates of greater or less compactness. In the superficial inequalities 
of the mountains we find clay schists evidently of comparatively recent formation. Gneiss, 
micashist, quartzite, pitchstone, and graywacke, likewi.se occur a:, subordinate local peculiari-
ties. Talcose and reddish silicious slates, slightly charged with copper, and syenitic granite 
bearing gold are to be found in the mining regions. But most prominently as an ore-bearer, 
being, with granite, almost universal, we find large maRses of blue, yellow, and occasionally 
whitish metamorphic limestone of a distinctly chrystalline structure and highly magnesian. 
1'his rock occurs apparently as an intercallation between dikes of quartzite and the grand 
granitic substratum of the country. It forms a species of mineral belt, disconnected, how-
ever, and generally in each district of limited extent. 
Montana is rich in fossils, and hence the geologic age of the various formations admit of 
a reasonably easy determination. Aside from the above-mentioned prolific bad lands, there 
occurs near the summit of the range back of Virginia City a very heavy deposit of fossil 
shells. Individual specimens from this source are to be met with both on the surface and in 
the placer washings lower down the mountain, at that point where Alder gulch begins. 
Professor Swallow, State geologist of Missouri and Kansas, discovered a locality of fossils 
in the vicinity of the copper mines at the head of the Muscleshell river, which is so denomi-
nated from the great abundance of fresh water muscle shells found on its banks. I myself 
collected quite a number of fossils from the clay schists of Birch a.nd Grasshopper creeks, in 
Beaver Head county, which, through the kindness of Dr. Blatchley, have been handed for 
determination to Professor Whitney, State geologist of Califc.-rlia. The finest specimen was 
presented to me by a Mr. Taylor, residing near Bannock. It consisted of the lower jaw, 
incisors, and molars of som~ medinm_-sized grarninivorous animal, and was in a particularly 
fine state of preservation. fhe fossil bore some resemblance to the teeth of a mountain 
sheep, ~n animal whic~, throug_h uninterrupted _pursuit, is fast becoming extinct. Tb~ foss}ls 
from _Birch creek consISted enllrely of the remams of shell fish. There was reported, m 186;:>, 
the discovery of the bead bones and the skeleton of a buffalo almost entire. They were 
found in Gri~zly gulc~, nea! Helena, lying immediately upon the bed rock, and covered up 
to a depth of 40 to 45 feet with wash gravel and alluvium. In the same year also there was 
discov~red, on Meagher bar, opposite the town of Nevada, in Alder gulch, the lower jalY· 
bone of a member of tho human family, measuring five inches from point to point of the 
condyles. An inferior maxillary of these dime,nsions would indicate some giant individual 
of an extinct species from 10-½ to 12 feet in height. At the same time and place there was 
round an enormous fossil tooth, six ir:ches long, four inches wide, and between eight and nine 
rnches from the crown through to the lower portions of the root. Mr. T. H. Kleinschmidt, of 
Helena, has in his possession two enormous fossil teeth, exhumed, some two years since, 
from the wash gravel of Grizzly gulch. 
The disco-rery of these fossils in the gold-bearing drift of Montana adds another link to 
the chain of evidence confirmatory of the truth of the statements of Professor Whitney, 
State geologist of California, as to the age of the placers. They show conclusively that 
their formation here in Montana was either coincident with, or but little subsequent to, the 
advent of the marumalia, and that some of them may have b_een deposited even as late as the 
age of man. These cxuvire of extinct species of animals are preserved with the greatest diffi-
culty, not only on account of their facility of crumbling on exposure to the air, but also from 
th~ apathy of the finders, who regard them curiously for the moment and then cast them 
aside into the neglected corners of their cabins. 
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MINING REGIONS.-Under this design_ation we embrace 3:11 placer depo~its? both the super-
ficial detrital formations and the deep-lymg conglomerate-like cement. d1ggmgs, as well as 
the infiltrated system of quart~ yeins. In ~e~eral t~rms, we may designate both slopes of 
the Rocky mountains as pertammg to the mmmg reg10ns. 
The crests of the main chain, from the point of entering the Territory until reaching 
Mullan's Pass in about latitude 46½0 and longitude 35° west of Washington, maintain a 
course very ne~rly north 40° west. From this locality they make a sharp turn to the south-
west, nm1 run on thus until they pass into Idaho. ~ithin this limit the ridge is cut th:ough 
in but one place by the far western affluents of the Big Hole branch of the Jefferson nv.-ir. 
We find on the eastern slope two belts of ore-bearing country resembling an inverted V, 
the apex of which ii. towards the north. The left hand belt starts from Horse prairie below 
Bannock City, in the southwest; thence passes through Blue Wing, Argenta. and an east-
ern systelll parallel to the Silver Bow and Butte City districts on the west, and continues 
onward through Beavertown, Jefferson City, Helena, and Silver City, northwards. The 
second belt commences high up in the mountains south of Virginia City; passes thence 
northerly through Ramshorn, Brandon, &c., then disappears or gives but faint traces of its 
presence in the alluvial valley through which passes the river J efferson, and shows itself 
again near Beavertown, from whence the two eastern belts pass northwardly as one. · 
West of the crests of the main range we find not only less developed but also less con-
tinuous zones of impregnation. That the points of Pnrichment appear to be more isolated is 
owing, doubtless, to a less thorough prospecting. Further south, and drained by the west-
ernmost affluent of the Big Hole--emptying its waters, it i& true, to the east, but from its 
position preferably credited to the west-we find the rich but shallow diggings centring 
about French gulch, a locality long· since worked over and abandoned. 
Adv11,nciug northwardly we have n mineral belt just west of the crests of the main chain, 
at the head of the Blackfoot river, running nearly northwest and southeast, conformably to 
the trend of the mountains and corresponding to a western prolongation of the mineral belt 
of Silver Bow and Butte City. 
We find still another belt southward of, and having a marked parallelism with, the general 
course of the Hell Gate river, bearing about west-northwest and east-southeast. This belt 
embr::tces Gold creek, the point where gold was first discovered, and likewise its continua· 
tion on the head-waters of Flint creek, where, lately, there was reported t_he discovery of 
valuable gold-bearing quartz lodes. Hence, pursuing the same direction, we still find 
evidences of gold deposits on most of the affluents emptying into the Hell Gate further 
west. 
The most recent attraction for the migratory, restless race of miners, ii a point on the 
western slope of the mountains far towards the northwest, and only a few miles distant from 
the line of the British possessions. The particular locality is said to be between the Jocko 
mission and Tbomp on's river, where there are believed to be both rich and extensive depos-
its forming tho~e species of placer mines known as gulch and bar diggings. Many people 
have flocked thither, both from Montana and from the neighboring Territories. So great, 
indeed, bas been the exodus from certain localities that many min'!ncr camps are entirely 
deserted. "\Vhe~her th~ rep?rted richness will be borne out by a closef examination rema~ns 
~o be prov~n. Such m1grat_10os are ?f too common occurrence in the history of placer qn_n-
rng to me~1~ J?Ore than pas _mg ment10~, exce_pt for the purpose of exemplifying a peculiar 
pha~e of hte m the monntam_s. \Vashmgs yielding fair average returns are abandon~d on 
the mstant so soon as the whispered rumor spreads abroad that fabulous richness lies hidden 
on the bed rock of some far-off ravine. The tireless prospector dares wind and snow in the 
depth of winter to hunt up new placers, and seems to prefer such as are most inaccessible 
and most dangerous to explore on account of hostile Indians. On the approach of winter 
th e "st9:mpcde ," as they ar called, occur most frequently. The summer has yielded its 
harvests, favorable to some, but unfavorable to many, and winter begins to lock up for a six 
month 're t the water~ourse. which ~re indispensable to placer mining. Hence, the prospector, 
unable longer to contmue his wa ·bmgs, starts forth to renew tho chase of fortune, laaen 
only with pick, pan, anLl sh?vel, a?d an amo_unt of provi:lions measure;d by the length of bis 
pur e or tbf-l ·oundne~s of_ his c1:ed1t. omet1mes in company, but more frequently solitary 
a?d alon , they carefully mvest1gate su~h ravines, gulleys, &c., as experience or fancy may 
d!ctat~. Buo)'.ed up by_ the_ hope of ultimately '' striking it rich," they endure every spe-
cie· of liar<l.'h!p and pnvat1on and not unfrequently are frozen to death. Amputations of 
fro t-bitt n 111:\nd: and feet are of quite common occurrence. 
'!hi non!a.dic in:;linct, cornbin d with practiced observation, alacrity in every emergency, 
a~ . •lf-relmut brav ry, h~s mould d a race of hardy pioneers, fit instruments to subdue the 
w1l~ ·rn1:, .· and _t~ , mount11.10-f~ tne e. . To such men are due the discovery of new mining 
r g1on. m Joe lilies where no mduc meut other than tho yellow dust will draw the white 
:uia?· . h ·y pav~ th~ way f r oncomin~ ~ivilization, and liave to others th.e fairest fruits of 
their toil u.~<l pn~·a~100 ·. A· -~on a ttI_tlir ol_d ca_mpmg gronnds become comparatively set-
t 11.ml ·It- u. tf;\JllJO(T, th . e children ot the frontier eek oLher ranges and wilder solitudes. 
L · fall un l vm• rare mark d by ·ountle s minor excitements and one or more gigantic 
t 1!11> • . Ul'J) pulating •_ntire districts. 
P lo tu ummer and iall of I G;, the e migratory movements were in the main confined 
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to a compai·atively circumscribed area, comprising what now constjtµtes the settled portion 
of the Territory, . 
The superficial placers having at this time begun to show symptoms of e~haust10n, nata-
rally gave rise to investicrations of more distant localities. fo. J annary, 1866, a rush took 
place to tbe mouth of Su~ river towards a point some 60 miles from Fort B~nton. As _a 
result no diggings of any value were discovered and a large number of the cl.~luded enthusi-
asts were frozen to death. In July, of the same year, the placers of Little Bl~ckfoot, 
Nevada gulch, and the Hell Gate country, all on the western slopes, attracted considerable 
attention, and remain until the present time a region of unaiminished interest. In the fol-
lowing month of August there sprang up an intense excitement caused by t~e report of fab-
ulously rich placers in the neighborhood of Fort Lemhi, in the Salmon nver country '9f 
Idaho. In the same month a large number made their way to the Vlind River mountains of 
Dakota, west and southwest of the extreme southern sources of the Yellowstone. Neither of 
these excitements appears to have justified expectation. That to Salmon river continued 
throngh the winters of 186!5-'67. Thousands were drawn thither, and others kept pouring 
in until the disappearance of the snow late in the spring so far exposed the ground as 
emphiittically to disprove the illusion. Men remained for many months exposed to the cruel-
ties of a very severe winter, built up a large town, held unprospected claims at enormous 
figures, and at length abandoned the country in disgust, condemning as fiercely as they had 
previously unreasonably lauded it. In October also of 1866, a stampede of some magni-
tude was directed to the Saskatchawan country, 650 miles north of Helena and in the British 
possessions. No diggings of importance rewarded the prospectors. 
No permanent prosperity and no fixed centres of population are possible until such time as 
the superficial placers have ceased to yield a prolific booty of easy extraction. The long 
rows of deserted habitations, once teeming with the busy life of a flourishing mining town, 
bear melancholy testimony to the inefficiency of the placers alone t0 lay the foundations of 
permanent towns and cities. The real prosperity of a mining country may be dated from 
the-time when tbe majority of the gulches, bars, &c., are worked out, since, at such time, 
the people are compelled to turn their attention to the quartz veins, which alone promise per-
manency and a lasting source of revenue to well-directed enterprise. That many ad ventures 
terminate unfortunately ; that vast sums are wasted through folly and ignorance, so culpa-
ble as almost to deserve to be branded as criminal, is ne,t to be wondered at. The art of 
mining and the fundamental principles of inetallurg·y, as applied to the North American 
mineral regions, are of too recent formation to be, even in their general outlines, at all ·widely 
spread amongst the people. Hence, dazzled by a pursuit having as its immediate object the 
representatives of value in all civilized nations, viz., gold and silver, the majority of men 
lose sight ef those primal economical considerations which no individual of practical busi-
ness sense ever neglects or overlooks. 'They begin, not by counting the cost, but by rearing 
brilliant imaginary superstructures on a very meagre substratum of fact, and hence the mag-
nificent proportions of the imposing edifice are in constant jeopardy from the faintest breath-
ings of hard facts and common-sense reality. 
Such opinions, the result of ignorance and malappreciation, must still continue until those 
!'llen wh?se lives are de"."oted solely to the acquirement of a practical acquaintan?e with min-
mg :1ffaus shall have impressed u:po?- the great body of the cornmu,11ity_the fundamental 
maxims necessary to successful mmmg. The.so may be summed up bne:£1.y as follows: 
:First,_ a re~sonably large estima_te of cost; and, secondly, a just estimate of the averag·e 
workm&" y10ld by such process, e1th~r amalgamation or_ smelting, as may be deter~ined UJ.?Oil 
by a rel~able and competent authont.y. Undue haste m erecting mills and machmery before 
a ~ufficient degre~ _of developn_ient 1~ apparent, has been, more than any other cause, the 
frmtf~l sour~e of failure and_ d1sappomtment. Companies organized with an insufficient 
workmg capital, ancl blunclenngly conducted, find their resources failincr them precisely at 
the moment when most needed, and many mining adventures thus prov; failures even when 
the mine itself is of real value. 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE VARIOUS METALS AND MINERALS._:_There seems to be no markod 
e~gregation from ~ne an?ther of the ~old,_ silver, copper, or coal bearing localities, other than 
that the last ment10ned 1s fou11;d mamly m the sedimentary form~tions of tbe ea~t. Indeed, 
the phenom_enon of double vems, so called, namely, those having pure smeltmg- ores, as 
galenas, ~x1des and carbonates_ of lead on the one wall, and amalgamable noble silver min-
er.!1.ls, as silver glance, stepha1nte, dark and light ruby silver, &c, &c., on the other, are of 
not uncomf?on occurrence. Gold" is found over a wide extent of country, the main develop-
ment of which, up ~o th~ p~·esent time, has been expended on placer deposits. Vein mining 
both f9r gold and sil_ver 1s Just beginning to come prominently into notice. Gold quartz of 
gre11,ter or less pr?rn1se has b~en found in the immediate vicinity of all the localities once 
celebrat~d for theu placers1 viz: near Bannock, Virginia City, Helena City, High]aud, &c., 
&c. Silver ores suitable for smelting are fo1imd in the Blue Wing and Argenta districts in 
the southwest, also in the vicinity of Jefferson City, in several of the districts near Helena, 
and in some of the mines of Flint creek and Mill creek. Silver ores suitable for amalgama~ 
~ion are found in Brown's gulch, in the neighborhood of Virginia City, and across the range 
m Deer Lodge county, on one of the branches of Flint creek, at Phillipsburg, &c., &c. 
Copper ores, or such as carry a predominating percentage of this metal, are found among 
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tLe eastern foot-hills, near the sources of th~ Muscles bell rive:, also in the valley of the Prickly 
Pear, and west of the range near ~utte City .. Traces of this metal are f?und m nearly all 
the mining districts, and a most cunous format10~ of a true cop1:er placer is observabl~ near 
Beavertown a short distance south of Jefferson City. The particles of pure copper, pomted, 
yet apparen~ly uncrystallized, seem, in this instance, to be held together by a species ot 
quartzy detntus. . . . 
We find, also, clays and sandstones superimposed aud underlymg the coal ~JCds m those 
places where the local peculiarities of the surface h_ave proved favori::ble ~o sedimentary and 
drift formations-that is, mainly, as before stated, ,m t~e east, but likewise i::mong the foot-
hills aud in one or two well-known instances, quite high up on the mountams of the west. 
CENTRES OF P0PULATIO~.--The chief centres of population in the Territory are three, 
viz: Bannock, Virginia and Helena cities. The motive of their foundation was the extent 
and profitableness of the placer deposits in their immed)ate vicinity. And since the litnit of 
productiveness of the superficial placers may be determmed to a degree of reai5onab_le ~xact-
ness, it is necessary to establish a claim to other local resources in order to maintam m the 
future the relative pre-eminence of the past. . . 
First in the order of settlement we find Bannock City, formerly called East Bannock, m 
contradistinction to another town of the same name lying to the southwest, and then like-
wise in the Territory of Idaho. The diggings were discovered in the summer of 18'12 by o_ne 
John White, from Colorado. The town is situated in a narrow gorge in the midst of a senes 
of rolling hills. Through it there flows a considerable stream of water, called vVillard's or 
Grasshopper creek, which is a tributary to one of the three chief affiuents of the Jefferson 
river. Considerable mining was done the year of discovery. The majority of the claims 
paid well an<l uniformily without any surprisingly rich yields. 'l'he gold produced was _of 
a very high rate of fineness, coining $19 ~O per ounce. One particularly clean and choice 
lot, of upwards of $20,000, taken frnm a single claim, coined the very unusual sum of a few 
cents over $20 per ounce; that is very nearly as much as pure gold, which is valued at 
$20 67 per ounce. The placer deposits are still an object of pursuit, although the main 
reliance in the future must be the vein mines opposite to and below the town. The rocks of 
the vicinHy are g-ranite and metamorphic limestone, carrying the ore-bearing qui:..rtz lodes. 
We find some quartzite, and above the town clays and sandstones, with a considerable 
deposit of alluvium along the immediate border:, of the creek. 
'fhe first territorial legislature assembled here, and among its other enactments promul-
i:rated a series of laws determining the method of location, record, tenure, &c., of lode claims. 
These laws, although in the main modelled after the miner's customs of Idaho, which were 
in force np to and for some months subsequent to the date of segregation therefrom of Montana, 
were, nevertheless, altered in several minor and one or more fundamental points. The Idaho 
legislature did not attempt by statutory enactment to define the rights, privileges and penalties 
of the miners, but, according to the civil practice act, permitted to be brought in evidence 
"proof of the customs, usages or regulations est.ablished and in force in the mining districts, 
embracing such claims and such customs, usages or regulations, when not in conflict with 
the laws of the Territory, shall govern the decision of the action." (Civil Practice Act, 
sec. 576.) As showing the animus of the framers, and the opinions in vogue in Montana 
at this period, it may not be inadmissible to insert these laws here. 
We may premise by stating that these mid-continental Territories are stamped with the 
impress of Colorado. From geographical contiguity, and the fact that the bulk of the early 
immigration found its way hither from the east, it is only to be expected that the mining 
legislation should show unmistakable evidences of its origin, and hence be clearly distin-
guishable from that of tho west. A comparison of the two systems, in many respects fnnda-
mcntally at variance, will be touched upon hereafter. 
AN ACT relating to the disco,cry of gold and silver quartz leads, lodes, or ledges, and of tho manner of 
their location. (Approved December 26, 1864.) 
Br it enacted by the legi>Jlative a1111embly of the Territory of Montana, That any person who may hereafter 
difico, •r any qu!ll1:?. load, lode, or letlgc, shall be entitled to one claim thereon ·by right of discovery, antl 
one cluim c·nch by pro- mplion. 
, '1:c. 2. That in order to entitle nny prrson or persons to record in the county recorder's office of the 
proprr coi,n,ty, ony lead, Iodr, or leelgc, ither of gold or silver, or claim thereon, there shall first be discov-
ered on 9-!!~ lead, lode, or ledge 0, ,cin or er vice of quartz or ore, with at lcust one wcll-definetl wall. 
."i-: . 3. 'laiml! on any lead. lode, or ledge, ither of gold or silver, hereafter discovered, shall consist of 
not mor thnn 200 fc t along tho lead, lode, or ledge, together with all dips, spurs, and angles emanating or 
div rgin from Raid load, Ioele, or lodge, as all!o 50 feet on each side of said lead, lode, or ledge, for working 
1mrl,o . : Prr,rided, That when two or more leads, lodes, or ledge!! shall be discovered within 100 foot of 
nc I oth r, ithrr running parallel r cro · ·ing each other, tho ground between such leads, lodes, or l dges 
hull hdoni:t: rqunlly to the claimants of said leads, lodes, or lodges, without regard to priority of discovery 
or Jll'C•!'ID}ltlOll • 
• 'E .• 4. \YI c,n any leads, l~c , or ledges hull cro s each other, the quarhi, ore, or mineral in tl10 crevice 
1:d v riu~\ ~lie ~!~c:ct cro lDg shall belong to and be tho property of tho claimants upon tho lead, lotlo, or 
• i:c. 5. •11~11 I for any r cord flhull be made, under tho provi ions of this a~, there shall bo placed at 
neh r m1ty of thn di. cov r d claim a 1;rooil und sub tantiul stoke, not I s than fixe incho in diameter, 
tl t c to he firm!, plantrd or unk n m tho ground, extending two feet above tho ground ; that upon 
,
1
ch t c ti rr ·. hall he pine d, in lPpblc character , tho nrunc of tho 1 acl, Ioele, or ledge, nnd that of tho 
<> or di roverc1 , thl' dJ.lt of ell co,rry, nud the name of ach pr -emptor or claimant, and tho 
n r g, ua ncnr 118 may be, of bis or her claim; said stake and tao inscription thereon to 
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be replaced at least once in twelve months by the claimants on said leads, lodes, or ledges, if torn down or 
otherwise destroyed. . . 
SEC. 6. Notice of the discovery or pre-emption upon any lead, lo~e, or ledg_e s~all be filed for r!'lcord rn the 
county recorder's office, of the county in which the same may be situated, w1thm :fifteen days of_the date of 
the discovery or pre-emption; and there shall at the same time be an oath take1;1 before the recorder that the 
claimant or claimants are each and all of them bona fide residents of the Territory of Montana; aml there 
shall be deposited in the recorder's office, either by the discoverer or som~ pre-~mptori a specimen of the 
quartz, ore, or mineral extracted or taken from said lead, lode, 01' ledge, which srud specrmen shall be prop-
erly labelled by the recorder and preserved in his office. 
SEC. 7. That any person or persons who shall take up or destroy, or cause the same t? be done, anr ?f the 
said stakes, or who shall in anywise purposely deface or obliterate any part or port!o~ of the wntm~ or 
inscription placed thereon, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon convict101:1 th~rcof befo~·e 
any court of competent jurisdiction, shall be punished by a fine of not more than $1,000 or rmpr1sooment m 
the county jail not m®re than 90 clays, or by both such fine ancl imprisonment. _ .. 
SEC. 8. That the amount of ground which may be taken up upon any lead, locl_e, or leclie, ID: add1t10n to 
the discovery claim, shall be linrited to 1,000 feet along said lead, lode, or ledge m each airect10n from the 
discovery claim thereon. 
SEC. 9. All lead, lode, or ledge claims, taken up and recorded in Pll!suance :,vi.th_ the provis~ons of this act, 
shall entitle the person recorcling to hold the same to the use of himself, lu.s heirs and assigns; and con-
veyances of quartz claims shall hereafter require the sa.me formalities and shull be subject to the same rules 
of construction. as the transfer and conveyance of real estate. 
SEC. 10. That if at any time previous to the passage of this act, claims have been taken up and recorded 
in the recorder's office of the proper county, upon any actual or ;proper lead, lode, or ledge of quartz, ore, or 
mineral, the owners or proper claimants of said respective clam1 shall hold the same to the use of them-
selves, their heirs and assig·ns. 
SEC. 11. That the act relating to the discovery of gold and silver quartz lodes and the manner of their 
location, passed by the Idaho legislatm·e and approved February 4, 1864, and all other acts, or parts of acts, 
inconsistent with this act, be, and the same a~·e hereby, repealed. 
SEC. 12. This act shall take effect from and after this date. 
Again, by an act approved January 17, 1865, it was enacted that quartz mining claims 
and water rights "shall become part and parcel of the county records, and shall be evidence 
in any court or courts of competent jurisdiction;" thus placing the titles to quartz claims on 
the same footing and making their transfer subject to the same formalities as those to real 
property. 
The next great discovery, viz., that of Alder creek. in the present county of Madison, 
was the motive to the foundation of Virginia City, and the m:inor towns of Summit, High-
land, Nevada, Central, and Junction. This gulch was the richest and longest ever worked 
in Montana, and probably in the world, being nearly 20 miles in length, and uniformly pro-
ductive throughout by far the greater portion. The creek :fl.owing through it received its 
name from the thick growth of alders once lining its banks, of which at present no twig nor 
root remains. It takes its rise among the snows of the bald mountain south of the mining 
hamlet called Summit City, and discharges its waters into the Passamari, or Stinking Water 
river, one of the tributaries tG the Jefferson. 
The history of the discovery of the gulch was substantially as follows: In the spring of 
1863 there started out from Bannock, on a prospecting tour northwards, a party composed 
of the following individuals: Wm. Fairweather, Thos. Cover, B. Hughes, H. Edgar, L. Sim-
onds, G. Orr, Wm. Sweeney, and H. Rodgers. Having joumeyed as far as the Deer Lodge 
valley they concluded to alter their co~·se~ and, leaving Orr hehind, they made their w~y to 
the Yell_owstone country. Here the_y fell i?~o the hands of a large party of Crow Indians, 
w ?o relieved the~ of near~y all their prov)sIOns, and at the same time exchanged horses 
with them. Du~mg the mg~t all e~cept Simo~<ls managed to make good their e~cape ;_ they 
travelled as rapidly _as possible, without baltmg to prospect, and, worn out with fatigue, 
camped on the east side of the stream since known as Alder creek. 
Wm. Fairweather crossed over the stream, and on examining the locality observed a point 
wher_e the bed rock lay exposed above the surface. He returned to the camping g-round, 
and m the company of Edgar went to prospect the bar. The first panful of earth yielded 
$1 75, and after superficially testing other points, in all of which they obtained encouraging 
prospects, four of the party proceeded formally to stake their claims. Fairweather, Edgar, 
Cover, and Hughes marked out four claims on what was afterwards known as the Fair-
weather bar. 'l'hey likewise secured for themselves four claims on Cover's bar. Rodgers 
and Sweeney staked off two claims, one on each bar named after themselves and one on ·the 
Cover.bar.. Being without p_rovi_sions the party hqrried back to Bannock ci'ty, from whence 
returnmg m company of theu fnends, the gulch was staked off on the 6th and 7th of June, 
1863 . 
•. W.it?in the_ space of less ~han. two_years Alder gulch contained five thriving towns besides 
'\iirgi?1a, _an_ir:corl?orated city c~mtaming nearly 10,000 inhabitants. 
This Virgmia City, Montana, must not be confounded with Virginia City Nevada distant 
some 800 miles on an air line to the southwest. ' ' 
At the bead ot: the gulch,_ far back upon the mountains and nine miles south of the city, 
the gold found m the washmgs was coarse, and many nuggets were picked up varying in 
value from $200 to $800. A short distance below the town of Summit the gold appeared in 
the form of flat ~ounded plates, known as scale gold, and the further one removed down 
stream the finer did the dust. appear, until it consiste_d almost entirely of the finest particles, 
known as flour gold. Dm1ng 1863, the year of discovery, but few of the richest claims 
were opened and expl~red. Th~s was o"".ing to the fact that the pay stratum lay deep, and 
hence arose the necesisity for umty of action on the part of the owners of contiguous claims 
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in order to carry out a systematic plan of bed-rock drainage. The following year, however, 
saw the full development of this most r~rnarkable _gulch. . . _ 
No better exemplification of the spint of the mm_ers and theu peculiar customs ca~ be 
offered than a study of the district rules and regulat1~n~ for the government of placer claims. 
As proving a good example of their kind, a~d contammg a reasonably clear and concise 
statement of the wishes and rights of the mmers as expressed by themselves, ,~e have the 
following regulations of Alder gulch. These !aws wer~ dr~fted by ~ sel~ct comm1tte~ chosen 
at a meeting of the miners en nwsse; the motive to w h1ch 1s con tamed m the follow mg pre-
amble: 
· Whereas the laws now in force in Fairweather district, Madison county, Montana T erritory, have proved 
insufficient to protect the rights of the miners of said district i • • 
And whereas the rio·hts and interests of the miners of. the d~strict are ?f s1~ch a ~ature a~ not to admit of 
a resort to the tedious
0
remedy of' the ordinary process of _law for. every v1olatio1;1- of those righ~s: . 
Now, therefore, we, the miners of sai.cl district, in public meetrng ~s~em1:Jled, m pursua;nce of legal notice, 
for the purpose of defending our rights aud duties, an~ the protect10n of our s~veral mtei:est~, d~ hereby 
resolve aml declare that the rules and provisions f'ollowmg shall be the law of Fairweather district from the 
date of enactment, viz: September 16, 18fi4. 
.A.RTICLE .A.. 
SECTION 1. Hereafter the officers of the district shall consist of a president and secretary, who shall ho_ld 
their offices for the term of six months, and until their successors are duly elected and enter upon the dis-
charge of the duties of their office. 
SEC. 2. It shall be the duty of the president to call a meeting of the miners of the district at a.ny time on 
the written application of five claimholders of the district, of which he shall give three days' noti?e previ0'.1,S 
to the clay of meeting, by three written or printed advertisements put at three of' the most public places m 
the district, and he shall preside at each meeting. 
SEC. 3. It shall be the duty of the secretary to attend all meetings called by the president, and ke?p a true 
record of the proceedin~s thereof, and :file the same with the county record.er; ancl he shall preside at all 
meetings when the president is absent. · 
SEC. 4 . .A.fter.suit"commenccd in any case wherein the title to a claim is called in question, neither party 
shall bo held liable to represent said claim during the pendency of litigation, but the same shall be deemed 
to he reprcsentetl in favor of the real owner by operation of' law. 
SEC. 5. Every person shall be entitled to hoid, by pre-emption, one creek, bar, or hill claim, and as many 
of eithe1· kind by pUl'chase as he shall rcpresi;1ut, according to the laws of the district. 
SEC. 6 . .A:ny co-partnership or company of persons shall be entitled to hold the sume number of claims by 
pre-emption ancl purchase as the number· of persons comprising such co-pU1't.ncrship or company woulcl be 
entitled to bold in their individual capacity. · 
SEC. 7. The lessee of a claim (if he slrnll have agreed to completely work out the same, a.ncl his lease be 
recorded) shull be entitled to hold one cluim by pro-emption, and his work done on the leased claim repre-
cmpted by him. 
SEC .. No person who, having pre-empted n, claim by recording thereon, has forfeited the same, or who 
has failed to rocofro a good title thereto, or who shall in good faith sell ancl convey the same, shall be thereby 
dcba.ncd from holcling another claim by pre-emption. 
S1w. 9. Every claim shall be co11siclerod as pre-empted upon which the pro-emptor or purchaser shaJl, by 
himself, llis agent, or l1ircd hands, perfol'm throe full days' work in each -n·cek, and such representative of 
each and every claim that such pre-emptor or pm-chaser holds in the district, provided that each and all of 
said claims have been duly recorded; and if' any p<ll.·son shall represent a claim by working· thereon without 
having his bill of sale or otll<'r con,eyance thereof cluly recorded, then and in that case he shall uot be 
entitl<'d to hold m1y other claim in tho ciistrict, either by pre-emption or purchase, but shall be confined and 
limltc<l to the claim upon which he has so worked until it is recorded. 
SEC. 10. Co-pmtuers in any company or companies, working one claim in the district, shall be considered 
as representing tliercby all tho claims held by them in the district. 
EC. 11. .A.uy clnim_ to wbich a drain ditch is commenced or beginning, if the holder of tho s::im~ shall 
compose one of the d1tr.h compru:iy, ?r sh~ll put and continue hands at work in the same, shull be considered 
as duly represcntecl trntil the dram chtch 1s completed to such claim . 
. SEC. ~2 .. '£be ab. once of any person f~om the district shall not impair or invaJidate his rights therein, pro• 
v1deu. his rntcrests are represented bb his partners or agents, or men iu llis emplc~r 
ciu:~11!ri· ~~~ffi~Iit1~to!vfcl~i;~c ~1~,:~~ 1~~~s~~ respected during his illness, un the certificate of a physi-
SF.r. H . .A.uy minor wl10 sbull have expemled $600 on Jiis claim, or who, for want of money for opening 
tho r,:~me1 is_unahlc to rep~·cscllt according to law? shall have the privilege of working on any other claim in 
the d1 tnct m order to rui.c money to enable ,hrm fully to open his own claim providcfl he shall put up 
notices on bis own claim, stating whore he is at work, and his rights shall be respected during the time he 
is so at work for others. 
SEC. 15. It shall and may be lawful for any person or company to dig a drain clitch through the claim or 
c~1ims of any pcrs~n or company, for ti.Jc purpo~o of drainage; and a11y person or company mald11g such 
cl_1toh Rhall hm e n !Jen upon any n1;Hl all such clauns thoroughly drained thereby for a ju~t ttl}(l equal propor-
~~~~1o1~i~1eef? 
0
tf ti~~· ii!i;cftt~tf' ns1~1~t~~~ll be enforced until tho bolder of the claim affected thereby shall 
, :i:c. Hi. '.I he water in 1~1y creek or gitl_cb shall belong exclusively to tho miners of the crock or gulch. 
, EC. 17. Each gulch claim shall be c11t1tlccl to one sluicc-hcacl of waJ;er of not less than twenty i..oches-to 
be mca ·m·:<l snbjl'ct t? _a pressure ?f ix inches, and snc~ ~dditioual quantity as may be necessal'y for mining 
putpo c , 1f ·ucb adchtJonal quantity be not n~ccl to the lllJtu'y of the i·i,,·Jits of others. 
, 'i,: . 1 . The int!'rc t of th holder or holders of any cr ek or gulch c1iim is hercbv declared to be a chattel 
~t:rcst, con"i~ting of the right to the pos c ·sion ?f t\1e l_anu and the water thereupon inseparable and indi-
,, 1bl<', except by the consrnt of the party or parties rn mterest, made in due form of Jaw and then only to 
such an r.xtcnt a. hall not impair or infhngc the rigl1ts of of hers. ' 
, EC. rn. ·o_pC'r '?" or pe1-.~or_1s in e;ompany shall hn~·c the right, by pro-eruption or otl1crwise, to claim and 
bohl, n cxdu ~\C n,rh~ 01· prml go rn ~,r to ~Y po1-t1on of the water in any crock or gulch in tho district, 
c pt w he ·m p1 O\ ulrd; anu nny ditch, p1pe,. channel, ilumc, or other means of conveyance heretofore 
~nil , or whlc!1 m:iy _herPaftcr ho made, l?Y which the water in any creek or gulch in the di1:;trict shall be 
dir c I from 1 . <>:1pnal channel and ca1T1cd bryond an;v creek or gnlch claim, withoHt leaving in the creek 
or 'Ol ·b t~ qna~tlly or. wntcr belonging to each chum, iii hereby dcclru·cd to b' u public nuisance, and may 
the co:0~~\
1
":l[i: 1tl!c 1~tay und manner as shall be in accordo.nce with the laws of thi:; TeiTitory 
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SEC. 20. All dams flumes embankments or other obstructions, which sh::tll cause failings to accumulate, 
or :i, division of the .;ater, tb the damage of the ~iners i,bove ?r bc~ow the s~me, shall be deemed. p_ublic 
nmsances, and may be abated in the manner herembeforc proVJclccl for other cases; and all persons lllJtu·ctl 
thereby shall be entitled to recover damages of the person or persons who have created, or may crcata, 
authorize, or permit, upon his or their claims, all or nny of said nuisances. . . 
SEC. 21. No miner shall so run his tailings, or shovel or pile up t.hc same, us to d[llllagc any cl::um, either 
above or below him. 
S1w. 22. Any miner of a creek or gulch claim who shall suffer injmy by the escape of water from any sicle 
ditch, shall be entitled to recover damages therefor by the orclinary process of l::tw. . 
SEC. 23. It shall not be la"lfful for any person to place or run tailings into a side tlitch made for the protec-
tion of a pit or drain ditch. 
SEC. 24. Every claim not duly represented, according· to the laws o:f the district, until the day upon which 
the claims iu this district may at any time he_re~f~er be l~id by, sha~l be f~rf'eited '; aml it sl~all be lawtul f?r 
another person to record and pre-empt such torfc1tecl cla11n at any time after the tlay on which the clmms m 
the district shall be laid by, and before the first day o:f May next following. 
. SEc. 25. Hereafter all ·claims shall be deemed to be laid by clming the inter-ml between the last day of 
October and the first day of May of each year. 
SEC. 26. All rules,.Iaw·s, and regulations heretofore in this tlistrict, not conflicting with the laws, rnles, 
ancl regulations herein enacted, are hereby continued in force; and all laws, rules, and regulations heretofore 
in force, conflicting in the least, in whole or in part, with any of the laws, rules, UJJ.d regulations herein 
ad'optecl, or any portion thereof, are hereby repealct1. . 
SEC. 27. These laws shall take effect ancl be in force from and after this 16th day of September, A. D. 18G4. 
ARTICLE Il. 
SECTION 1. Bar mining claims shall consist of 100 feet up and clown the gulch or creek, and running back 
the wiclth of the bar. 
SEc. 2. Creek claims shall be 100 feet in length, and iuelucling the bar or creek bottom and head of the 
stream. 
SEC. 3. All discovery cla.ims shall be safely held, whether w01.~cd or not. 
SEC. 4. The centre of the creek shall be the line. 
Nortbwardly from Virginia 'City we find Bivin's gulch, which drains from east t@ west 
into th e Passamari, a tributary to the .Jefferson river. The gulch is about nine miles long, 
ancl paid well throughout nearly its entire length. A ditch was brought in from Ram's Horn 
creek, with a sufficient fall for the introductiou of bed-rock flumes. · Still further north, flow-
ing in a like direction from the same range, we find Mill, 'Wisconsin, ancl Indian creeks, and 
the above-mentioned Ram's Horn creek, none of which appear to have been remarkable for 
placer deposits of any magnitude. 
The discovery next in importance, subsequent to that of Alder gulch, was Last , Chance 
gulch, near the site of the present city of Helena. This gulch ·was discovered in the summer 
of 1864, and the first claims were . staked by a company of some 20 or 25 persons. This 
plol.rty, after locating claims for themselves near the point of discovery, moved further down 
the ravine, forming a new district, and there, likewise, staked off for themselves an cqnal 
number of pre-emptions. Subsequently a party of immigrants from Minnesota, arriving too 
late to proceed to Alder gulch, began pr(?specting in the adj a.cent tributary gulches, and dis-
covered the diggings of Grizzly and Oro Fino. It was not, however, until the February of 
the following year that the truth in regiud to its great richness became generally known. 
Those who had already pre-empted claims and had worked on them during the latter part df 
the summer satisfied prying interrogatories by replying, in the languao-e of the miners, that 
'' they were making grub," or, in other words, gaining nothing beyon<l a bare support. 
The city of Helena lies on both sides of Last Chance gulch, and just above its point of 
junction with the valley of the Prickly Pear, an affluent to the Missouri, ·and on the low 
ridge separating Last Chance from Dry gulch, running parallel thereto. Oro Fino and 
Grizzly are tributary to the former, and Bowery and Tucker to the latter. In the distance 
north are to be seen the jagged peaks of the Bear's Teeth mountains. The hills of the imme-
diate vicinity, however, present a series of gentle acclivities, with a considerable covering 
of wash . 
We find n~ar the town a very curious intermingling of limestone, sandstone, and quartzite, 
and on the _hi lls_ back of the town a l;ieavy body of granite, from whose quartz veins the 
valleys and adJacent gulches were, beyond a doubt, filled with their auriferom~ detritus. 
Helena forms the actual centre of a very extensive network of placer deposits, embracing 
upwards of 40 miles of greater or less richness. 
The bulk of the auriferous treasure is now exhausted . Desultory mining is it is true still 
prosecuted . iu several of the neighboring ravines, as Last Chance, Nelson, &c. The' first 
rude washrnJ;s always leave behind them a greater or less percentage of gold, dependent 
upon the _ski ll of the :vorkers and upon the form of the cl nst, whether coarse or fine, the 
former berng sa':ed ~1th tho greater ease. The placers, once worked over, are said to be 
exhausted; t?at 1s, w1ll no longer yield a profit except.with cheaper labor or a more thorough 
and syst_ematw method o~ mining. The diggings now fall into th~ hands of the Chinese, 
:W?O patiently glean t~e f1_clds abandoned by the whites; or, where the gTound is favorable, 
!t 1s bough,t up by cap1tabsts for t~e purpose of a reworking by what is known as bed-rock 
flumes. 1he treasur~ overlooked m the first rude washings of Alder gulch and the famous 
Last Chan~e, ~c., ~f Helena, yet ~wait a reworking on this plan. That such has not already 
b;en_ ll~ne 1~ with d1f!icul_ty explamab_le, espec.ia:lly in regard to the last mentioned gulch, 
"heie ~7 m1_les of m:i.m ditches, carryrng 4,000 mches of water, miners' measurement, may 
be rcad:lY drverted t? that end. Undertakini:s of this character in California and elsewhere 
often y1eld ~s much 1f not more than that obtained from the first washings. 
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It would be impossi?le !o e~mmerate m~re all or even a larg~ proportion of the gulches east 
of the mountains withm 2o miles of the city of Helena. Port1on_s of the same placer system 
extend across the Missouri river to the northeast, and others agam bear away to tLe north as 
far as Silver City. All have been productive in a greater or less degree. Near their sources, 
as is usual, were found large masses of gold, called nuggets, and a diminishing size of grain 
the furtht•r we remove down stream. 
The ravines in the immediate vicinity of the town were but poorly supplied with water, 
a want which has long since been removed by an elaborate system of !].umes and ditches. 
A few of the more prominent gulches may be enumerated and descnbed, as follows : 
Last Chance the first discovered, is seven to eight miles loBg. In May of 1865 a drain 
ditch was run ~nderneath the town to drain the bed rock of this gulch, to the more conven-
ient extraction of the.pay stratum, which averaged some 4 feet in depth by 18 feet in wi~th. 
Grizzly was remarkable in having two pay strata, the one above the other, thus provmg 
that the sources of gold supply were tapped at two different periods, and were separated from 
one another by a deposit of non-auriferous wash. 
Nelson, first prospected December 25, 1864, and hence called Christmas gulch, is distant 
from Helena eight miles, and bad a narrow pay streak of remarkably high-grade gold. The 
auriferous dirt was found at a depth of 35 to 40 feet, after passing through a barren wash 
gravel. The bed rock consiste_d of a w~itis~ decomposed sandstone, having upon it n? large 
amount of water. 'fhe gulch 1s some six miles long, and heads near the same summit from 
whence issues Grizzly, and runs at right angles to the last- named. Nelson gulch produced 
in 1865 a large and curiously shaped nugget, resembling an oyster shell, and in value $2,075. 
Dry gulch, so called from the absence therein of a running stream, produced earth suffi-
ciently rich to pay for hauling to water, a distance of one-half to one and one-half miles. 
To the east, and between Helena and Montana cities, are two dry gulches, each about 
nine miles long, running very nearly parallel and heading in the same summit. . 
Across the Missouri river, some 20 miles southeast of Canon Ferry, we find Diamond City 
and the famous Confederate gulch. From one of the bars of this ravine a small party of 
five or six men are said to have taken out in the summer of 1864 about 1,400 pounds of 
gold d~lst, in value nearly $300,000 coin. Confedera.te is situated nearly 35 miles east of 
Helena, and in that part of Gallatin county named in honor of the late General Meagher. 
It takes its rise in the Belt range of mountains, and pursues a southwest course for lf> miles. 
Diamon<.1 City, the nucleus of a very extensive series of hydraulic workings, is on Confed-
erate gulch, six miles from its source. The bed rock consists of slate. 
As tributary gulches, we find Cement, Montana, Greenhorn, Boulder, Baker, &c. Imme• 
diat ly above the town are the great bars called Montana and Last Chance. Four miles 
north of Confederate, and running parallel, we have White's gulch, and passing over the 
summit ·we arrive at Thomas's gulch. 
Dismissing with this cursory description the placers to the east, we ma.y briefly touch upon 
those west of the main range. The latter, amid the general impoverishment of the washings, 
have, during tho pa t season, attracted more attention than any others. Prominent among 
these a.re the gulches in the vicinity of Blackfoot City, which is situated in Deer Lodge 
county, aitcl distant from Helena 25 miles by the trail. Opposite to Helena, being on the 
other side of the iange, and draining from off the western slopes towards the west and south-
west, we find llrte Little Blackfoot, Cottonwood, and Silver Bow creeks, which form the 
easternmost affluents to the Ilell Gate river. These streams, with their minor tributaries, 
give ri e to numerous gulches, of which the more important may be enumerated and described 
as follows: Tiger gulch, the first struck in the vicinity, was discovered by Colonel Pember-
ton, Hu gh Bealton, and party, late in the winter of 1864. Ophir, discovered in the spring 
following, li s to the north of antl is tributary to tho Little Blackfoot. We have, further, 
_IcClellan, n ar Blackfoot City; Washington, west of and some 12 mi.Jes distant from Ophir; 
J effersou, pa:rallel to and two miles distant from Washington; Madison, two and a half miles 
northwest ot Jefferson; and Carpenter's bar, some two miles east of Blackfoot City, forming 
a portion of a long rolling prairie. ortbwardly from the last-named gulch is fuuncl a series 
of veins b aring away _towards. Snow Shoe, Dead wood, and Uncle Ben's gulches, which 
head n •ar the c1: ·t~ of the ll!am range. On the very highest point of this vicinity there 
were found dry d1ggmg sufficiently remunerative to warrant hauling the auriferous earth a 
long ~l_i; tanc~ to ,yat r, down th . mountai~. Here a nugget was found in value somewhat 
ov •r .. ,,OUO Ill com. Th format10n of tlJJs district consISts, in the main, of granite, with 
occa 10nal tretches of lay slate near the base of the mountains, and occasionally a species 
of iu<lurnt <l tal o. e late. · 
'I h ·r furtl,er app ar. quite an extensive body of placers on the south side of the Ilell Gate 
river and in th mountains .nclo, ing the valley of tho Deer Lodg-e. Of these we may 
cm merate Elk r ek , 001014 miles long, with a pay stratum of 1-1,bout four feet; Bear gulch, 
•vcn to •igltt milt" long, with a bed rock covered up to a <lepth of 40 feet; also Dave's, 
D p 1'11<:k, otwlu., &c. 
Tu· placer. of "ilv r llow and Butte City, seven miles o.bove, are situated, likewi. e, on 
h \\' tern. 1 p of tllf' ,·outhea tern xtremity of the Deer Lodge valley and about 90 miles 
1 t nt from \" irginia ity. The , 'ilver llow diggiugs were discovered in July, 1 64, by n. 
P o ) ·ctor 1 mne<l L'arb ·r. I: or six months subsequent ther to they attracted but little atten-
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tion. The success of the PeNnsylvania company, however, again broug~t them int~ n~t.ice 
so favorably that, as a result, claims were taken up and recorded a d1stan~e of 2.:> miles. 
The creek, especially in the lower portions, has the very insignificant fall of httle more th~n 
four inches to the J 00 feet, whereby the drainage is rendered difficult and a ~lump for t~e tail-
ings almost unattainable. , The gold dust from this locality has the _unenvrn,bl~ notone~y- of 
being of a lower grade of fineness than that from any other gulch rn the rerntor_y, coming 
from $12 to $14 per ounce, while the average of the other gulches runs from $16 50 ur to 
$20 40 per ounce. The latter yield is producible only from choice and clean dust from_ high 
lands. This gulch and Silver Bow head in the same summit, and very nearly oppo~1te to 
one another, the former being on the eastern and the latter on the western slope, and, curiously 
enough, the one produces the richest and the other the poorest _gulch gold of Montana. . . 
A few miles west of Silver Bow we find German gulch, tributary to Deer Lodge;_ 1t 1s 
some 15 miles long, and was discovered in 1864 by a party of Germans, who are believed 
to have been more than ordinarily successful. 
The placer deposits of Montana have been worked with the same contrivance_s for saving 
gold as were used in California: the primitive rocker.and the long;-tom have g!ven place to 
the improved strings of sluice boxes, and, where the ground permitted a sufficiency of fall. 
bed-rock flumes and hydraulics have lent their assistance to facilitate the extraction of the 
gold. Where the bed rock lay deep, and where the pay stratum was covered up to a consid-
erable depth, the auriferous gravel was obtained· by sinking shafts, drifting out and raising 
it to the surface by bucket and windlass. 
In a country so widely covered with drift, many very rich deposits have, beyond question, 
been overlooked, owing to the great body of barreR matter overlying them. This supposi-
tion is rendered the more probable when we reflect upon the small number of deep placers 
or cement diggings yet brought to light. 
Assuming as true the usually accepted theory of the formation of placer deposits, viz., the 
· disintegration of some pre-existing series of quartz veins, either by fl.owing waters or by 
the beating against them of the waves of some inland sea, and we cannot fail to accept the 
belief that placers richer and rnore extensive than any heretofore discovered yet await, under 
great hills of gravel, some fortunate prospector. 
GOLD PRODUCT OF MoNTANA.-vVe must premise any estimates by the statement of the 
peculiar difficulties of arriving at any conclusion susceptible of a demonstration. In the 
first place local interests and territorial pride combine with a mistaken estimate of the value 
of placer deposits to enlarge the returns of bullion. The surface washings ought not to be 
regarded other than in the light of an advertisement for a district; ephemeral producers 
of wealth, they leave nothing behind them but desolation, and unless supplemented by other 
sources of revenue, give rise to a fictitious prosperity, to be followed by a period of depres-
sion and stagnation. The hiatus between profitable placers and remunerative quartz mines 
is now apparent here in Montana. Some little ' time is requisite to educate the community, 
lly hard experience, to a realization of the radical difference between surface washings and 
deep vein mining. The placPrs yield up their treasures with a comparatively trifling outl1:1,y 
of time and capital. The quartz veins, on the contrary, forming the basis for permanent 
undertakings and returns of profits through a Ion~ series of years, cannot be made immedi-
ately productive, except through fortuitoui concurrence of favorable circumstances. Patience, 
foresight, and the exercise of a true economy, seldom fail to prevent great losses, and in most 
cases return an enormous profit. 
T~c proportion of bullion produced b_y the vein mines has not, as yet, amounted to any 
considerable percentage of the gross y1eld, and hence does not call for a separate estimate. 
'l'he year 1868, however, will doubtless demand from this source a more detailed considerntion. 
Another <l_i~eult:y in the way of a precise statement of gold product is due to the fact that 
large quant1t1es of dust can be, and doubtless have been removed northwardly into the 
British possessions of which no record is possible. Again, the distance of land transportation 
to_ Fort Benton, t~ie head of navig~tion on the Missouri, is so trifling that merchants and 
mmers act as their own tr~nsportat1on agents, an_d hence the precise amount carried away by 
therr_i. can never ~e ascertamecl. Montana's bullion account, at least until 1865, was largely 
credited to Washrngton, Idaho, or Colorado, and hence the tables as reported by the United 
States mints do not represent her true yield . 
. I a~ indebted to the Unite? States _revenue coilector for the following figures, which form, 
m my Judgment, a more reliable senes of estimate for Montana than have ever been given 
to the public. 
The product of 1862 may be set down at $600,000, and was due almost solely to the placers 
at Bannock. The great body of the miners were then very poor; no considerable stocks of 
goode were at hand to tempt purchasers, so that but a small proportion of the yield came into 
the possession of traders, whose shipments could be determined to a degree of reasonable 
exactness. In the absence of banks or any safe place of deposit the miners were accustomed 
to "caclte" their earnings, and to await a favorable opportunity for exporting the gold from 
tho ccuntry. , 
Th_e product o_f the following year was largely increased by the discovery and partial 
opemng of the mmes of Alder gulch, and may safely be estimated to have reached a total of 
$8,000,000. 
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In 1864, Alder gulch was fully developed, and with Bannock and the other districts of the 
Territory the amount produced reacbeil some $16,000,000. 
Tho ye~r ]865 was the gala year of Mont<tna, the ~ich ne_twork of gul~he~ centring about 
Helena, the famous Confederate gulch across the M1ssoun, and the d1gg1:ngs near Black-
foot combined to swell the product to at least $18,000,000. 
In the year 1866 the placers began so sh?w symptoms ?f exhaustion; _morn extended 
workings were necessary. Great flume_s and d1tche~ were b~ilt, and hydraulics were und~r-
taken to wash localities unworkable without the aid of capital, and by nature unsupphed 
with water. As a result we may estimate for that year a production of about $17,500,000. 
The amount yielded by the present season,. 1867, no~ nearly closed, has been very ~ate-
rially Jess than that of the past year, and a liberal estimate w~ulc1 ~ot set the figure higher 
tlrn,n $12,0U0,000. Tabulating the above figures, we have the followrng: 
Gold product of Montana. 
In 1862 a yield of .••••..• - •••. - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
In 1863 a yield of ....••.•••.•.• - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - -
In 1864 a yield of. •.•.•.•.• - - - •. - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - . - - - - - . - - - - -
In 1865 a yield of .•.. ____ ----------------------------------------------
In. 1866 a yield ef .... ............. - .... - - - . - - . - . - - - - .. - . - - - - - - . - .. - - - - -
In l 8t:i7 a yield of ..•..••••••••.•••.•••.••• - - - ••••••••. - - - - • - - - ••••• - - - • 









As corroborative of the reasonableness of the above estimates, we may present the follow-
ing conclusions derived from a multiplication of the total average population by the average 
cost of living. 
As already stated, the population of the Territory during the three years 1864, 1865, and 
1866 remained very nearly uniform, numbering from 21 1000 to 24,000 souls. If now we 
place the average at 22,500, and assume that the great mass of the community were at the 
close of this period no better off pecuniarily than before ; that is, that the placers have fur-
nished a bare subsistence for the people and no more, and further, rating the average cost of 
living as low as $i50 per annun for each inaividual, we have a total of $16,875,000 average 
amount of product of the placers for three years. Comparing this result with the average 
of the stimates of :Mr. Langford and we find between them a rnmarkable coincidence and 
striking corroboration. 
LODE MINING.-In treating of the distribution of the various metals and minerals refer-
ence was incidentally mad.:i to the dil:;tric~s containing quartz lo<les. These have bee?-
founcl almost universally at the heads of the gulches or within a short distance of all locali-
ties heretofore noted as prolific centres of placer deposits. In addition, we have a number of 
districts unconnected with the gulch mines and productive of smelting or amalgamating ores, 
some of which are amongst those of greatest promise in the Territory. 
It is as yet premature to speak of any extraordinary developments. This is owing to 
two causes, first, the youth of the Territory, and secondly, the peculiarity of the local laws. 
In this connection we may compare the laws and customs of the mid-continental territories 
with those of the Pacific coast. The latter are imbued with the spirit of the Mexican '' Or-
denanza de Mineria," in many respects the most perfect mining code ever invented, while 
tho former are almost elitirely a home production and are founded upon a totally different 
conception of mines and mining. The animus of the one implies that all miners are a priori 
valueless until the contrary be proven ; that of the other presupposes . precisely the reverse. 
The one encourages reasonably large holdings &o that tbe ore zone on the vein diminishing 
or di appearing at one poiut may be sought for at another without incurring 11,new the out-
lay for haft, hoisting works, pumps, &c., in a word, the expense of the complete parapher-
no.lit\ ~f a working sho.~t; the other, with very sm1:1.ll holdin~s aud aggreg-ated ownersllips, 
complicates unneces anly ond unreasonably the risks attending most mining adventures. 
'l'he law of January J7, J 65, placing mining claims on tlJe same footing as rea.l estate, 
bas r -ult d disadvantageou ly to the community, and has conferred upon the individual no 
other gain than the floubtful sati faction of a clear title to what may or may not prove of 
value. To sy tern of mining r gulation can be beneficial which ncoura(Tes the holding of 
quartz v ins without even the pretence of developing them. Small holdings are commend-
abl iu tho yon th of the interest provided they are worked; otherwise they are a positive 
injury and a drag on Ute wh els of development. 
On the olh r hand, n0 lcgi latioa. can meet with popular approval, nor indeed meri!s ,1:1 
in. tant'. con ideration, which does not include some plan for reco<Tnizing the sr.r;.·ie,e. • : ~""' 
pro p t r. 'cu rally poor, they incur every ri k and privatio; to discove;;· 1ae ;.:,.;alion 
of th ore-bearing veins. , ·uch mon deserve at the hands of a just and paruntal ;;v·.-ernmen" 
tr atment comm n ·urate with their 1,ervices. The rewards of mining auventurn'.l a·;e not 
. uurner u. _no_r . o qually d_i ·tributeu as to ju tify any legislation tending t0 cripple the 
m r r to u1rum1 b pr ·p •ct1no-. 
'I littl I gi l lion i" far pr;fornble to too much, and until the present congressioual law 
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be tiie<l by the touchstone of practical experience, any further emendati?ns o~ ad?i tions 
thereto are prr.rnature and pernicious. The leverage possessed by eap1tal will, of itself, c_xert 
a sufficient power against the prospector. without the add:tional impetu~ of hostile legisla-
tion. The happy mean is to bo sought, which, while it fort.hers :pros_pectmg a!ld encourag_es 
development, does not bear too harshly upon the miner, and while it recogmzes the merits 
of the bona fide claim-holder, does not screen the mere speculator. 
It may be objected that many companies formed at a distance from Montana are p~ssessed 
of many thousands of feet of quartz claims; this may readily be admitted, and st\11 they 
bear the seeds of their own ruin, for the simple reason that they hold too many feet, too 
w· dely separated to be able properly to open any pertion of them; and mo~eover sho:-rld the 
company's enterprise disclose a valuable body of ore, they find themselves m possess10n of_ a 
contiguous stretch of vein too small to more than meet the outlays, ·when a larger ownership 
would have insured a brilliant profit. They find it further to be impossible to purchase the 
adjoining claims, whose value alone is due to their own labors. 
These considerations will serve to account for the comparatively trifling development. of 
the quartz interests of the Territory. Unlike the placers, winter offers not the le'.1-st obs•,ac~e 
to a profitable exploration of the vein mines; the severity of the season rendenng w11rk m 
the open air difficult, if not impossible, redounds only to the interest of the qua_rtz claims. 
Labor having no other field of employment is then abundant ancl cheap, and while the sur-
face is wrapped in a mantle of snow and ice, the miner, under ground and unexposed to the 
elements, pursues his labors in an equitable and agreeable temperature. 
Many of the best mines of the ,vorld are in countries visited with winters of far greater 
severity than those of Montana. 'rhe explorations are never retarded from this cause, and 
except as a source of physical inconvenience the severity of the weather is a matter of very 
trifling moment. . 
As the fairest exponents of the mining interests of Montana, we may .select the following 
examples. Amongst the furthest developed and longest worked gold leads, we may instance 
the Oro Cache, near Virginia City, :tnd the Owyhee or Whitlatch l,';..:iion, near llelena 
City. As 11,n example of the results of smelting, we have the case of the furnaces at Argenta, 
near Bannock; and lastly the veins west of the range in Flint · creek and vici11.it,y, which 
have recently been a point of considerable attraction from the promise of an abundance of 
silver ores suitable for amalgamation. 
It will be impossible particularly to describe all or even any considerable proportion of 
the prospectively valuable vein mines of the Tenitory, whose fu~nre developments may 
change their present relative pre-eminence. In lieu thereof, I have selected such mines, 
works, &c., as, in my judgment, best exemplify the present status of the permauent mining 
interests of the Territory. 
The Oro Cache lead is situated iu the Summit distiict of Alder gulch, south of Virg-inia 
City. It'was discovered as early as 1664, and work was began thereon December l of the 
same year. The vein near the surface had a width of t"vo feet, ·which gradually increased 
as the shaft was extended downwards. The average width is about :-winches. 
The surface ores, consisting of decomposed quartz, yielded from $75 to $100 currency per 
ton, while the average working- yield of the clean ore has been• up to the present time alJout 
$50 currency per ton. 
A shaft mo feet in depth has been sunk by the Montana Gold :i.nd Silver Mining Company 
on the second claim, of200 feet, southwest of the point of discovery aud ore 1,as been extracted -
yielding $50 currency per ton. The same cornpany amalgamat~ the ores ~n pans 4 feet JO 
inches in diameter, in which revolve two wheels, weighing two tons each. This method is 
said to be ~ery effective ir.t the r_e~uction of tbe gol<l-bca,::ing sulphurcts. In the same district 
we find qmte a number of pro1msmg qnart.z lodes, and four mill in or near Summit City. 
The Whitlatch Union, sometimes called Owyhee lead, is situated south of Helena City, 
and o~ the divide ?etween Oro Fino and Grizzly gulches. The lead was discovered during 
the winter of _1864, anc~ wo.rk was begun in the succeeding ·spring. As this lode, up 
~o the present t1n:e, has yie~d~d a greater amount of bullion than auy other in the Territory, 
1~ cann,at ?e c~nsidere~ mv1d<1ous to bestow upon it more than passing mention and descrip-
tion. This vei~ bas given employment to tw© proprietary and two custom mills. Near the 
dev_elop~d portion of the le~d there has SJ.?rung up_ a flourishing miniug town, known as 
Umonv1lle or Ros~velt, t?e former appellat10n meetmg with the more general acceptance. 
The country rock is gramte, the micaceous component of whieh appears iu the form of black 
scales. Near the surfa~e the vein was broken in many places, running flat, and very irregu-
larly. At the lowest pomts reached by the National Mining and Exploring Co!npany of New 
York and the Whitlatch Union Mining Company of Helena, the vein, carrying a sl'ecies of 
q:-rart~ differ!ng s_omewhat from_ th~tt nea!· the s~rface, s_eerns to l1ave U:k~n its true dip_ and 
<lirect1on. 1.he width of the vem 1s variable from 20 me.hes to 5 or u feet, and at times 
widening out much further. . The yield of the properly-cleaned rock averages between $50 
and $60 per ton. The mean yield of the entire vein mass, has, however, run as high as $25 
to $~0 per ton. 
The custom m~lls have taken the ore_from the dump, and haYe crushed anc1 ama1g·amated 
t~e same, a~cordmg· to the con~racts, either for one-half the gross product in one mill or for 
$11 per ton m another. Captam W.W. De Lacy, who has made the survey of the lead, in 
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0 dance with the provisions of the congressional mining law, gives the direction of the 
~~fnr south 840 24' ea~t. Adjoining one another on the lend ~r~ four different owners~ips, 
viz: the "\VLitlatch Union Mining Compau}., the I. _X. ~- l\fo:1;mg Company, the N_at10nal 
Mining and Exploring Company: and the ~n1ladelpl11~ Ente~pnse Company; of which the 
first is the only company possessmg a contiguous holarng of vOO feet. 
ARGENTA SMELTlNG W<>RKS.-These works were constructed by the St Louis and Mon• 
tana i1ining Company, under the di~·ection _and perso::ial supervisi?n of Aug:. Steitz, mining 
engineer, who unfortunately fell se~·10usly 111 v_ery _soon after their ~omplet10n. ?,'hey -con-
sist of one German double-cupola furnace, ·which 1s used for smeltrng the ore with appro-
priate fluxes, after it bas been subjected to_ a calcination as thorough a~ possible in heaps or 
open hearths ; also a large German cupellrng furnace~ capable of holdmg at once a charge 
of five tons of 1ich lead, and so constructed as to admit of after charges to the total amount 
of 10 or more tons. The weight of the charge must be regulated according to the percentag_e 
of silver contained in the lead. Two fans, cased in wooden housings, and driven by a small 
stE-am engine, furnish a supply of air for the blast of the cupola and cupellation hearth. 
Each of these fans is about four feet in diamete~:; either of which, alone, is amply sufficient, 
but two have been constructed, to guard against the accidental breaking of the one or the 
other. The cap:1city of the furnace is, according to the ore, from two to five tons per day of 
24 hours. The ores smeHed, chi•efly from the Legal-Tender lode, consist of carbonates and 
oxides of lead, and sulphurets of lead, or galenas. 
The rich lead is tapped into an exterior basin as often as a sufficient quantity has been 
reduced from the ore to fill the furnace to the level of the forehearth, and has contained from 
$:200 to $750 per ton-the last amount having been produced from a few tons of choice ore 
sm elt.ed under my direction in June last. 
Besides the Argenta furnaces, we have near _Bannock a lead furnace and cupellation hea~th, 
recently const,ructed, for reducing the ores· from the II uron district; also, a second small fur-
naee on the road between Argenta and Bannock. Further, there has been in operation, near 
Butte City, Deer Lodge county, a small furnace to test the copper-bearing ores of tbat vicin-
ity. There is now building, and will shortly be in operation, an American hearth to smelt 
the ores of the Gregory lode, situated near Jefferson City, in the county of Edgerton. And 
la~tly, the quartz mines of Flint Creek district. These leads are situated in Deer Lodge 
county, west of the main range, on an arm of Flint creek, 25 miles from its point of junc• 
tion with tbe Ilell Gate river. 
In the vicinity of the mines there bas sprung up quite an extensive town, called Phillips• 
burg. Tb· district" as discovered in December, l8G4, by a prospector named Horton, while 
01?- a bunting _excursion . Loc_ations ·were made by him in the following May, and the dis-
trict has received the name of the discoverer. Little was done until the present year, when 
a t. Louis company ~egan the erection of a mill, with the appliances for amalgamating sil-
ver ore , ord r d p_emally from California. The locahty, thus ca11~d prominently into notice, 
La beeu covered w1th a perfect forest of stakes, and every projecting rock bas been located 
~n<l record~d as a qua1:tz lead. No bullion hi:i.s been as yet produced other than a few small 
, rngot. of s1lv~r, the yield of a~ arrastra. The ores are generally of such a character as per-
mit of red uct1on by amalgan1at1on. Several of the principal lodes will it is believed, return 
very large amounts of silver bullion. ' 
Co~PER.-Besid~ th rnali amount of copper regulus and black copper yielded by the 
experimental meltrng_ furnac near Butte City, a considerable sLipmeut of copper ores has 
b e1_1 m_ade f1:om the ~tn'3S at the head df the Muscles!,dl river. These properties, owned by 
cap1talus ?f t. Louis,_ carry carbonates, oxides and silicates of copper, that is, the accus-
tomed surfo_ce ~res, while at gr_ea~er depths will be found the usual yellow sulpburets. In 
th1, · connect1ou it may_ be p rm iss1ble to state that a postal route has been. established from 
Helena to t.. Paul, 1!innesola, al~ng tb~ .Muscleshell river and past these mines. Efforts 
ar_e n?w _makmg to d1v •1t the carnage of freight from Fort Benton to a point at the mouth 
of !ln nv r. 't. am r. an r ach the ~alter point so long as the river is not impeded by ice, 
while the former 1 ·ace·•. 1ble only durmg the time of the continuance of the increment from 
the meltiug 110\~S. lt i Juj!ued that, though 60 miles longer, the route is better, and it 
certamly cuts ofl some 400 unles of the worst portion of the river navio-ation and that too, 
through a region almost totally destitute of timber. b ' ' 
houlcl th s mine: prove of value, this route would offer for the copper ores a cheap and 
e.·1· aitious means of tran port to a market. 
" CO,\L.-~1.ontana co~1t'.t~ns ~vit?,i1:1 her limit~ a la_rge exten~ of valuable coal deposits. This 
p i table cl!mat · of ·i;--1ll_zatwn 1s of th biturumous vanety, and is referable to the creta-
com, or t rli1:1.ry ag . Tbis fact serves to corroborate the truth of the emmciation of Professor 
\\ hitucy, of 'alifornia, that the widest cl position of carbonaceous matters took place sub-
, qu ·utly to th· ~eriod l!cr ·tofore _denominated by geologists t_he coal period par excellence. 
_l lw. l!it •m_c-nt. ot Dr. cwb rry m r gard to the coal fields of China; the age of the beds 
m aliforn1a. and .1. evada; the <li cov ri . of Aug. Remond in Chili <luriug the pa. t year, 
!' d _th,• 1 caliti s ·xamiued by this g ntl ·man anc.1 myself in the State of Sonora, Mex 
1 , m th· u111mcr of 1 'G-1, all tend, in like mauuer, to a complete coufiimation of that 
tli , ry. 
th m· ny lvcalitie · ,, here traces of coal are to be found, and where beyoud a doubt 
\ 
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profitab1e beds may be met with, but one hais been worked to any consiierable extent, viz: 
on the Missouri river, some 110 miles below Fort Benton. 
During the past winter several miners undertook to explore the_ coal seams with _a view 
of supplying the steamers navigating the river. Having been _tned under the boilers ?f 
several vessels it was reported to have been efficacious in some mstances a1;1d worthless m 
others. The unfavorable opinion was perhaps owing to an imperfect separation of the s_hale 
from the coal, or because of the nonadaptation of the grate bars to the new fuel. Pr~cisely 
similar results followed the preliminary trials of the coals from the Mou~t Diablo mmes o_f 
the State of California. A larger experience has, however, approved their usefulness, until 
at present they form the sole foel of hundreds of stationary engines, and are likewise used 
beneath the boilers of all the steamers plying upon the inland waters of the State. An exca-
vation of some extent has likewise been made on a coal seam situated on Grasshopper creek, 
near Bannock. 
COSTS OF MININH, MILLING, AND SMELTING.-It is impossible, from any considerable 
number of actual returns, to give the exact average of the costs of raising and re<lucing the 
ores of the Territory. A very general apathy in reg-ard to the importance of publishing these 
data seems to possess the directors and managers of the•mining properties of Montana, and 
but few responses have been received in answer to my printed circular soliciting these par-
ticulars in detail. Hence I shall be obliged to make estimates founded upon my own observa-
tions and the limited number of returns in my possession. 
The prices of labor in Montana range from $5 to $10 currency per day. Wood costs, 
according to circumstances, from $3 to $IO currency per cord delivered, and generally$~ 50 
currency per cord cut and piled at the place of felling. Charcoal ranges from 33 cents cur-
rency to 40 cents in gold per bushel. 
The lowest cost of raising the ore which has come under my observation must be credited 
to the Philadelphia Enterprise Company, working upon _ a portion of the Whitlatch Union 
lead, near Helena. The entire outlay debited to the raising of 1,300 tons was $3 36 cur-
rency per ton. I take these figures from ·the accounts of the superintendent, kindly sub-
mitted to my inspection. Again, we have the estimate of the agent of the Montana Gold 
and Silver Mining Company of Pennsylvania with regard to mining and delivering the ore 
from the U. S. Grant, a wide lode in Summit district, near Virginia City. By means of the 
tmmel, now nearly completed, the ore, should the promises of the surface be realized at that 
depth, may be mined and delivered at $4 currency per ton. In this connection it may be 
stated that all veins so situated as to be able to be worked by tunnel and tramway, can fur-
nish ore at a very much smaller cost than such as require the use of shafts and hoisting 
apparatus. The necessity for pumping large amounts of water-a very material item of 
expense in deep mines-need not yet be taken into consideration regarding the mines of Mon-
tana. A reasonably wide vein under ordinary circumstances ought to be mined and laid 
upon the surface at a cost of from $5 to $8 per ton. 
MILLING.-The Turnley and Hendrie mills, south of Helena, have crushed large amounts 
of gold quartz from the Whitlatch Union and Park lodes at from $11 to $12 per ton. 
It is but reasonable to suppose that the custom mills have been able, at these figures, to 
return a profit; hence, under ordinarily favoring circumstances and judicious management, 
$15 per ton will cover all expense and yield a considerable profit; while a workinu yield of 
$20 to $2~ in free gold will return cent per cent. on the requisite outlays. 
0 
SMt<:L'.rING.-We have !:mt.one example of this method of reduction on a large scale, viz: 
~h~ w?rks of the St. Loms Compan;r, at Arge1:ta, Beaverhead county. It would be doing 
IDJUstJce to w~at may yet pr?ve an important mterest to assert that argentiferous galenas 
cannot be P!·ofitably r_educed lil Montan.a. It is but proper to enumerate the difficulties in 
the way of rnauguratmg new methods m a new country. Skilled smelters are almost if not 
quite ~nattainable; a1;1d such a~ offer th~mselves demand ·and receive very high rates of com-
pensat10n. C~arcoal 1s expen~1ve, and it has not yet been proven whether the coals of the 
count_ry are smtable for s1~elt_mg purpos~s or not; und if so, whether they are to be found 
sufficiently near. to the d1stncts producmg galenas and copper ores, which can only be 
reduced by .smeltmg. Thus much, however, is certain-the amalgamation is more expedi-
t10us and far cheaper ; the one performs most of the ~labor by machinery, that is, is tho-
rougb ~yin consonance with the spirit and genius Qf the people; the other necessitates repeated 
handlmgs and much ma~ual labor, and hence its greater expensiveness. As the country 
becomes better settled, with lower rates of wages and diminished cost of food and materials, 
smelting may _Possibly compete with the amalgamation. While fully acknowledging the 
statements of its advocates in claiming a more thorough extraction of the precious metals, 
canqor ~ompels_an assent to its greater costliness. Ores containing less than $100 per ton 
' cannot, m my Judgment, be at present smelted with a profit. With water power to drive 
the mechanism for furnishing a blast-be it bellows, fans, or cylinders-and with a suffi-
ciency of suitn,ble ores and abundant timber near to the works; smelting may be done at the 
present time at a cost of $60 to $80 per ton. 
OTIIE!,l RESOURCES.-Tbe future prosperity of Montana is by no means dependent upon 
the prec101;1s metals alone. She has other and prolific sources of wealth, among which we 
may mention the following, now awaiting exploration and development: 
Large masses of fire clay occur in the coal measures, which cannot fail to be of permanent 
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usefulness shoul<l smelting ores be found in sufficient abundance. Iron ores and plumbago 
are known to exist. 
Moss agates arc found in several localities, some of which show most curious and beaut.i-
ful markings. Yery fir!e _specimens of t~e common garnet o~cur in a vein-.like dike near 
Summit City, near Virg1ma. True s_apphi~·e~ and one or two diamonds are said to have been 
found on El Dorado bar, near the Missoun nver. 
Argilaceous sandstones and marbles fit for bu~ldin~ purposes are of quite comm?n occur-
rence. Near the mouth of the Beaver Head canon 1s already established a manufactory of 
grindstones. 
CONCLUSION.-Such, briefly sketched, is the present status of tbe mineral industries of 
the Territory of Montana. The developments already made are, considering the youth of 
the interest( most satisfactory, and as furnishing an earnest for the future cannot but prove 
encouraging to every promoter of legitimate enterprise. 
A better appreciation of the rewards and risks of mining undertakings cannot fail to 
advance the welt-being of the industry, at the same time that it militates against purely 
speculative adventures. 
That the profits to be derived from mines, selected with judgment and under an honorable 
aYd experienced superintendence, are not to be considered in the light·of vague possibilities, 
which can neither be estimated nor foreseen, let us compare the returns derived from rail-
ways, canals, water-works, gas, dock and land companies, wi.t.h those derived from mines-
all held in the city of London.* It was found that the yield from the former species of 
investments equalled 3l per cent. on the average selling price, while that from the latter, 
based upon the 350 mines in tl1e mining share list, including lead, copper, and tin, made an 
annual dividend of 13½ per cent. If, now, the mining adventures of English capitalists are, 
on the average, more than three times as productive as any of the aforementioned invest-
ments, while those in the hands of American owners have, -though far richer, so often failed 
to cover even the ordinary running expenses-if this be the case, it behooves one to investi-
gate the causes of and to seek tbe remedy for so marked a difference. 
The chief source of this most deplorable result lies in the supposed necessity of mystery 
in regard to costs, yields, &c. Until mine and mill owners can be made to understand the 
usefulness to themselves of comparative data as well as the benefit to the interest at large, it 
will be hopeless to expect that the great body of the community will be able to discriminate 
between reasonable and unreasonable undertakings. All persons engaged in mining, as a 
legitimate pursuit, should contribute to dispel this ignorance, for the reason that every dollar 
lavished on mere speculation is not only so much withdrawn from. actual production, but also 
reacts unfavorably on further investments. . · 
Montana has, up to the present time, been comparatively free from purely speculative 
schemes. 
'l'he main obstacle in the way of the success of those mines which are held by non-resi-
d nt owners ha been, as already slated, the diffusion of their energies over too wide a field 
and the injudicious selection of small segregated holdings. 
These errors of the past may be easily avoided in the future, and companies using proper 
precautio1;s in se)ecting ~nd due diligence in opening their mines before purchasing or erect-
mg machmery of an_v kmd, can hardly fail to meet with most remunerative returns. 
Montana. need not lDlnsh to compare her treasures of the precious and useful minerals with 
those of any other section. he has within her limits as great a variety of metalliferous veins 
~s any_ single 't~te or Ter~·itory. ': eins bearing free gold and amalgable silver ores are those 
immediately available, while argenbfcrous galenas, copper ores, and coals will, at some future 
day, afford an ex~austl_ ss field for permanent and profitable investment, particularly when 
the Northern Puc1fic railroad shall have facilitated communication and diminished the out-
lays for freight 
SECTION IV. 
GOLD A "D COAL MINES OF NOVA SCOTIA. 
HALlFAX, NOVA SCOTIA, January 1, 1868. 
, IR: I beg leave to offer tbe following statements and observations relative to tho mines 
and mi_neri:l re. ources of ~~Ya cotia, in llie hope that they may be considered worth being 
cmbod1cd m tltc report which, I hav(' under tood, you are preparing upon the mineral 
re ourccs of the nited 'tale, and British provinces east of the Rocky mountains. 
Iiu · · ar officially cla. sified in ova 'cotia as "gold mines" and "mines other than 
g-old . ' I :hall ob erve the :ame cla:sifico.tion in treating of them and the minerals which 
th Y, d •v? op. In the ·our.,e of the following remarks I tru t that, to relieve myself from 
ngam gomg ov r g-round ,vhich I have previously trodden-some of it severnl times-I mA.y 
" L oudon ;)lining Journal, Augubt 11, 1866. 
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be pardouccl for occasionally making extracts from fenner papers of mine upon the same 
subject, and from official reports prepared by me, during- tlle past four _ years, as gold com-
missioner and chief commissioner of mines . First, then, as to gold mmes. . 
Gold-bearing, geological formations, form a large portion of t~e. surface of Nova ~cotia. 
To indicate their character and extent I will make an extract, bnef, rndeecl, but sufficient, I 
trust, for our pres.ent purpose, from a paper prepared and read by me before the "Nova Sco-
tia Institute of National Science," on the 6th of February, 1866 : 
The outlines of the well-marked geological district which comprises the gohI fields of ~ ov_a. Sco~ia, _are 
11h·eacly pretty g-eoerally kn0wn. I will only briefly state thut they mainly co1~s1 ~ of two d1~trnqt distrrnts 
of ~ifl:crent geological nges. "\Vo _have 1!pon tho ~tlunti~ coast tbc _Lo1:cr_ S1l~rrnn rocks ,_ i?1·m"'mg I.!' b~cl 
wlnch cxtcncls the whole lcugtll of the JSovn, Scotian penmsula. This thstnct is 110~ less tl1cu_t ,)0 1.mlcs m 
width at its westiirn extremity, gradually nan-owing as it proceeds cast·r.-=:m1, ~ml fmally connng nhno_st to 
a, point at Cape Can o. Tllo other di trict, tho Dcronian aml Upper Siltu-mn, forms s~,cra! compurati.-c~y 
lofty and isolated rillgcs. Ono of these extends from Digby county, nlong the ~outh s1tlc of thC: A:inapohs 
valley, to the ricinity of Windsor. Another commences nt Cape Chicgnccto, for~s tl~c Cobeqmdlni}s, nnd, 
with a, slight di,crgcncc from its origiuaJ course, proceeds castwanl to tllc St~mt of Cnnso, tb_rowm~ off 
spurs norU1eastwnrd to tho Gulf of St. Ln,wrcuce, and southwcstwanl on both ~ides _of the Stcwiacko nver. 
In the islnnd of Capo Breton, nearly the whole of Victoria, county, 11 large port10n of. lJiyc~·ucss, and sovcral 
detached eminences in Capo Breton and Richmond cotmtics, belon g to tho snmo _format10n. Among t!le 
golt1-bcaring formations of this proyiucc I might also include the Tmp rillg·cs, cons1uemblc as to cxtc?-t, ior 
aLU'ifcrous cpmrtz has been di scoycred and to some slight extent minc<l in t he Trappean_ hcatl~amls of Part-
ridge island an<l Cape D'Or; but I will leave thi8 geological <listrict out of f~1rthcr considcr::tt!on. 
The extent of tho two larger districts which I h:.wc imlicatccl, comprises, m tlrn aggre~atc, a l~rg~ pro-
portion of the surface of Nont Scotia. I would roughly estimate the urea_of the Lowe~· Siltman distnct at 
7,000 square miles, and of the several tracts of the more recent forma~10n at 3,000, m aH 10,000 square 
miles. Tho whole area of tho 11rovince amounts to about 18,G00 square miles. It 1:nust not be assr_nncd that 
this fargc area is throughout uuri fcrous. I will observe, parenthetically, that, judgrng· from wl_1at ;1s alrea~ly 
known. there is every reason to believe that future explorations will prove the greater part of this nrca to 
be ;ich in mctalli!crous deposits of some kim1. . 
As to gold I will begin witll the Dcrnni:m clistrict. The several ric1gos of hi?"blancls whwh _come uncler 
this dcnomi1111tion have,_ as yet, been lmt little cxplo1'cd fo1· golll; nor is it pr?batlc ~hat ~hey will be, to any 
g-rcat extent, for some time to come. These lu !ls arc, for ihc most part, m tho mter1or of tho country. 
Their rocks arc rarely exposed, being co,·crcd with [~ prcttv clccp soil from which has arisen a heav:y growth 
of timber. Gold has been fouud in tho alluvium brought uown by many streams which take then· rise in 
these hills. It has seldom been tliseo\"Crctl, as yet, in quartz in sitii, but, for tho reasons just refenecl t.o, 
quartz in situ has seldom boon s en in this geological district. In Wagamatkook, which is a proclaimed 
gold clistrict, about the hca<l waters of the river of the same narue, in Victoria county, quartz has been 
mined to some small extent. Tbc little clone hero in this wa,y cfal not afford a.s good promise of profit as has 
been mot with in quartz mining elsewhere in the province, but it cannot be consiclered a fair test of the 
1)roductiveness of the district. Most of tho gokl obtn,inctl at Wagama.tkook hns l1een taken from the bells 
of streams which :flow down from the hills, ancl the quantity thus 11rocmed indicates the pre:.cncc of numer-
ous aurifcrous quartz veins in the vicinity. Gold has been discovered in the sands of nearly u.11, if not all, 
tbe streams of Victoria, ancl llwcrncss, which take their rise in these mctamorphlc hills. It has ulso been 
founcl in the snmc formation at Cape Porcupine, ncm· the heatl waters of the Musquocloboit antl tho Stcwi-
ackc, nncl, I believe, at Five I slands aml elsewhere, so that gold may be sought for, with not unreasonable 
expectations of success, in any part of this geological district. 
'\Ve have more reliable data ns to tho auriforous character of the better known Lower Silurian coast band. 
W e know that in the Lower Silurian clistrict there arc founcl bamls of quartzite seemingly nearly parallel 
with each other, alternatinrr wiih various shtcs, extending in a general easterly aml westerly direction. 
These bn,nds arc interscctca by various masses of granite, in some place~ extending quite across tho whole 
formn,tion, hut more frequently forming detached masses, protruding· through, ancl slll"rounclcd by, the strati-
fied rocks just named. In this quartzite, au{!, in n, less dcgl'Co, in some of the slates, we fl.ml numerous 
veins of quarf,7,; and these vcius, especially thoso of tho quartzite, we find to be auriferous. Of the num-
]Jcr o~ the qtu½'tzitc bands, and of the latitucliual extent of each, little is yet known. From a g'cncral 
acquamtanqc with t.hc country, a1:1d not from a~tual survey, I am inclinecl to the belief that, in the a.ggre-
gn,tc, t1:J.cy form the largest port10n of the wiuth, superficially, of this metamorphic district skirting the 
Atln,nt10. 
Lougitud~nallf this quartzite, w~th its n,urifcrons quartz veins, C[Ctn, except when interruptions are caused 
by the gramtc chlrns already mcnt10necl , be traced the whole length of the Nova Scotian peuinsufa. Golcl 
has bc~n taken _from q_uartz veins _tl:t Yarmouth and on tho shore of Chedabucto bay, and, I might adcl, at 
every 111termcd111tc ie_01 □ t :where c1ihgent search h::ts been matlc for it in the proper formation. The quantity 
of quartz C!Il~racetl 111 ~his gr~at length allC~ breadth of quartzite , einstonc must be something· enormous. 
I SJ?Cak of 1t_ m com~ar1son ,y1th the bulk_ o! tho enclosing rock. Of course we have no sufficient data from 
wh1<?h to _estimate thls quantity-. The op1ruon I have just haz::m1et1 is based upon observations of the cross 
cuttmgs ~ the rock ;rot made m th? few loqalitics of this province where gold mining is yet cr;i.rrict1 on, and 
tllesc opm~rngs hn,vc m many, I bclieyc I might_s,ny in most instances, been made a.t mere hap-hazard. On 
one occn,s10,1 I . myscl_ f rcmovc!1 carefully tho drift, so as to expose a cross section of the surface merely of 
~ho l?cd-rock_, for rt di~t.aucc o~ abo~t 160 feet. Within that distance I c1iscovcret1 over 30 quartz veins rang-
mg from nn mch to lu mchcs m tluckncss. The whole number of veins would averan-e not less than six 
l.?-ches, or 1.ay 15 fqct i11 all, th~clmcss o~ quartz in 160 feet of enclosing rock, tho clip bcl'ng here nearly yer-
t10al. In.another m_stancc, after c~untmg and measuring the quartz veins exposed within a distance of 250 
feet, I cstrmated their aggregate thickness at 25 feet; and yet, as within a pm·t of the distance of 250 feet 
there was no exposure of tho bed-rock, the actual thickness of this quartz may ha,c been consiclcrably 
greater than what I hn,ve stated._ In both of these cases the qumtz veins exposed, or tho greater number 
of them, wcro known to be mmfcrous from cxn,mina.tion mado at the several spots where laid bare. In 
?ther localiti~s quartz.veins of 5, 10, '.°1-~d even up to 39 feet iu_t~ickness, nre fouud,_but I wi.¥ not m~tltiply 
mst~ccs. Those which I l~ave specified do not, I thmk, cxh1b1t a, much greater thickness of quartz m pro-
portion to that of tho enclosmg rock than will be found generally thl'Oughout those qua.rtzitc bands. 
Such is, in brief, a description of the auriferous districts of Nova Scotia. As to the most 
imp?rtant of these, econ_omically speaking, viz : the Lower. Silurian, the operations being 
carried on throughout its whole extent arc almost exclusively those of quartz mining. 
Owing to the c~nformation of the country, no part of this district being estimated to attain 
a gr~ater_ elevat10n than 500 feet ~bove se.'.I.. level, 111;1d t_he whole of it lying in immediate 
propmqmty to the sea, the deposits of aunferous d1luvrnm and alluvium to be found in the 
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more mountainous and inlan!il. gold-fields west of tb_e ~ocky mountains, a_nc1 in Australia 
and elsewhere, are few in Nova Scotia, an_d tif very lumted exten:-, Follow1_ng what seems 
to have been the conrse of the current which bas produced a partia1 denudat10n of the rocks 
of the .Atlantic coast band, the disintegrated rock thus set free bas been swept into the 
Atlautic. Accordingly we find that at most points along that co~st, where anything like a 
thoroug·b examination is practicable, the sands of the shore contam a greater or leis propor-
tion of gold. The same remark applies. to Sable island! ?ff the ea~tern coast of Nova Scotia. 
TJ1is island consists altogether of sand mto the co~pos1tion_ of which gold enters to such_ an 
extent that it is believed, by those who have expenmentecl m the matter, that. gold wasbmg 
on a large scale could here be carried on at a handsome profit. 
I have already mentioned that this Lower Silurian district embraces a number of quartzite 
bands maintaining an easterly and westerly course. It. must be added that each of these 
quartzite bands represents a distinct line of upheaval, and has its ar.ticlinal axis. Conse-
quently a section crossing the whole district at right angles with the coast line, would rep-
resent a series of undulations of strata. The quartz veins, .or, more properly speaking, beds, 
have generally the same strike and dip as tbe strata enclosing them. "Cross leads," as 
they are called by the miners, or veins cutting the strata transversely, are of not unfrequent 
occurrence ; but, as a rule, they are found to be comparatively unproductive in gold. I 
shall presently Lave to notice some exceptions to this. 
The conditions under which gold is found in these quartz lodes are extremely varied. In 
many instances, probably in a majority of cases yet observed, the lode itself has a casing of 
dark-blue clay slate, or talcose slate, on one side, or both, but more frequently the former. 
In other cases nothing intervenes between the quartz vein and the enclosing quartzite rock. 
In some instances the lode consists more of slate than of quartz; and, frequently, both in 
this case and in that of tbe slaty casing just mentioned, the slate itself is found to be as pro-
fu sely impregnated with gold as even the quartz is. Sometimes a quartz load is of a snowy 
whiteness throughout, interspersed with gold of perfect purity unassociated with any ot_ber 
mineral ; but more frequently these lodes are highly mineralized, mispickel or arsemcal 
pyrites, zinc blende, and oxides of iron, being the prevalent associated minerals, tbe fi.~·st 
named pre-eminently so. Throughout the Nova Scotia mines the gold, as taken from its 
matrix, is, when compared with the immediate product of other mines in the world, of unsur-
pasPed if not unsurpassable purity. Owing in part to this fact the treating of auriierous ores 
t'o extract the gold from ihem is beset with comparatively few diffieulties in Nova Scotia. 
The di ·covery of gold in Nova Scotia was a very remarkable incident; remarkable, not 
becamie gold was actually discovered, but because it was not discovered at a much earlier 
period in tbe political history of this country. This fact becomes particularly striking whe? 
we remembe~ t_bat gold was a special object of inquiry among the earlier European nav1· 
gator who v1s1 ted our shores ; that Nova Scotia is the site of the oldest European settle-
men_t in America north of Florida; and that the auriferous rocks, composing so large a pro-
por~10.n of the surface of the whole country, crop out upon its surface, and are found to 
~xh1b1t gold at th~ surface of the outcrop at almost innumerable localities. As to wlien and 
by whom it was first_di scovercd_ there is a diversity of leg-ends and some disputes. At all 
event , the first unmistakable discoveries, which the public felt bound to take notice of, am 
thus des~ribed in the gold commissioner's first annual report -that for 1862 : 
'l'bc earliest iliscovcry _of_ golcl in the province, made known to tho public, occurred during the summer of 
l (i(), at a spot about. 12 (it is less ihn)L 10] miles north from the head of T3Jlgier harbor, on the northeast 
hranch of the Tangier nn?, The d1sco,·crcr, John Pulsifer, of Musquocloboit, ,ms induced, from what he 
J1nd beard of the l\'Old-hrnrmg-_ (]nnrtz of California, to search for tho same subst::tn.ce amongst the rocks on 
the L!l!Per wut rs of th _T:111g1~r m ·e~·; and, while in company wit h some Indians whom he lmd hi~·et1,. Mr. 
Pubit r found several ])1c9e o_f golil ~n quartz, in a brook at a place now known as the Moosclaml d1ggmgs, 
or, mor frequently, Old 'l OTif,'_lCl', owrn_g to this circumstance. This discovery being known a number. of 
pcrRou gathered to the spot lrom various parts of the province durino• tho summer anil tho succce<ling 
autumn, for tho plll'pos of pro~pccting. ' " 
In ~be mouth of Octob '!, of the same year, Poter Mason, a fisherman and landowner near tho head of 
Tung1er harbor, was pa_ smg through tho woods about half 11 mile from his own residence and on his own 
lcm!l; ho stoo1icd to drmk nt n. small bro_ok, noticed a particle of shining yellow metal inn, piece of quartz 
wluch wafl th<'! wry nb~mdnnt, uml bn,_mg pick d it up uncl examined it be concluded, from what l_tc l_rncl 
hcarrl ?f tho discovery of gol~ up _the l'!Ycr, that he also had found the precious metal. Upon this fact 
l>c omlllg knowu a number ot the rnhab1tunts in the vicinity of Tangier flocked to tho locnl.ity anil com-
monc d as arch for the supposed source from which tho specimen had been derived. 
The public attention wa. now fully aroused , and with the opening of the following spring, 
tha~ of 1 ,61, gold min~n~ in a rude way ,~a~ commenced at Tangier, for the regulation of 
wl11cl1 and tl4e appropnat10n of land for mmmg purposes, the provincial government found 
it n e ~ary t frame certain "or<ler. in council." Explorations were also prosecuted with 
vigor both at Tangi rand 1 ewhere in the coast band of metamorphic rocks. The conse· 
qu nee ~, as that during the ensuing summer promising discoveries of golcl wero made at the 
Ove~ , m _Luu ·nburg county; Lawrenccto~vn, V..7 averley, and Oldham, in Halifax county; 
I ntro\ , m Hant · county; h rbrooke, Wme Ilarbor, and Isaac's Harbor, in Greysborough 
county, and _ l · where.. 1:'he e places stil~ comprise the greater numb r of the, as yet kno~vn, 
ruo. pr dn ·hv gold d1stncts ot the provmce. Of the others which have become particu-
1 _rly uot di Iontagu, about six miles from Halifax, in the county of the same name, was 
d, 'v •r d m th ·pring of 1 63; Wagamatkook, in Victoria county, in the summer of the 
y r; and niacko, llant county, in 1 65. 
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As one of the best modes of i11ustrating the character and exhibiting the :progress ?f ~old 
mining in Nova Scotia, it may be well to give a few sentences to each of these d1stncts, 
taking them separately. To begin at the most west,ern, then, the Ovens are so called from 
the shapes of a succession of caverns which, by the action of the sea-waves, have been 
washed out from the face of a low cliff on the west side and near the mouth of Malegash 
bay. Gold was here first discovered among the sands along the _shore beach, and in such 
quantity as to cause no small excitement at the outset. At .fi~·st it wa_s supposed that t~e 
auriferous s'lnds were thrown up from the bed of the neighbonng sea, for gold was found.m 
increased quantity after every storm which drove the waves in _sh0re. _ It was eventua1ly 
learned that this result was produced by the action of the waves m _sappmg the face _of th~ 
rock forming a cross section of an aurif erous band of the shore itself. The washing ot 
these sands was carried on with vigor for some time, but has, of late, been alm?st _wholly 
abandoned. ,The process was found to be an expensive one, an~ th@ area o:7er w.b.1ch itcou1d 
be carried on very limited. The auriferous band of the shore itself at th1~ place presents 
some characteristics seldom met with in the other gold districts of the province. The quartz 
. veins, although numerous and rich, are comparatively thin, and the "cross lead~"-true 
veins cutting the strata transversely-are the richest in gold, a fact seldom met with else-
wliere in Nova Scotia. 
T!te Ovens is one of the oldest known gold districts in Nova Scotia, and those who first 
invested money there seem to have entertained most extravagant expectations of the richness 
of the place. Their anticipations were not realized, and consequently, in the reaction which 
took place in tbe public mind, the place was unreasonably cried down. It is beyond doubt 
that gold mining can be carried on at tbe Ovens with fair profits. 
Waverley is situated ] O miles distant from Halifax by_ the post road to Truro, and a.bout 
12 miles distant from the same place by railway. Thus far vVaverley has produced a larger 
gross amount of gold than any other district in the province, a result which is in a large 
degree attributable to the favorable situation of the place, and the unwonted vigor with which 
mining operations have there been carried on by two or three of the most largely interested 
companies, for the average yield of gold per ton of quartz, (Jver the whole district and for a 
period of six years, has been less at Waverley than at several other districts. The most 
effective rule to apply in order to ascertain, at least approximately, the profit derivable from 
a mine, or from a whole district, is to show the product of. gold for each man engaged in 
and about mining. In 1863, the first year in which complete official returns were obtained, 
vVaverley gave $258 40 per man for the year. This rate has gradually increased year by 
year, until, in 1865, it amounted to $095 87. There was a slight falling off during the 
ensuing years. 
LawrP-ncetown is about 12 miles eastward of Halifax, between the great eastern shore road 
and the shore of the Atlantic itself; and is of easy access. Since J 861 mining has been 
carried on at this place with varying success, operations being- wholly suspended at intervals. 
It was not until the latter part of 1866 that the real value of this gold field came to be appre-
ciated. Since then a large portion of the district has fallen into new hands; some very rich 
lodes Lave been struck, and mining has been pro_secuted with considerable vigor. 
lliontriJiu, six miles eaE"~ward of Halifax, and of easy access by post road, has not been 
distinguished by the same activity which has characterized operat'ions in some other districts. 
Nevertheless the ground is favorably situated for mining; and the monthly and yearly returns 
of its gold product are rather remarkable for tbe slight degree of fluctuation they exhibit. 
These for the year ending :3(;th of September last showed a product of $406 60 per man. 
I may here observe that since )864 the 30th September bas been held as the .termination 
of t~e fiscal year in Nov:1- Scotia. C?nsequently when, hereafter, I speak of any returns 
for either of the years 1860, 1866 or 1867, I allude to the twelvemonth ending with the 30th 
September of the year in question. 
'l'~at par~ of Oldham dist1:ict in which the principal mining operations have heretofore been 
c~rned on 1s. a~out thre~ m1les eas.twarcl of Enfield railway station, which station is 27 miles 
distant by rail from Bah fax. Owmg to causes which are attributable less tc;i the nature of 
th~ _place than to the managem_ent of tho:,e who have invested there, mining has been less 
umformly rmccessful _there th_an m some other localities. Oldham has the distinction of haviug 
shown a larger maximum yield of gold than any other district. At one time this amounted 
to J03 ounces, 14 dwts. per ton of quartz. In another respect it is almost. singular for a 
"cross vei1;1" ?f quartz has here pr~ved to be one of the most productive lodes in the <li'strict . 
. Renfrew 1s d1stan_t about seven miles westward from Enfield railway station, already men-
boned. From H362 to 186f>, inclusive, mining was carried on in this district on no very 
extensive scale, but with fair and increasing profits, and a g·radual extension of operations. 
In l 66, owiLg to an influx of additional mining capital, and the opening of a number of new 
lodes, a great stride in advance was made, and the aggreg-ate gold product for that year was 
more than five tin'les that of the last previous year. This prosperity has continued unabated 
to the present time, and in 1867 the Renfrew mines afforded $8% ~O per man. 
T_be ce1;1-tre o~ Unir~cke D;in~s is about t~ree miles eastw~rd of Mount Uniacke railway 
station, this stat10n bemg 26 miles by the Wmdsor Branch railway from Halifax and 22 from 
Windsor. Mining may be said to .l,iave really commenced in .the early part of i867 tile first 
important discoveiies of gold having beeu made there during the preceding y;ar. The 
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pro ·pects throughout the ~istrict, so far as_ explorations have been ~xte~ded, ,a;·e very pr?m• 
· ·ng and mining where 1t bas been earned on, bas shown large 10tmns. lhe operations 
~/ ode company at Uniacke, for some>. months during the latter ~art of 1867, yielded at the 
rate of an ounce of gold per day per man, a larger average, I believe, than has been shown 
elsewhere in Nova Scotia. 
Tnnuier is upon the Atlantic coast, 56 miles eastward from Halifax by post road, and about 
the sa~e distance by ":'ater. This district, although an ~xceedin~ly ric~ one _beyond. all 
question, bas been subJect to great and fi:equent fiuctuat10ns, owrng mamly, m t~e first 
instance, to the injudicious mining regulations_ adopted by th~ governmen_t when got<l was 
first discovered there; and secondly, to the busmess complications of those mto whose hands 
a large portion of the mining ground subsequ~ntl:r:- fell. Tfis ~istrict is divided into t~vo 
sections known as blocks A and B, or Old 'Iang1er and 'Iangier proper. The latter hes 
immedi~tely upon the shore about the tide-waters of the safe and C?~_modio_us havens of 
Tangier and Pope's harbor, and consequently possesses great facilities of access. Old 
Tangier as already mentioned, is situated about nine miles back from the shore. Although 
this wa; the first spot where gold was mined in Nova Scotia, the operations carried on there 
are still upon a somewhat limited scale. This has been owing to the difficulties of access to · 
ihe placP-. Latterly, however, a road has been opened tb :·ough the wilderness, and mining 
has there been renewed with much spirit. The quartz lodes are numerous, continuous, and 
of even thickness, and yield a good aYerage of gold. A large quantity of specimens of aurif-
erous nuggety quartz taken from old Tangier during the latter part of 1867 exceed in richness 
and brilliancy anything of their kind previously found in Nova Scotia. 
Sherbrooke gold district lies upon the west side of St. Mary's river. It is 150 miles from 
Halifax by the most direct land route, and about two-thirds of that distance by water. , This 
district has been one of the largest producers of gold in Nova Scotia. It has also been, per-
haps, one of the most uninterruptedly successful, a fact which, however, I am inclined to 
attribute less to the exceeding richnet-s of the mines than to the skill and energy with which 
they have been worked. The profits of mining in Sherbrooke have continued to increase 
steadily year by year. This can scarcely be questioned when we find that the annual yield 
of gold has attained an a-rerage of $1,59i 58 for every man employed. 
Wine Harbor gold district is situate upon the harbor of the same name, four miles eastward 
of the moi.jt,h of St. Mary's river, already named. During the first four years of its mining 
history, this district kept pace with Sherbrooke as a gold producer-indeed, rather surpassed 
the latter place. Since then there has been something of a falling off in the product. This 
is mainly owing to the fact that latterly the parties most largely interested at \,Vine Harbor 
have engaged a large share of their joint efforts in works which are not immediately pro-
ductive, but which are essential to an extension of mining operations. There seems to be 1 
no reason to doubt that the place will soon resume its former high po::iition as a gold district. 
lsaac' s Harbor or Stormont di&erict is advantageously situated upon one of the finest harbors 
upon the eastern coast, and is about 20 miles eastward of the mouth of St. Mary's river. This 
district bas also been a large produrer in proportion to the amount of effort that has there 
been put forth in mining; but enterprises of.that.class have never yet been entered into upon 
anything like a large scale. The possibilities of the place may be imagined from the fact 
that, taking the whole period since gold mining commenced in Nova Scotia, we find that 
tbe mines of I.-aac's harbor have kept up the largest average yield of gold per ton of quartz. 
The situation of Wagamatkook is comparatively remote from the centres of population, 
being in the wooded highlands of the interior of Victoria county. The difficulty of access 
to it bas militated against its prosperity as a mining disttict. Another cause of its lack of 
prosperity is to be found in the fact that a large portion of its most promising ground remained 
for a long tim in t~e hands of parties who <licil. little or nothing to develop it. Indeed, litLle 
more can b said of Wagamatkook tba.n that it affords very promising indications as a gold 
ficl<l; but that much may lie alleg•d with perfect safety. 
'l'he progress of development of the. e mining districts, although not very rapid, ha. been 
continuou , st ady, and increa ingly sati -factory. The aggregate quantity of gold pro<luced 
by them wa., in I G2, 7,275 ounc<'s; in 1 63, 14,001 ounces, 14 pennyweights, 17 grnins: 
in 1 Gt, for nine months ending 'eptember 30, 14,565 ounces, 9 pennyweights, 8 grains; in 
l or,, for 12 months endmg eptembcr 30, 24,867 ounces, 5 pennyweights, 22 grains; in 
l ti~, 24,IGZ ouuc s, 4 pennyweights, 11 grains; in 1 67, 27,5j3 ounces, 6 pennyweights, 9 
gram. 
ln another re p ct, these results are more gratifying. There are no returns of the 
numb r _of men engag:ed in mining in 1 '62; ~ut in 1 (i3 the total quantity of gold produced 
, ·a· qu1valent to ~2Uo to every man engaged m and about gold minin~ i11 Nova Scotia during 
thc,_ye~r. In 1 _G-1, lll(s ~,:crage had at~ained1 for D:ine months only, $:124 66 per mau; in 
1 , , , GG4 ; m 1 ti, G69 41; and rn l_ 67, $7(,5 per man for the 12 months, equal to 
~ 41 per ma11 per day. In all the e calculations gold is c t1mated at · J 50 per ounce which 
i: 1 . than it. rc:al value. ' 
Wli_cu th . Ii~ of thc~e ~vcragcs was mad~ known to the public, it was clearly shown that 
. " •~11~1 •. of oni , ·o~rn. m the arrgr gat ywlc.1ed a larger average product per man ngaged 
m m1um~ l au tho. of any other country, and this average bas been nearlv trebled in four 
· In a ·t, ultl ough th above calculations do not neces arily prove it,· the results pro-
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duced from the various gold mines of Nova Scotia, taken separately, do not present those 
striking contrasts observable in every other gold-producing cquntry. vVe seldom hear of si:ch 
extraordinarily rich prizes as are, at times, met with elsew bere, but, on. the other hand, a 1~me 
which is a total failure-which does not at least yield a moderate profit-1s a very rare 0xeept10n. 
It will be seen that, with the exception of the last named, and eyen that m3:y scarcel;y be 
considered an exception, all of the gold districts above briefly descnb_ed are easily acc~ss~ble, 
lying, as they do, immediately upon a coast abounding with supen,or harbors, o~ w1thm a 
very few miles of the great interior thoroughfares of the pi:ovi~ce. _rh~y are so situate that 
they can be readily supplied with all the requisites of a minmg distn~t at a low rate of 
charge. When one considers this fact, together with that of the productive chara~ter ?t: the 
mines themselves, he may naturally wonder at tLe paucity of the num hers _engaged m mmu~g, 
and of the consequent aggregate result of their operations. Doubtless, m th~ very p~·opm-
quity of Nova Scotia to Great ~ritain, the Atlantic States, and the other Canadian provmres, 
the sources from which most great commercial enterprises emanate, al!ld the facility with whi~h 
reliable auriferous districts may be reached, become possessed, and profitably developed m 
Nova Scotia, may be found, in great measure, the solution of the problem th~s s~ggested. 
There probably never was an adage more pregnant with truth than that embodied m the oft 
quoted poetical line: 
'Tis distance lends enchantment to the view. 
Even from Nova Scotia itself people sometimes go to Colorado, Columbia, _Califo:nia, Aus-
tralia, or New Zealand, to mine gold, thus abandoning at least ten chances m thell' favor at 
home for one that they can pick up abroad. 
Comparing the prospects with the results, as above set forth, it will be see~ that gold 
mining is yet in its infancy in Nova Scotia. We may further infer that the discovery of 
localities in which gold mining can be carried on with profit bas scarcely more thau com-
menced. Among the places not already named where gold has been discovered, with good 
pmspects of profitable mining, may be mentioned Cranberry Head, at the extreme western 
limit of the province, in Yarmonth county; Gold river, in Lunenburgh county; Boar's Back, 
near Gay's river, and Stewiacke, in Colchester; East river, Chizzelcook, Musquodoboit, 
Scraggy Lake, Killagg river, and el sew here on the Sheet Harbor rivers and their branches, 
in Halifax county; and the shores of Chedabuctq bay and Cape Porcupine, in Guysborough 
county. The existence of auriferous deposits in some of these places has been known for 
years; in others it is of recent discovery. 
It may not be out of place, in this paper, to give a brief outline of the more important 
provisions of the law of Nova Scotia relating to gold mines. It must be premised that, 
whoever may be the owner of the land, gold mines in Nova Scotia belong, in the first instance, 
to the Crown. At least, this is practically the cn.se as yet. There are portions of land in 
the province which have been granted without reserving to the Crown any minerals, but upon 
such unlimited grants no gold has yet been discovered. Ai a rule, out of all land granted 
in Nova Scotia there are reserved to the Crown all mines and deposits of gold, silver, lead, 
tin, iron, copper, and coal. All other mineral substances are conve_yed with the soil. 
Tbe regulations improvised by the governor and council on the first discovery of gold in 
Nova Scotia, as also the first "gold field act" passed by the provincial legislature, were 
framed, as might naturally enough be supposed, with but a very imperfect knowledge of 
what was requisite to a gold mining community 11nyw here, still more of all that was peculiar 
in the Nova Scotian gold fields, and would most conduce to their development. Cons&-
quently they were hampered with many provisions which experience soon proved to be use-
less, b~t ": hich bore heavily and vexatiously upon _those who engaged in mining ~nterprises. 
The~·e 1s_ ht~le _room to doubt that the check thus given to such enterprises at thell' 1;ery c~n-
cept10n 1s, m its results, felt to -some extent even yet. The law now in force, which, with 
its _subseq~ent amendm~nts, was framed by the writer of this paper, has been found to :work 
sat1sfactonly to nll parties con~erned, although, of co1;1rse, every year's additional expenence 
suggests some further amendat10n. · 
According _to the_ existin~ law, the int~nding miner, having determined upon the site of his 
future operat10ns,. 1t ~ot berng: preoccupied by another, may, in the first instance, apply at 
the department of mmes for either a "prospective license," or a lease. 'l'here is no limit to 
the extent of ground that he may apply for. To obtain a prospecting license he must pay 
at the rate_ of 50 cents per. acre, and, where the g·round applied for is not Crown land, . 
mus_t enter into ~ b?nd to reimburse the proprietor thereof for any damage tha_t may be done 
to his land. This license holds good for three months, but is renewable for a further term of 
three months upon the prepayment' of 25 cents per acre. This gives him the exclui,ive right 
to explore over th::l whole tract applied for, and select any part, or the whole of it, upon · 
which to carry on mining· operations. 
Before e_ntering upon any such mining operations, he must, whether he has previously held 
11 prospecting license or not, apply for a lease of such unoccupied ground as he may have 
seie_cted for his purpose. On making such application, be is rey_uired to pay at thQ rate of 
$2 f~r ea~h _area_ of 250 feet in length by 150 feet in brea_dth; a;nd, also, when the ground 
applied for is private propert.y, to make an arrangement with the owner of the soil for any 
?amagcs the latter is likely to sustain. Thereupon be receive_s a lease for 21 years, reserv-
mg 11 royalty of two and one-half per cent. upon all the gold mmed. The Jaw further requires 
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him to have labor performed annually at the rate of 100- clays' work. for every 250 X 15~ feet 
lea ed by him; and to furnish quarterly, and swear t?, a return show1_ng, among other thmgs, 
the amount of work and where performed, the quant1ty of quartz mmed, the mill to which 
it was sent, and the quantity of gold obtained from it. . . 
.Any person is liable to a heavy fine who runs a quartz m11l without a license. Before 
obtaining this license, for which there is no charge, he must give bonds with ample sureties 
for the performance of his duties as required by law. The licensed mill owner must every 
month make and swear to a return showing the quantity of quartz crushed, the mine whence 
it came, and the quantity of gold taken from it; and out of this gold he himself pays to the 
mines department the royalty reserved by law, receiving three per cent. out of that royalty 
commission for his trouble. 
It will thus be seen that every pains bas been taken to insure reliability in the statistical 
returns furnished from the Nova Scotian gold fields. A glance at thi3 outline of the leading 
provisions of the law will convince the reader that, at least, there can be no exaggeration in 
the statistical statement above set forth, or in the tables appended to this paper. Doubtless 
some gold is smuggled away from the mines without paying royalty, and consequently never 
appears in the official returns. The amount which is thus eliminated from tho auriferous 
products of the country cannot be estimated with anything approaching to accuracy. 
The following yearly abstracts of the results of gold mining operations from 18o3 to J8S7, 
inclusive, shows the progress that has been made and the aggregate product, so far as official 
returns can show them : 
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Tangier ......••. 51 } 3 3 468 17 0 15 11 ---------· 363 2 0 2 7 20 1:n 67 ilonta:ru . .••..... 37 ---- ..... 304 15 0 2 2 15 ···-···--· 649 8 23 3 10 0 324 50 ,vaverll'y ... ..... ;;. I ; 5 ·1 6, !Ji!) 14 0 12 17 .............. 4, 4!Jl 3 0 20 0 0 2!)7 80 Olrlhnm ..•.• . ..•. 4 3 1, 7.37 0 0 15 12 ---------- 1,362 15 8 103 ]4 0 188 11 ll ulrcw . ........ 42 5 3 2 750 6 0 1 3 7 ---------- 87•1 5 6 6 1 0 385 Ou Other and nnpro-
cla med di tricli'. l!J 1 1 ..... 17 0 0 6 1 38 11 3 43 13 l!J ---------- 42 54 
'TT' 12 15,316 14 , I ' I"·"' 
---
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Abstract of gold mining statistics-1865. 
SL,; "O ca r-.. r-.. -C) "'"' s § ·;;: ~ A A~N "' <ll:? ,g E .,,o· Ql) ~ s:,oO d :::i ': •,<:l 'ii ..... 1~~ t t ... 'Cm d s~ 0 .hd ~ ,g s~ ~ de ~ ,-( .s ~ Districts. ~ <t>C) sB Q)i~ >, l:,J):-12 0 ... o·~ a,~ A A . "' "' ,;; s ·;:. C r C":;! N> A s ~~~ ·- <l) ~ ... -;;}t>, <l) ..., ol ~ ~ '3 ';;i ~ §oo-> co $ ~ ~ So 0 .5 .!;S~ < .j'a OC/ ~ CJ ~ 0 8 A --
I 
---
Tons. Cwt.Lbs Oz. TJwt. Gr Oz.Dwt. Gr Oz. Dwt. Gr. Oz.Dwt.Gr 
Stormont, Isaac's 94 3 2 1 1, 122 2 0 1 15 15 ---.... --- - . 1,999 0 2 8 10 18 $394 47 
Harbor. 
,vine Harbor .... 51 4 3 1 4,363 17 0 12 2 . ........... 2,664 3 11 ]6 10 0 946 80 
Sherbrooke ...... 83 4 4 ·--- 2,637 3 0 1 3 19 . ................ 3,137 0 5 8 3 0 699 27 
Tangier ......... 50 5 2 3 68L 10 0 18 7 117 9 0 741 7 15 9 6 2L 274 00 
Ilfontagu ......... 38 1 1 ---- 675 4 0 I J2 10 -- -------- 1, 09;i 17 13 3 18 9 533 50 
V\Taverley ........ 270 5 4 1 10, 709 2 0 I 4 ll 13,102 0 21 3 13 JO 895 87 
Oldham .......... 65 5 4 1 2,409 15 0 10 7 ---------· 1,242 6 21 10 15 3 353 52 
R enfrew .. ....... 35 5 3 2 1, 114 10 0 14 17 ----···-·· 820 12 23 7 17 12 436 60 
Other and unpro· 
claimed ......•. 6 1 --- - 1 122 8 0 10 10 23 18 0 64 6 21 1 17 6 --
692 33 23 10 23,835 11 0 1 0 21 141 7 0 124,867 5 22 16 10 0 664 80 
. 
Abstract of gold mining statistics-1866. 
s '9<0 'Cl ol r-.. ~~ A ,d "' "' "':? <ll '> A ,d 5 cl C N ~~f "' Ql) ~ 'Cl O 0 d •,cl ol ..... Q) s a; s-g ]~ ,.; i 'Cl,,, d .,; 0 ·;:.cl ~ @c _£ S.9 -~~6' Districts. >, :! "'C) ~ s -B 0 1,JJOC/ 0 0 ... ~s ... lQ ~-a p. A • <l) "' .h C a, 0 C 'Cl N> p. t.o~OO ; ·-"' ! 
... 
t: ~ s ~§~ ~~ 
Q) 
~ 'Cl ] ";;i > -:;; g bl) cl 0 ell ~s~ <: QA rn ~ CJ ~ 0 8 ;g - ·- - ---, 
Tons. Cwt.Lbs Oz.Dwt.Gr Oz.Dwt.Gr Oz. Dwt. Gr. Oz.Dwt.Gr 
Stnrmont, Isaac's 34-t 3 2 I 1,956 7 0 0 10 18 -----·---- 1,055 7 13 3 0 0 $565 91 
Harbor. 
Wine Harbor .... 35 4 3 1 2,192 8 0 11 4 . ............. 1,224 13 1 87 0 0 647 27 
Sherbrooke ...... 69 4 4 ---- 2,684 1 0 1 22 0 ---------· 5,157 14 17 16 6 JG l,382 86 
Tangier ........•. 28 4 1 3 956 2 0 8 19 11 17 4 420 0 3 4 18 0 277 50 
Montagu .... ..... 26¾ 1 1 ---· 563 5 0 1 6 0 ---------- 707 1 1 3 12 0 488 95 
Waverley ........ 332 7 6 1 17,286 0 0 12 1 .................. 10,486 0 21 3 7 0 584 :n 
Oldham .......... 36 7 5 2 964 2 0 16 2 ---------- 776 12 4 6 3 19 399 6 Renfrew ......... 91 7 5 2 4,181 7 0 19 23 -------·-· 4,176 3 17 9 18 0 821 90 Un proclaimed and 
121· 1 179 10 0 17 15 other .••....... 1 ..... 24 17 ll 158 11 8 12 0 , I "J4 "' --- -
667¼ 38 27 11 30,963 2 0 15 14 36 14 15 24,162 4 13 87 0 0 669 41 
Abstract of gold mining statistics-1867 . 
s ...; 'Cl al ... 'Cl'CI ;a d "' ]~ a, <ll ,d "> ~ P< .s .8 ;,-.ol "' 0 'Cl c5~ A 3 ·.cl -ca Ql) Q) "' 'ti ... ,.; 'tl>l ci .... Ca., 
Districts. s~ ~ 
a, §e .8 s~ 0 ·;:,d § A t:o s e: a,C) 




0 0 '1l ;,.. ~--< 0 U2 CJ 0 ~ ~ < - - ---- ------
Tons. Cwt.Lbs Oz.Dwt. Gr Oz.Dwt.Gr Oz.Dwt. Gr. Oz.Dwt.Gr Isaac's Harbor ... 45 2 2 0 1,149 0 0 1 5 8 ·--------· 1,505 2 11 4 10 0 $618 73 Wine Barbor .... 33 4 3 1 1,667 0 0 8 13 ................. 764 9 9 26 13 8 428 60 Sherbrooke .. .... 99 5 5 0 5,809 0 0 1 9 8 -----·---· 8,522 8 1] ll 13 5 1,592 58 Tangier .......... 19 4 2 2 486 0 0 16 7 20 6 0 395 16 10 4 6 16 385 50 llfontagu ... ...... 19 1 1 0 2L4 0 0 1 10 0 ·--------· 417 13 21 2 9 20 406 GO ·waverley .•.•.•.. ISL 5 4 1 11,289 0 0 7 7 ·--------- 4, }3:J 18 17 1 12 18 422 63 Oldham .. ..•...•. 52 4 3 1 960 0 0 l 8 7 ---------- 1,359 12 2 4 0 20 483 88 R enfrew ......... 189 5 3 2 7,770 0 0 1 4 4 ................ 9,401 2 10 3 8 I 895 30 Uniacke ......... 30 3 3 0 l, 212 0 0 15 15 ............... 947 1 17 14 10 0 584 00 Un proclaimed and 
other di8trictB .. 9 2 1 1 117 0 0 1 3 4 28 15 15 135 0 21 2 0 O· 278 55 --- --------Total. ..•.. 676 35 27 8 30,673 0 0 17 23 49 1 15 27,583 6 9 26 13 8 765 00 
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As intimated f;)lsewhere in this paper, operations in ~ear_ch of gold in Nov.a ~c?tia have 
been prosecuted almost invariably in the vems of quartz in situ. In the (ew localities wh_ere 
alluvial mining bas been carried on th~ means emplo,yed ~ave been, as m ot~1er cou:1tnes, 
tho e of the cradle, long-tom, and slmce, but more esp~cially the latter. 1?ut even m tho 
few alluvial auriferous deposits which have y~t. been d1sc?vered free gol? 1s oz:ly found in 
small quantity. In such places the surface s01l is usually found to be profusely mterspersed 
with fragments of auriferous quartz, with boulders and pebbles of what had been its enclos-
ing rock. The processes referred to merely wash off the earthy matter frol!l1 the mixed mato-
rial, retaining the free gold an~ the fragments of_ quar~z and ~ther rocks. Fro?1 the latter 
the quartz i_s separated and subJ~cted to the sta":~mg· mi_ll. This may seem a ted10~s pr?cess, 
and it reqmres much care; but m the few localities which have favored the operation, it has 
proved very remunerative. In some instances, and generally where the situation favored 
such a 1 rocess, the whole of the surface material has been run through the stamping mill, as 
the more profitable mode of saving the gold contained in it. 
The Nova Scotian gold, as taken from the matrix, is almost singularly free from alloy, a 
fact which, in a very material degree, exempts the gold bunter there from difficulties which 
beset him in many other parts of the wO'rld . As to the mode of reducing the auriferous 
quartz, slate, &c., and extracting the gold therefrom, numerous processes have been tried. 
For pulverizing quartz the first apparatus employed- -not considering the rude and tempo-
rary appliances hurriedly improvised on the first discovery of gold- was the stamping· mill , 
Since then, and more especially during the first two or three years of Nova Scotia's gold-
mining history, numerous other contrivar.ces, involving some variety of mechanical princi-
ples, have been tried. We have had improved specimens of the rude arrastra, the Chilian 
mill, the revolving pan and sphere, the '' dry process" of pulverizing quartz by passing it 
through a rapidly revolving cylinuer, and various combinations and varieties of these. Some 
proce ses which I have not bad opportunities of inspecting have also been employed for a 
time. But all others have, as yet, been, by practical men, sooner or later discarded in favor 
of the old stamping mill. 
In the appliances used for amalgamation there has been alm1st as great a variety, but a 
pretty nearly uniform process bas eventually been adopted. Quicksilver is deposited in 
quantity in the stamper-boxes. As a thin stream of water runs continually into each stamper-
box while the mill is in operation, the finer and lighter particles of the triturated gangue are 
being constantly washed out, through a wire gauze or finely perforated plate, upon a sloping 
table, the siues of which converge, and, at its lower end, conduct t<, a succession of sluice-
boxes which form a gradual descent. The bottom and sides of this table and these sluice• 
b~xes are covered with copper plates. In some mills, instead of sluice-boxes, there are pro-
vided shaking tables, tbo superior advantages of which yet remain, I think, to be proved. 
By thi mode a greatly preponderating portion of the gold freed from its matrix never leaves 
the stamper-box, but amalgamates and remains there with the quicksilver. The partiqles of 
both metals, thrown out by the mechanical action of the machinery and the current of water, 
are caught upon tho copper plates, over which, for a time, they are carried. 
Th>S is the m_ode of treatment which, thus far, bas met with the most general approval. 
It is of not unfrequent occurrence tlat when a new comer from abroad enters a mining dis-
trict l1e regards somewbat scornfully the simple processes I have briefly sket1.:hed; but it 
~vari£_Lbly happens that, ~fter indulging in some-frequently ve:ry cxpensive-experim~nts 
m settmg up the latest improvements," be falls back into the old mode, or some very slight 
modification of it. That all the gold is savc<l by this treatment is more than any person 
would be justiued in saying. For about the first year of gold mining in Nova Scotia most 
mills ha<l in connection with them kilns for roasting the quartz .before it was subjected to the 
stamps. ~t wa discovered, however, or supposed to be, that no profit was made by this, 
an<l that, m<lced, the balance, if any, was on the other side of the account. 
It is certain ~h1:1.t in most auriferous quartz veins mispickel (arsenical pyrites) is found, in 
~ome of them ~n large and num~rous masses. It may be safely averred that all of this is 
impregnated with go!~; and, owmg to the difficulty, if not impossibility, of amalgamating 
any ~onsi<lerablo P?rt10n of the gol<l so associated by the simple process above described. a 
cons1dcra_ble qua?t1ty m?st be lost. L~t~erly some proprietors of mines have carefully sep• 
~rated, this arsemcal _pyrites from tb_e ta1lmgs of their quartz mills, barrelle<l it up, and sent 
1t to Euro~c, where 1t bas been ubJected to chemical treatment and bas yielded, I have been 
led to behev , a good profit to tho owner. I am not aware that a like treatment bas yet 
come into u ·e in ova 'cotia. 
I ~u there O?se~e that ~ho sodiu~ ama~gam. of comparatively recent discovery, where 
c.·pcnmcnted with m the mmc~ of this prow.nee, has produced bi"'hly gratifyino- results an<l 
is ra<lually ·r ping into gcnerel use. "' 0 ' 
F .11_.:r.:: OTllER '.fIIAX 'OLD.-In treating of the mineral resources of Nova Scotia other 
than uunterous d_er;o ·1t , and _more ~speci~lly of its coal fields, I find myself even more at a 
lo s t_o. p al <l •fimtely than m deallllf_;' with its gold mines. This difficulty is owing to tho 
Y ry 1r:np rfcct ch~ract •r ?f the g _olog1~al aucl minernlogical explorations that have yet taken 
a·· 11 the pro\'mcc. 1. o .·plam this, again, I must be his torical to the extent of a few 
n• nee . 
lt 1 ~·JG, t '·I.:ch ti1 .e little or nothing was known of the geology o.nd mineralogy of the 
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country, all tb~ minerals reserved to the crown in granted lands and all those in crown 1ands 
were granted by George IV to his brother, tho late Duke t0f Yo,)r, for a ter:n of 60 yea:-s. 
This grant virtually transferred nearly all the mineral products of Nova Scot:a. The prop-
erty Urns conveyed to the Duke of York eventually came into the han~s of the "Genera_l 
Minin6 Association," a powerful English company. ·while the whole mmeral resources of 
th~ country were thus locked up by a monopoly, little or no disposition was shown, either by 
the provincial government or private indiyiduals, to ascertain what tbe extent of those 
resources was. At length, after years of irritation, probably on both sides, and ~ome not 
very successful efforts on the part of the Nova Scotians to possess themselves of a share of 
the mineral wealth of their own country, an arrangEl,Ulent was effected between tbe proviu-
cial government and the General Mining Association in August, 1857, ·which was confirmed 
by the Nova Scotian legislature early in the ensuing year, and went immediately into effeot. 
According to this arrangemeut the associatjon were allowed to retain, with some ameliora-
tions in the terms of their lease, all the coal seams contained in about 75 square miles, com-
prising the mines already opened and worked by them at Sydney, Point A~oni, Lingan, 
and Bridgport, in Cape Breton, the Albion mines 4n Pictou, and Springhill and T he Joggins 
in Cumberland. The association,• on their part, relinquished all claim wlHttsoever to the 
mines and minerals throughout the remain.der of the province. Almost immeditttely upon 
the conclusion of this arrangement there commenced an activity previously unknown in Nova 
Scotia in exploring for minerals, and more r.specially for coal, outside of the tracts still 
retained by the General Mining Association. Years must yet elapse before the results of this 
still actively continued exploration can enable us to form anythiNg like a close approxima• 
tion to an estimate of the area of Nova Scotia which is underlaid by available coal seams, 
or of the aggregate quantity of coal which may be extracted from those coal beds and put in 
the market. I shall, however, give a brief outline of what seem to be the possibilities of the 
country in this respect, · 
. It has already been stated above that of the 18,600 square miles, of the total area of the 
province of Nova Scotia about 10,000 sq11are miles belong to tbe geological formation through-
out which auriferous deposits are found. L et us deduct from the remaining surfa,ce of the -
province that portion which belongs to the new red sandstone formation, associated with trap 
rock. This is represented by a narrow strip of land varying fro,m two to five miles ~n width, 
extending along the south shore of the Bay of Fundy, from Brier isl~nd to SJape Blouridon, 
and also some islands and isolated ·headlands on both sides of Min.as basin and Cobequid 
bay. All the remainder of Nova Scotia belongs to the carboniferous formation. The pro-
ductive coal measures of this formation naturally divide themselves into the following inde-
pendent coal fields : 
The North Hants and South Colchester coal basin presents no good, natural cross section, 
although it is bisected in nearly equal halves by the Shubenacadie river. Th in seams of 
coal have been discovered at several points near the margin of this basin, but no mines have 
been opened, and its value as a productive coal field yet remains to be proved. 
The North Coldwster field comprises a narrow strip between the Cobequid Hills, on the one 
side, and the shores of Minas basi~ and Cobequid bay on the other, and extendino- from the 
vicinity of Parrsborough to the confines of Picton county. Coal has been minecl'"to a small 
extent, but, although several seams have been discovered, they are so thin that to work tltem 
to any extent, in the present s_tate of the coal and labor markets, would not prove remunerative. 
The Cumberland coal field 1s much more extensive . At the western confines of this district, 
at a_ place called The J oggi~s, the shore of Chiegnecto bay affords a remarkably fine cross 
section of the whole forwat10n. Herc may be observed upwards of 70 coal seams, compris-
ing an aggregate thickness of over 40 feet. The more important workable seams, taken in 
descending order, are of the respective thicknesses of five feet one foot nine inches two feet 
nine inches, five feet, four feet, and five feet, being six in ~11. Two of these s~ams are 
worked on the Joggins shore by the General Minino- Association who there hold four square 
mi~es of mining terrii.?ry. From th:·ee !o four mil~s eas_t of the
1
Joggins mine are the Vic-
toria and _Lawrence mmes, on oppo:,1te sides of the DA,ngable river Rebut. Further east, 
and frontmg npon the navigable Macan river, is the Macan mine. On the east side of the 
. same river ,and lying contiguous to_ each oth~r are the mines of. the Chieg-necto, ,the St. 
G~or_ge, and the N~w York and A?adia compames. All of these mrnes have been opened 
w1thm a comparatively recent penod, and all are supposed to be worked upon some of the 
same _seams which_ exhibit themselves upon the J oggins shore, although none of them con-
form rn every particular to any of the beds found at the latter pla<.:e. 
Near Northumberland strait, the extreme eastern shore of Cumberland, some coal seams 
have been discovered which are supposed to be the equivalents of those seen at The J oggins 
but none of workable thickness have there been exposed as yet, · ' 
At a place called Spring Hill, in the interio..· of this county, and near the northern base of 
the Cobequid Hills, about 20 miles southeast of The .Joggins, the General Mining Association 
possess a tract of four square miles. A seam of excellent coal, 12 feet in thickness has 
here been found, but no proper mine bas yet been opened. The explorations made of late · 
years by other lessees, outside of the association's tract, seem to indicate that there are sev-
eral available coal seams in this -vicinity; btit the partial nature of those explorations and it 
very considerable degree of disiurbance of the strata, which is a characteristic of the district 
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and a serious difficulty to the explorer, precludes our for!lling anything but a vague estimate 
of either the number or extent of its coal beds. 
The Pictou coal basin lies about the centre cf the county of the same name. Considering 
how comparatively limited is its horizontal extent, it comprises an enormous aggregate thick-
ness of coal beds. The most important seams of good coal known, as yet, in this district 
are of the respective th:cknesses of 38, 22, 6, 11½, 1 ½ (" oil coal,") 19, and 13 feet. In the 
centre of this district the General Mining Association have an area of four square miles, ~bd 
at their colliery, known as the Albion mines, have carried on operations for many years. 
Surrounding this colliery on every side are ?thcrs which have !)Ut recently been op~ned. 
Judging from its development thus far, ihe horizontal area underlaid by the above-ment10ned 
seams, including what is believed to be an eastern extension of the Albion mines coal meas-
ures to Merigonish harbor, may be roughly estima!ed at not less than 30 square miles. Upon. 
tlris space there are eight collieries now in operation, and preparations are being made for 
opening several others. _ 
· The A ntiaonish coal field comprises a small portion of the northeastern coast of the county 
of that nam"e. Some small coal fields have been found in the vicinity of Pomquet harbor, 
and in consequence of this, explorations are being prospe~ted with the sanguine hope of dis-
covering one that can be worked with profit. . 
The productive measures of the Inverness coal field seem to be confined, for the most part, 
to a narrow band of country near the coast. A mine bas recently been opened at Port Hood 
upon a seam of good coal, averaging six feet in thickness. Other coal seams, varying from 
three to seven feet in thickness, are found along the <'.oast at Mabon, Broad Cove, and Chim-
ney Corner. .Although showing no extensive deposit on the shore, these beds, like the one 
being worked at Port H,ooc!, dip seaward and are probably the outcrops of an extensive coal 
field under the waters of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. In the southern part of this county, 
along the river Inhabitants, coal has been found in several places, and there are promising 
indications of a valuable deposit of that mineral, but, owing to the comparative remoteness 
of the place from navigaole water and the existence of so much coal el sew here in the province• 
in more favored situations, little exploration has been made in this locality. 
This River Inhabitants district may more poperly be considered a northern extension 
of the Richmond coal field, which comprises, along with the tract just i.ientioned, all the 
western and middle portion of Richmond county. Here, all along the north side of Lennox 
>.Passage, from St. Peters west to the Strait of Canso, good in~1ications of coal are found, 
altbo~gh the stratification is, in places, very much disturbed. At Seacoal bay, in the south-
western part of the county, a mine bas been opened upon a bed of coal and bituminous 
shale, nearly 12 feet in thickness, and of which four feet only are worked as a coal seam. 
'The dip is here nearly vertical. 
The Richmond mine is four miles.,inland, and northward of the last mentioned. H~re two 
seams of three and four feet respectively are being worked. Their dip, as at Seacoal bay, is 
nearly vertical. · 
Victoria county bas also its special coal field, isolated from any that have yet been, or will 
hereafter be described. Coal has been discovned on the north side of St. Patrick's channel, 
in the vicinit-:Y of the Wagamatkook and Baddeck rivers; but no mine has yet been opened, 
nor- have explorations been there prosecuted to any extent. 
The last, and in all probability most extensive and most important coal field which I shall 
have to describe, is that of Cape Bretou. It extends along the eastern coast from Cape 
Dauphin, near the southeastern extremity of Victoria county to ~n unknown point nnder the 
waters of Mira bay, off South Head or Point Gage, a distance of about 40 miles. Along 
this whole coast band, tb_e pro~uctive coal measures are found extending inland for a dis· 
tance of from seven to nme miles. The contained coal beds dip northeastward, thus indi-
cating the more than probable existence of an immense body of coal beneath the sea. 
Notwithstanding. t~e ~xplor3:tions which have been prosecuted with spirit and diligence for 
some years past, it 1s 1mpo 1ble as yet to state with confidence the number of coal seams of 
sufficient dimensions to be prQfita.bly worked in this fine district. I may state that not less 
than 20 of these ~earns have been ope1:1ed and worked, and that these opened seams comprise ~ 
an aggregate thickness of ov_er 100 feet of superior coal. The whole district of these pro· 
ductive _me~su!· s cov_ers a ho3:~or_ital area of fr~m 250 to 300 square miles. All that portion 
of the d1stqct 1mmed1ately acljornmg the coast 1s under lease, and there are 16 collieries here 
in o eration. These are all of recent origin, except those of the General MininO' Association 
~t orth 'idney, Lingao, and Brid_gport. Here i~ t):ie largest tract retained by this associa-
tion. It covers all tbet.!and extendmg along the hne of coast from the north side of Boular-
d rie island ~o a point about~ m_ile ~outh ofBridgport basin, and comprises over 60 quare miles. 
A cro s ectJ?n of the a soc1at1on s g_round, on t~e north side of Sidney harbor above, shows 
no le. than ,34 seam of coal; but ot the. e only four have yet been worked. I may observe 
that all the coal yet found in ova cotia is soft bituminous coal. 
In our. pr~ ent tit; very lill!ited ~now ledge of ~he real extent of the productive coal 
m ur s m ~va cot1a and theu ava1labl~ co1:1tents m coal, any estimates of either the one 
or th her m1~ht b ·o remo_te ~n approx1maLJon to the truth as to be of very little practi-
~ valu . It an onlr b aid, m g neral terms, that the circumstances of that Province 
int to an normous future d velopment of that branch of mining. · 
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The following figures showing the total amount of coal raised imd shi_pped . in No~-u. Sc~t)a, 
in tons and hundred weio-hts from 1827 to 1867, inclusive, w.ill cxh1b1t 'the progiess of its 
trade in this particular : 
0 
Years. Tons. I Cwt. 
-----'·---------r------l~------------1-----,-~ 
Years. Tons. Cwt. 
1827 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . 11, 491 1848 ......................... - 170. 518 
1828 . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 10, 429 17 1849 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . 158, 933 ,_o 
1829 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20, 252 12 18!50 ......................... - lti3, 728 8 
1830 .... .. . . . . . .• . . .. . .. . . •. . .. . 25,240 6 1851 . .. . . . . • . . . .. . . . . . . . ... . . . 139, 97G 1;, 
1831 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . 34, 424 8 1852 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 171, 8:31 18 
1832 . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . 46, 585 6 1853 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 19G, 135 17 
1833 .................•.•.... _... 59,497 4 ]854 .•........ .'........ . ...... 213, 250 16 
1834 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • . 46, 677 12 1855 .... , .. ·_ ............... - . . 216, 338 3 
1835 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • • . 51, 813 5 1856 ... . ...... . ..... . . - . . . . . . . 231, 934 7 
1836 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l~g: ;~~ 1~ m~ •:::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~~6: ~~i 17 
i~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 97,938 14 18!59 ... .. ···················· 267,496 
1839 .............. ~- . . . • . . . . • . . . 133, 928 11 1860 ........ .. ......•... . ... - . 304, 129 
1840 .. . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98, 2G7 17 1861 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 334, 545 
ie41 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 136, 110 9 1;,62 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 393, 631 
1842 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . 119, 478 12 1863 . ..... .... ............. . . - 4:34, 425 
1843 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 97, 200 12 1864 (9 months) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 406, 699 
1844 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 99, 9!-l3 14 1865 . - • · - - · - - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · igi', ~~~ 
1845 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137, 908 13 1866 .......... - • - ..• - - - - - - - - - -
1846 ········· · ···•·············· 134,393 12 · 1867 ·············-············ 542,127 






The slight falling off during the last two years is to be attributed to the abrogation of the 
"reciprocity treaty" between the Provinces and the United Stat~s. . 
The law of Nova Scotia relative to coal mines, as well as to all other mmes other than 
gold, may be briefly summed up thu~: The first s~ep to be taken by the party intending to invest 
is to apply to the department of mmes for a '' hcense to search" upon whatever ground he 
may have selected for that purpose. The application must be accompanied by a payment 
of $20, and the filing of a bond to make good any damage done to private lands, and the 
license is not to cover more than five square miles, and it holds good for one year. At the 
expiration of this license, the holder thereof may, out of the ground covered by it, select one 
square mile; this area to be enlarged under certain special circumstances, over which, upon 
the payment of $50, he can obtain a '' license to work," which holds.good for two years. If, 
during this penod, he shall have commenced "effective mining operations,'' he is entitled 
to receive a lear:;e, terminable in 1886, but renewable . On such leases there is reserved a 
royalty of JO cents on every ton of 2,240 pounds of coal ; eight cents on every ton of iron, 
and five per cent. on all other minerals except gold, the royalty upon which has already been 
stated. 
I may here add a few remarks as to the presence in Nova Scotia of the other more important 
reserved minerals. Copper has been found at several localities. Mining operations have 
been carried on for some years past in a bed of cupriferous clay, containing nodules of 
copper, in the carboniferous forma.tions, at Tatamagouche, Colchester county. As this 
happens to be a place where the minerals have been granted with the soil, I have no reliable 
means of knowing what degree of success has attended the venture. What were considl,\red 
promising indications wern found a few years si nce, at Cheticamp, Inverness, and a Copper 
Mining Company commenced work there ; but thei.;: operations have not yet proved success-
ful. This mineral is also found in thin veins and det.acheLl masses, in the form of native 
copper and of the gray sulphuret, green carbonate, and oxide of that metal, at numerous 
points in the trap rock, on the shores of the bay of Fnndy. At some localities in the vicinity 
of Polson's lake and the head waters of Salmon river, 011 the confines of Antigonish and 
Guysborough counties, there are to be found large and numerous masses· of copper ore, 
yielding from 5 to :20 per cent. of metal; but no real lode has yet been discovered. 
At Gay's river, near the northern b_ounds of Hali fax county, the boulders of lower carbon· 
iferous rock scattered through the surface soil over a tract of country considerable as to 
extent, as well as the soil itself, are profusely interspersed with galena, seeming to indicate 
the vicinity of an important lo<le of that :mineral. Washed samples of this ore .afforded 17-~ 
per cent. of lead, and this lead gave 11¼ ounces per ton of silver. 
The only other useful mineral known to exist in quantity in Nova Scotia, of which mention 
need be made, is iron . On this hE)ad I will make some extracts from a work by the writer 
of this paper, entitled" Nova Scotia considered as a field for emigrat.ion," published in 
1858 : 
The most western deposit of any extent yet discovered occm·s at Clements, on the south side of .Annapolis 
basin. The outcrop of the vein may be traced on the surface for the distance of a mile, with an average 
thickness of niue feet six inches. The ore consists of scales of specular iron, firmly cementell together ancl 
mixed wi~h sil.i~ious and calcru'eous matter, ~nd it has beo!1 in _PUTt_ co~v01"1:od by beat into m'.1gnctic iron 
orcr. It yields frollil 33 to 40 per cent. of cast ll'On, the quality of which 1s said to be ,ery super10r. '' '' * 
• * * A bed of iron ore occUl's at Nictau, also in the county of A.nnapoli~, anll is similar to that found 
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nt Clements. Thero arc several parallel veins at this place, vary_ing from 4 to 10 feot_i_n thicl~css. Six of th_ese 
eaY0 been ex~mincd and a~curatoly dofi~etl, and tho ~re contams 5f 3 per cent. ;>f iron of exc,,ellent quality; 
Tho next great deposit of iron ore which we will mer:tion is found.on t~~ southern slope of tho Cobequitl 
bill~. This deposit, considering its extent and_ ~hG van~ty ancl qu!J.hty of its ores, may be _pronounc_ed the 
most important in tho ProYillco. Tha~ part of 1t to "'.hich attention has been mo~'e part!oularly ~1reotcd 
lies between tho Debert river antl a pomt some two miles westward of tho Great Village river, a distance, 
in nil of about 10 miles. Between these points tho vein extends nearly east and west, and at a distance· of 
from' five to ci'•ht miles from the shore of Cobequicl bay. It consists of a veinstone of the species of ore 
called ankerite~ associated with spathose iron, surrounding ancl including a number of other varieties of ore. 
* * ']The whole ~·eill is of very irreg·ular "llidth. At one spot on the bank of the Great Village river it is 
120 feet wide, whilst at another, not far from the most eastern point to which the vein has been traced, it 
attains a breadth of over 500 feet. Its breadth is unequal at vaTious intermediate points where measure-
ments ha,e been made. The length of this vein is not yet ascertained ; its continuation may be seen near 
Five islan'ds, 20 miles westward of Great Village river, so that the vein is known to extend a distance of 
about 30 miles in length. It is not at all improbable that upon continued examination it will be found to 
extend along· the whole length of thc'Cobequicl range of hills. " * ,.. The iron made from these ores is 
. found to be equal to any in the world in the re.re properties requisite for making good steel. " * * 
A .ery extensive deposit of iron ore, of a description similar to that of Nictau, is founcl at East river, 
Picton, and ,rithin 10 miles clist.ance of the Albion coal mines on that river. The vein at this place is 16 
feet in tbickne ·s. The situation of this doposit, like that of the Cobequicl hills, affords every facility for the 
profitable manufacture of iron. • · • 
Iron ore, in the forms of red ochre, reel hematite, and brown hematite, is found on tlle Shubenacadie near 
its mouth. It has also been found in small quantities in several other places, affording good reason to believe 
that farther extcnsirn deposits of that valuable mineral will be discovered upon a morg general research into 
the :s:Jiueral wealth of Noya Scotia. 
Recent explorations have fully verified this prediction; yet Londonderry, on the southern 
flank of the Cobequids, is the only place in the p~ovince where an iron mine is worked. At 
this place, known as the" Acadian mines," blast furnaces were erected about 17 years since, 
and the manufacture of charcoal iron has continued ever since. 
I will only add in conclusion that by far the largest proportion of the surface of Nova Scotia, 
taken as a whole, is yet an unexplored territory, and ~hat this remark applies especially to 
t.he large area of metamorppic rock, in the explored portions of which gold and iron are found 
in such abundance and under such favoring circum~tances. From what has already peen 
discovered it is only reasonable to believe that the count.ry abounds to an almost singular 
degree in mineral wealth. 
I have the honor to be your obedient servant, 
PIERCE S. HAMILTON. 
J. W. TAYLOR, Esq., Washington. 
SECTION V. 
Comparative statement ef rates c!f duty on imports between the United States 
and Victoria, Australia. 
• 
Articles. 
Beer, ale, porter, &c., in bottles ..... 
casks .••... 
Butter ...........•......•••..•••.. 
~f;~~ : :~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
off e •••••.....•..•.••........•.. 
"1ocoa .......•.................... 
Chocolat ..........•............. 
Candle , aclamantine ............•.. 
,vax ..................... . 
, 11 other kind ...••....••. 
be s ..................••........ 
'c:,nfection<'ry, value above 30 cent 
p ·r pound. 
D or ...••.........•.•.•••...•.•.. 
l mi , dri 1. .....•..•••.•........ _ 
pr . crved .......•..•....... 
TI m ............ ··;····· ....... . 
·;~.;i. ~; tl.; ~;~i~~ili::::: : : : : : : 
Rates of duty . 
United States. 
35 cents per gallon .........•..•. 
20 cents per gallon .........•.... 
4 cents per pound .••••.....••••. 
2 cents per pound ..... -~ ....••.. 
$3 per pound .....•.....•..•.••. 
5 cents per pound .•..•.......... 
cents per pound .••.•.......... 
6 cents per pound .............. . 
5 cents per pound ......•••...... 
cents per pound .............. . 
2½ rents per pound .......•••.... 
4 cents per pouncl. ......•..•.•.. 
50 per cent. ..•....•.•.......... 
35 per cent. •..... • ......... · •• _ .. 
JO per cent. ................... . 
30 per cent. ...•................. 
2 cent per pound ....•.....••... 
2 cent per pound ......•........ 
30 per cent ...••....••....•.•... 
Victoria. 
12 cts per gallon. 
Do. 
2 cts per pound. 
Do. 
$ l 20 per p·ound. 
4 cts per pound. 
Do. 
Do. 





24 cents each. 
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Comparati·ve statement of rates of duty on imports, 4'c.-Oontinued. 
Rates of duty. 
Articles. 
United States. 
Nuts._.,~--····-· •••. ··-·····--·· 2 cents per pound ....•..•••.•... 
Meats and fish, prepared ..••••.•• · ••. 
Soap, toilet and shaving ........•.•.. 
not otherwise provided for ..•.. 
Starch...... . ..••••...• - •...•••... 
Sweetmeats •••....•.•••.••••••••.. 
Wheat .••••..•.•••..•...•••••.••••• 
Rye and barley ...••...•••.••...•.. 
Indian corn, maize, and oats .•..•... 
Hops·-·~---··········~··· •••.••.. 
J\1al t ...••........•• -- . -• • · ·- • • · • · · 
Oil, illuminating ....••..••••..••••. 
petroleum or rock .••...••••••.. 
crude coal .• .......•...•....... 
linseed, flaxseed,~hempseed, and 
rapeseed. 
neatsfoot, whale, &c. • • • • • . .... 
croton .•... __ • _ ........•••... _ 
olive, salad, and castor .....•••. 
cloves .................. ---- ... . 
cognac .•• - •. ..•.• -....•• - ..•••. 
anise .. ·- .. - .... -••••. - - - .•... 
almonds----· .... ____ •.•.••.. 
amber, crude . .. -- • - .••••... _ ••. 
rectified ...•....•.•.•.•. 
bay leaves .......••..•••...... 
bergamot anu cassia ......•..••. 
caraway, citronella, fenne'l, lem-
30 per cent. ___ ........•••. - .... 
10 cents per lb. and 25 per cent .. 
l cent per pound and 30 per cent . 
3 cents per pound and 20 per cent. 
40 per cent .........••.......... 
20 cents per bushel. ....•.•.... .. 
15 cents per bushel. •.•......••.. 
10 cents per bushel. •••.......... 
5 cents per pound .............. . 
20 per ceat. ..........••........ 
40 cents per gallon .••.... -~. ___ . 
20 cents per gallon ..••••........ 
15 cents per gallon .••........... 
23 cents per gallon ....•.....•... 
20 per cent ....•.............• _. 
$1 per pound _ .....••........... 
$ l per gallon ......•... _ .•....•. 
$2 per pound. . __ ....•......... _ 
$4 p~r ounce .. _ ~ _ ...••... _ ..... 
50 cents per pound_ .... _ ..•. __ .. 
$1 50 per pound ..••... ___ .. __ . _ 
10 cents per pound .•.......... _. 
20 cents per pound ......•. _ .... . 
•$17 50 per pound ..•••...•.. .: .. . 
$ l per pound. . . _ ... _ . __ ....... . 
50 cents per pound .••••....... _. 
on, and orange. 
fruit. • . . . . ... . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • . $2 per pound . _ .... _ ....... ____ . 
cinnamon . . . • . . . • • . • . . • • . . • . • . $2 50 per pound .•.•. _ .•. •·. ___ _ 
cubebs .•.••...•••.•.•••••.•.•• $1 pei-pound .....••....•..... .. 
juniper .•.•....••.. - . . • • . . • • . . . 25 cents per pound _ .••• __ ... ___ . 
thyme ..••........• - •.•..••. •. 30 cents per pound_ ••........... 
roses . •.. . . . • • . • . . • • • • . . . . . • . . $ L 50 per ounce . __ .. _ ..• .. .,. .•.. 
valerian . . . • • . _ ........ _ ..•.. _ $ l 50 per pound _. ___ ..• : _ . _ ..•. 
not otherwise provided for . • • • • . 50 per cen~ ___ . _ ..•• _. ___ •.. _. _. 
Opium. - - - - - - -.. - - . . . • . . . . . • . • • . . . i2 50 per po-und ...••.. _ .••. ___ _ 
. for smoking .•.....•• _ ... _.. 100 per cent .... _ ....• _. _ .. __ . _. 
Rice.... . . . . • . . • • • . . . . • . • • • • . • . . . . 2½ cents per pound ...•. ___ .... _. 
Salt . - . - . --- •.....•...••••.•... ·••.. 18 and 24 cents per cwt ...... _. _. 
beef and pork...... • • • • • . . • • • • . 1 cent per pound ___ ...•......... 
mackerel. . • • • . . • . • • • • • . • . . • • • . $2 per barrel .. _ ••. _ .• _ • _ . _ .... . 
salmon .... - -• . . • . . • . • • . . . . . • . $3 per barrel _ . _ •••.. _ ........ _. 
fish, all other kinds in barrels . . . $1 50 per barrel .. .••.... _ ..... . 
Sn?~----··._. ..••......••••..••••. 50 cents per Round ............. . 
Sp)nts ~nd wmes ..•••.•••••.•••••. 20 cents to $2 50 per _gallon._ ... . 
Wrnes m pottles. - . . . . . . . •. . . .•• ••. $3 to $6 per dozen ____ ... _ ..... . 
Cologne and other perfumery ••...•.. · $~ per gallon and 50 per cent. ... . 
Sugar - - •... - . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 3 to 5 cents per pound ...... __ ._. 
Molasses, sirup of sugar cane.... . . . . 2½ ce11ts per pound .. _ •... ___ . _ . . 
Victoria. 
Not including co-
coa, 2 cts per lb. 





18 cts per cwt. 
Do. 
Do. 
4 cts ·per pound. 
12 cts per bushel. 
























$2 40 per pound. 
Th,. 
48 ct,<; per cwt. 
$4 80 per ton. 




48 cts per pqund. 
$2 40 per gallon. 
72 cts per gallon. 
Do. 
72 cts per cwt. 
Do. 
Tea. - - •• - . - ...... - . . . . . • . . . . • • • • . 25 cents per pound .... : .. _. ____ . 
Tobacco, manufactured. . • • • • . . • • • • • ·50 cents per pound._ •........... 
unmanufactured ... _ . • • • . . 35 cents per pound .....•.... __ .. 
Vegetables . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • . 10 per cent ..•..... _ . __ .. _ .. ___ . 
Varnish..... . . . . • . . . . • • •• • .• • . • • . . 50 cts pr gal. and 20 and 25 pr cent . 
Vinegar . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . • . . • • • . . 10 cents per gallon .....••••..... 
Woo<l, manufactured . .' ••••. ~· •... 20 per cent ••••.••••••..••••.•.. 
6 cts per pound. 
48 cts per pound. 
24 c_ts per pound. 
2 cts per pound. 
48 cts per gallon. 
12 cts per gallon. 
Window sashes-, 
24 cts per pair. 
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Comparative statement of rates ef duty on imports, ')'C,-Oontinued. 
A~ticles. 
1 Articles of gold: ........ - - - - .• - •.• -
silver and platina ....... . 
Apparel and slops made up wholly or 
in part of silk. 
Apparnl, &c., made up wholly or in 
part of wool. 
J.pparel. &c., made up wholly or in 
part of linen. 
Boots and shoes __ ...•....•••••.... 
Rrushes ...•......• - .............. . 
Building materials, boards, planks. 
staves, scantlings, hewn and saweu 
timber, &c. 
Carpeting, value $1 25 and under ..• _ 
• over $L 25 .••••••.. 
various kinds ....•....... 
Oilcloths .•. ___ .• _ ..• _ .•... _ .. ____ _ 
Carriages .. ______ . ___ • _ . _ . _____ ... · 
Copperware, brassware, and tinware _ 
Cordage __ .. __ . _ . ___ ..... ____ ... _. 
China and porcelain. ___ .•. _ ...••••. 
Earthenware ... _ .. __ ...•..•• '" •.. _. 
J<~urniture, household ... __ .•.• _. _ ... 
Furs ...•.. ···-·· .. : ........... -·-· 
Glass ..•.•. _ .. _ .•............ _ .. __ 
Glassware ....... _ . __ . _ ... ___ .••••. 
Gloves .......... ___ .... _ ......... . 
Glue ...•... ____ ... _ ... __ ._. __ .•.•. 
Hats, caps, and bonnets ... __ .... _ .. 
Hosiery ...... . ____ ............... . 
Jewelry ....... __ ............. ___ •. 
Lead, sheet, pipe, &c .......... _. __ 
Leatherware .. _ ... _ ... ~ ..... _. _. _. 
Marble, manufactmes of. ......... _. 
• white statuary, &c ........ . 
Matches ...............• - ........ . 
Metal, manufactures of .......... _ .. 
Millinery, not otherwise provided for. 
Musical instruments ... - ......•..... 
Tapioca and spices ..... ........••.. 
Sago .. ...........•..•... _._ ... ____ . 
Arrowroot. ____ ._._ .........•..... _ 
~fE&:;·: _._._._._._._:::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~ 
l'lated metal ..................... . 
· addles and harness .•••.........•.. 
Tarpaulins ....... ·- .. - ... - - - •..... 
Japanned war -----· .... ---- ..... . 
·w uoden and other toys ..... ..... __ . 
\\' a cbes ....•........ - • - ......... . 
'1oc:k .••••..••.•• ·----- •••• ·----· 
\Yi.low and wooden ·ware ......... _. 
\\'oullcn blank ts ...........•...•.. 
"' oc lien ba"'s __ .....••.•.......• _ •. 
And1or: ......................... . 
Animal ancl birds._ ... _ ..... __ . _ .. . 
Hool . ___ . _ . _ . _ . _____ . _____ . ___ . _ 
JM.t 
i1;i; : : : : : : : ~ ~:::::::::::::: 
D ggage, pf:r onal .. _ ... _ . _ •. _ . ___ . 
Rates of duty. 
United States. · Victoria. 
40 per cent ..••••. ···-·- •• • • • .• . $1 92 pr oz. troy. 
40 per rent._ ••...•••••.. _. __ •. . . 24 cts pr oz. troy. , 
50 and 60 per cent . • • •• . • . • . • • . . 10 per cent ..... 
24 cents per lb. and 40 per cent .. 
35 and 40 per cent . ·- ••..••••• _. 
30 per cent. ••••••.••••..•••.... 
40 per cent ... _-..•.....•....••.. 
20 per cent .•.....•••..••••••. ~-
70 cents per square yard. __ .. _ . .. 
80 cents per square yard .....•... 
35 to 50 per cent .••••...••...... 
30 to 40 per cent ..••• · ...•••. • .... 
35 per cent.--~······-··-· .•••.. 
35 and 40 per cent .. · .•.....• __ .. 
2-½ and 3 cents per pound _ ••..•.. 
50 per cent ...••....••.•.•...•. _ 
~~ ~:~ ~:~; :-: : : : : : : : : : : : ~ : : : : : : : 
10 to 20 per cent .. ____ ......... . 
¾ to 60 cents per square foot .... . 
35 to 40 per cent ..• ___ .•••..•... 
50 per cent . .:o. _ .•.••••••••••• _ •. 
20 per cent ...•••..••••.••• __ .. _ 
:~5 to 60 per cent .•.•.. __ .•...••. 
20 cents per lb. and 30 per cent .. _ 
25 per cent ........•.••.......•. 
2¾ cents per pound ..••..•..••.•. 
35 to 50 per cent._ •••...•••... -~ 
f>O per cent ...........•....... -• 
$1 per cubic foo~ and 20 per cent . 
35 per cent ............... _ .•... 
35 per cent. ..•••...•.•...•...... 
35 per cent. ___ .. _ ..... _ ....... . 
3CT per cent .•..•. _ .••. _. _ ....•.. 
20 per cent ..........•.•... _ ..•. 
1-½ cents per pound .. _ ......•••.. 
30 per cent ....... _ ••...••....• _ 
18 cents per pound .•......•..... 
50 per cent. ..••...•••.•.... _ ... 
35 per cent .••••.... _ .•. _ ..••... 
35 per cent ....•..• _ ..•...•...•. 
20 per cent ................•••.. 
40 per cent. ___ • _ ..........•.••. 
50 per cent . _ •• _ .. _. ___ .. ___ .... 
25 per cent _ .•• _ ..• _ .. __ •• _ ..•.. 
35 per cent .•.•... ···-·· .... ___ _ 
35 per cent ....•..... _ . _ .•. _ . _. _ 
24 cents per lb. and 40 per cent ... 
24 cent per lb. and 40 per cent. .. 
~¼ c nts per pound .. _. _ .....•••. 
Exempt. ...••....••........ - - - . 
25 p r cent .. .. __ ..•....•.... __ . 
15 ·ents per pound._ •••....•.••. 
l cent per pound .. _._. __ ......•. 
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Comparative statement qf rates qf duty on imports, ~c.-Continued. 
Articles. 
Chain cables .........•.....••.••.. 
Coal, bitumNJous ..........•..•••• - . 
all other kinds ..•..•....••••. 
Coke ...•...............•.•....... 
Coins and bullion .......•....... - - •. 
Copper ore ....................... . 
when imported for U. S. mint. 
Cotton, in the piece ............... . 
raw .................•.•... 
Fish, fresh ......•...•...•••..• - - .. 
Flax .......................•...... 
Guano and other manures .....•.•.. 
Hatter's plush ....••.......••...... 
Hemp ........••....••............ 
Hides and skins .....•............. 
Iron, s,crap .• : .•......•...•........ 
pig ......................... . 




railroad bars ...•.........••.•. 
Jule ............................. . 
Kerosene shale ..••...•...... ,· ... . 
Lead, ore ..•..•...•••..•••••...... 
bars . . . . . .........••.... -... 
scrap ..................••.•. 
Linen ...................••....••. 
Oil, palm and cocoa.~-· .....•...... 
Paper, printing ..••...•••.......•.. 
wrapping .... : .......•.•.... 
Pitch ........ .•.•............••... 




fo_r dying.·~---· •........•.• 
Printers ink ...........••....•.••. 
Quicksilver .••.......•......•..... 
• Rags ..............•...••••..••••. 
Resin ...•....•.••..•....•......... 
Saltpetre .......••...•...•.•..••••• 
Soda, ash ....•.••••••.....••..••••. 
caustic .......••....••..••••. 
Specimeus natural history, &c ...•.. 
Steel ..............•..••••...••••. 
Stones, building ..••••.••....•••... 
Sulphur, flour of ...•••..•••..•••••. 
Tallow ..•••.......••...•••••.•• __ . 
Tar .........•••••••.•••..•••.•.••.. 
Timber, logs . ..•..•••••..•••••••••. 
Tin .............................. . 
Wire, steel .•..••.•.........••••.•. 
Wool ...........• o a ••••••••••••••• 
Woollen cloths ...............••••. 
Yellow metal sheeting and zinc .••••. 
Rates of duty. 
United States. 
2~ cents per pound .•.•••• ....•.. 
$1 25 per ton .... : •..••• - ..• - - - . 
40 cents per ton ....••••• - .. - - - •. 
25 per cent ..........• - - - •.. - - - -
Exempt. •••••..•••••••...••••.. · 
25 per cent •.•..••..•••••.•.••.. 
Exempt ...••.••......•....••••. 
35 per cent ......•. ....•........ · 
3 cents per pound ..••••.....•... 
50 cents per cwt ••...•...••••... 
$15 per ton ....••.••••... ~ ..•... 
Exe1npt ...•....•••..•.•...••••. 
25 per cent ....•...••••....•• ~ •. 
$10 to $40 per cwt .•.....•..•... 
~~ ~:~ ~~~ ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
$9 per ton ...•..........•..•.... 
1 and 1½ cents per pound ....... . 
l¼ and H· cents per pound ..... • . 
1¼ and l¾ cents per pound ..•.... 
I¾ to 3 cents per pound .....•.•.. 
70 cents per cwt ...•........•... 
$ l O per ton ........••••..•...... 
40 cents per gallon .............. . 
J ½ cents per pound .••••......... 
2 cents per pound ......••••.. , .. 
1 ½ cents per pound .•••. : ...••.•. 
35 to 40 per cent ...••......•.... 
10 per cent . :• ..••••• ..• __ .. ~ •... 
20 per cent .....•.•.••...••..•... 
30 per cent ..•.•... : ... _ ...•• _ .. 
20 per cent,, .....•••........•..•. 
20 per cent ..•.....••..•••..... . 
30 per cent ..•.••..••••.••...... 
Exempt ..•••... • .•••............ 
35 per cent ........••.••....• _ •. 
J 5 per cent . . . . . . . . . . .......... . 
Exempt .......•.•...••..•...... 
20 per cent ...•••..• ___ •.••.•... 
3 cents per pound. _ • _ .••••...... 
½ cent per pound .••••.••...•••.. 
1 cent per pound ..•••.••....•••. 
Exempt .......••..••••. ····"···· 
2¼ to 3½ cts pr lb. and 10 pr cent .. 
20 per cent ...••.... ___ ...•••... 
$20 ver ton and 15 per cent .••... 
1 cent per pound .••.••••••..••.. 
20 per cent .••..•..•••.......... 
20 per cent .••...••••..••••. _ . _ . 
15 per cent .....••••....•••..... 
2½ and 3 cts pr lb. and 20 pr cent . 
3 to 10 cts per lb. and 10 per cent. 
24 cents per lb. and 40 per cent .. 
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